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wSUMMARY
The modal analysis method developed by Wyle [1] has been extensively modified for
the prediction of space vehicle noise reduction in the payload enclosure, and
a	 this program has been adapted to the Marshall Space Flight Center IBM 360 computer.
The predicted noise reduction levels for two test cases were compared with experi-
mental results to determine the validity of the analytical model for predicting
space vehicle payload noise environments in the 10 Hz to 250 Hz one-third octave-
band regime. The prediction approach for the two test cases generally gave
reasonable magnitudes and trends when compared with the measured noise reduction
spectra. The discrepancies in the predictions could be corrected primarily by
improved modeling of the vehicle structural walls and of the enclosed acoustic
space to obtain a more accurate assessment of normal modes. Techniques for
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The use of orbiting and interplanetary space vehicles to place various payloads
into space has been growing, and this growth will increase sharply when the Space
Shuttle becomes operational. Payload utilization will greatly increase because
of the relatively low launch cost that will be available with the Space 'huttle
and because of the increasing space applications for scientific research, communi-
cations, energy, and for many other areas in which the application of the space
environment may be beneficial to man.
In addition to an increased number of payload launches, there will also be an
increase in payload complexity. These sophisticated payloads will also be sensi-
tive to the acoustic environments to which they will be exposed. Therefore, it
will be important in the payload design stage to consider the acoustic environ-
ment surrounding the payload. Also, the definition of these acoustic environments
will be needed to allow an accurate awsessment of the test limits for qualifica-
tion testing of the payload and its components. From these considerations, it
.ran be seen that an accurate prediction of the payload acoustic environment will
be an important factor in the success of the payload missions.
The purpose of this program is to improve the technology base for defining the
acoustic environments for space vehicle payloads. One goal of the study is to
improve the acoustic environment predictior accuracy .iii the low frequency range
where considerable acoustic energy is generated by the engines at liftoff. A
computer program is also desired that will efficiently compute the space vehicle
internal environments for any given external excitation and payload configuration.
The program should also be flexible in order to incorporate state-of-the-art
techniques in noise transmission analysis.
A review of the current prediction techniques for determining the interior
acoustic environment of space vehicles has been performed, and the results are
discussed in Section 2.0 - Literature Survey. The survey of the literature on
this subject will provide a basis for choosing the best techniques available to
improve the accuracy and efficiency of payload acoustic environment predictions.
Since one of the goals in the study is to improve the internal noise predictions
in the lower frequency regime, a classical modal analysis approach is taken.
An analytical model using the modal aiz lysis techniques developed by Plotkin,
Kasper, and Glenn (11 was selected as a logical start'ng point for this study.
Earlier work done by Cockbirn and Jolly (21 provided the basis for the more
recent development by Plotkin et al. The computer programs (11 were utilized on
the present contract to provide a computational tool for predicting noise reduc-
tion levels. incorporation of state-of-this-art improvements to provide greater
efficiency and accuracy for these computer programs was also applied.
The initial step in the modal analysis formulation is to express the interior
sound field and structural displacement in terms of normal acoustic and vibra-
tional modes. To facilitate the ana]ysis, these modes are determined by approxi-
mating the actual structure) geometry with a cylindrical shell with rigid end
caps. Unique features incorporated into the model include the capability of
treating independent shell panel segments of the structure, such as the
Shuttle payload bay doors, and the capability of accounting for payload volume
by the introduction of an internal concentric cylindrical payload. Application
of boundary conditions requiring compatibility of the sound field with vibration
of the structure at the bounding surface allows a determination of the acoustic
energy coupled into the structure and ultimately radiated into the interior.
The classical approach is theoretically an exact analysis from the physical
standpoint. The degree of accuracy is dependent on the approximation involved
in modeling the actual configurations in terms of simple geometric forms. Sec-
tion 3.0 discusses the modal analysis approach in more detail.
A major practical limitation usually associated with modal analysis calculations
is that calculation time and cost become very large as frequency increases due
to the large number of modes involved. The computer program used for this study
into porates an innovative summation scheme, which minimizes computation time.
The program is described in Section 4.0. The calculation begins with modes
nearest a frequency of interest. Summation then proceeds through a sorted list
of modes, with logic subroutines selecting the next modes to be included in the
series. The modal summation thus considers the most important terms first, so






Three versions of the computer program were prepared to calculate noise reduction
(NR) at a single excitation frequency or averaged over an arbitrary bandwidth.
The basic program computes the NR from a discrete excltation frequency input.
This program is us<id when no structural or cavity resonances occur in the fre-
quency band of interest. To obtain a band-averaged NR with this program, the
response Is calculated, at sufficient frequency intervals, and summed to arrive
at a band averaged value of NR. The other two versions are bandwidth programs
that analytically approximate an integration factor for each resonance within the
band of interest. One version of the bandwidth program applies this method to
acoustic resonances only, and the second version app lies it to the structural
resonances only. The total NR is then obtained by combining the two bandwidth
NR calculations.
Section 5.0 describes a test on the Shuttle orbiter OV-101 at Edwards Air Force
Base, where two '-104s war`: run-up to generate a simulated launch noise source.
Predictions for this test :.ose were made and compared to the measured test
results. Also, a prediction case for the introduction of a payload configuration
on the change of the empty payload bay NR levels is compared with a model test
case.
The conclusions of the study are arrived at in Section 6.0. The accuracy of the
noise reduction predictions is discussed. The applicability of the modal analy-
sis method to the orbiter payload acoustic environment predictions is also
reviewed.
Recommendations for improving the modal analysis approach used for this investi-
gation are given in Section 7.0. Techniques for imp;oved analytical modeling of
the structure and payload bay configurations are suggested. Modifications for
improving the generality and flexibility of the computer program are also given.
Appendix A gives a complete description of the computer program. It describes
the three versions of the main program (PURTON, ACOBAN and STRBAN) and their
subroutines. User instructions for the imput parameters are given, and a compu-
ter program listing of a sample run is also shown.
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2.0 LITERATURE SURVEY
Several methods that rvelop the noise transmission analysis for predicting the
noise levels within an enclosure subjected to external acoustic excitation have
been found in the literature. Generally, the method for computing space vehicle
interior noise levels follows one of these approaches:
•	 Classical modal analysis
•	 Architectural acoustics
•	 Statistical energy analysis
•	 Finite element methods
•	 Empirical analysis and/or extrapolation.
Each of these approaches will be briefly discussed next while noting their
respective references in the literature. Dowell (3) presents an extensive
bibliography in the general area of vehicle interior noise prediction, which
lists the available literature on each element of the problem.
2.1 CLASSICAL MODAL ANALYSIS
Classical modal analysis as applied to the sound field inside an enclosure, such
as a Shuttle payload bay, involves modeling the response of the vehicle structure
and interior sound field in terms of the structural and acoustic natural modes.
To obtain tractable results, the geometry must be idealized so that the mode
shapes are simple analytic functions. Application of boundary conditions requir-
ing i:ompatibility of the sound field with the vibration of the structure at the
bounding surfaces alloris a determination of the acoustic energy coupled into the
structure and ultimately radiated into the interior. Apart from the approxima-
tions involved in modeling the actual configuration in terms of simpler geometric
forms, the modal approach Is mathematically an exact treatment. The damping
factor for each mode is also critical to the accuracy of the structural and
acoustic response. The modal analysis method is generally the most useful at
low 'frequencies where the modal density is low. The applicable frequency range
is where the ratio of the acoustic normal mode wavelength to its corresponding
cavity dimension is from about one-third to three [4]. At higher frequencies,
computer time increases greatly due to the increasing number of modes involved
in the summation process.
4
Recent developments in modal methods of sound transmission analysis are developing
along two lines. Taborrak [51 has recently advanced the variational formulation
(see Cragges [61) of the principles underlying structural-acoustic problems. The
formulation is intended for use in finite element analysis of the combined struc-
tural-acoustic problem. The method is powerful and especially of value for the
analysis of irregularly shaped cavities and of complicated structures. The prin-
ciple limitation being the computer storage and calculation time required, which
a
increases geometrically with the siiL and complexity of the problem.
The other line of development has been the extension of the method of Cockburn
and Jolly (2). Many authors have built on this model, which is based on
Lagrange's equation for the structure and Green's theorem for the acoustic field
[1, 7, 81. A versatile formulation has emerged from the work of Dowell (9),
Vaicaitis [101, Cra9ges (111, Wolf [121 and Petyt [131. The model is based upon
a knowledge of the uncoupled, "in vacuo" structural modes and the rigid wall acous-
tic modes of the cavity. Given these modes, the model allows for full coupling
between the structural wall and the acoustic cavity. Due to the component mode
synthesis methdology employed in this model, multiple connected cavities may be
considered. Any exterior acoustic excitation is theoretically allowed, including
random noise with a specific correlation function (141. This case, however, has
not yet been actually computer coded and run. The acoustic and structural modes
can be determined by any method, including the finite element calculation,in that
"(1) By judicious selection of components, the appropriate component modeling may
already be known without further analysis or, at the least, much easier to deter-
mine than that of the overall system. (2) in the synthesis when components are
combined only the essential aspects (modes) of each component need be retained.
Hence, the representation of the component in the total system may be much
simpler than its original representation when treated separately. "[31
Component mode synthesis means a component of the response system is most effi-
ciently represented in terms of its own (natural) modes. In the context of the
present problem, an obvious distinction can be drawn between structural (wall)
and acoustic (cavity) components. Their uncoupled normal modes are easier to
calculate separately and then combined to obtain the overall coupled behavior of
the system.
f
i2.2 ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS
	 .
This geometrical acoustic analysis method, commonly referred to as the archi-
tectural acoustic approach, is based on the idealized assumption that the sound
field enclosed within an arbitrary volume can be represented as an assemblage of
an infinite number of plane waves traveling in all possible directions. By inte-
grating the acoustic intensity over the volume and performing an energy balance,
a simple relation can be derived between the incident sound power, the total
acoustic absorption, and the resulting uniformly distributed sound pressure
field. Since the sound field in an enclosure approaches the diffuse field ideali-
zation at sufficiently high frequencies due tr the presence of closely spaced
and overlapping resonances, this simple acoustic relationship has been found use-
ful for many applications. Since the assumption of which architectural acoustic
is based requires that the sound pressure be uniform throughout the enclosed
volume, the method ceases to be valid at low frequencies where individual acous-
tic resonances become prominent. It is, therefore, a suitable method only for
the evaluation of interior noise levels at high frequencies where the ratio of
normal mode accustic wavelength to its corresponding cavity dimension is about
one-third or less. [4]
2.3 STATISTICAL ENERGY ANALYSIS
Statistical energy analysis (SEA) is a technique, developed in the 1960s, that	 1
treats the interaction of coupled dynamic systems in terms of their collective	 tj
modal proper:?es. The technique is based upon the modeling of each dynamic 	
}
system as a group of modes with the energy of the system within a given frequency
E;
range assumed to be uniformly distributed among the modes within that range. The
time-averaged power flow between the coupled system is then determined as a func-
tion of a general coupling factor and the difference in time-averaged modal
energies of the system. SEA has been used extensively to predic'., , the response
and noise reduction of complex structures excited by random pressure fields.[15-
181 Many complex aerospace structures can be considered as being built up from
elementary structural elements such as simply support beams, plates, etc. A 	 1
typical example is a shroud and payload assembly. A study that shows the appli-
cation of the SEA to predict the response of this type of assembly to a rever-
berant field is presented by Conticelli [19]. For more complex structures, a good
estimate of the modal density can be obtained by adding the modal densities of
the various elements composing the structure.
6
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When a multimodal system is excited in a band of frequencies its modes can be
divided into resonant and nonresonant frequencies within the band. The energy
transmission between nonresonant frequencies and between resonant and nonresonant
conditions cannot be predicted by the SEA. For energy transmission between reso-
nant modes, however, a power balance equation is given by Conticeili and Cock%,urn
[181. Some recent work with the SEA method can be found in References 20 through
23.
The major advantages of this approach is that the computations are relatively
simple, and fine details of the system are not required. The primary disadvantage
of the technique is the inability of the formulation to account for the specific
characteristics of the dynamic systems. Also, the damping value specified for
each frequency band significantly affects the response of the systems. Empirical
:Weans are usually required to obtain coupling parameters between the groups of
structural and acoustic modes, and it is also assumed that the resulting motions
are statistically independent, with energy equally partitioned amon g all modes in
a given group. These assumptions are not necessarily valid at low frl- uencies
where rather distinct modal coupling exist. In general, the assumptions on which
SEA is based are valid only at high modal densities, corresponding to the fre-
quency ranges commonly used in the architectural acoustics approach.
2.4 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
Finite element analysis can be described as a systematic numerical technique by
which a continuous system can be modeled as an assemblage of elementary elements,
expressing the state of the system in terms of parametric values at the element
connecting points. The structure and acoustic cavity must be well defined in
order to obtain an accurate modeling of the system. From the standpoint of
variational calculus, the approach requires expressing the element properties
in terms of a functional relationship and finding a optimal solution for the
total assemblage.
The computer implementation of this technique over the past ten years has reached
a high level of sophistication, particularly in relation to structural analysis--
as evidenced by the development of NASTRAN and other similar user-oriented compu-
ter programs. Finite acoustic elements have also been applied to the calculation
of the acoustic field within ducts [241. The generality of the basic finite
i
L
element technique makes it a logical approach to consider for application to the
analysis of the acoustic field within an enclosure. Applications of this tech-
nique have already bean used by Wolf and Nefske [25, 261, for example, to deter-
mine approximate acoustic resonant frequencies and rode shapes for an automobile
body interior. Also, the major aircraft manufacturers have developed `finite
element programs to analyze the structural vibration of fuselages.
Finite element analysis of a structure coupled with an interior sound field
constitutes a major task in the development of the necessary equations, and the
computer storage and computation time required also involves a major computa-
tional task. The finite element method, however, has been used effectively in
conjunction with the modal analysis method [6, 8, 25, 271 for obtaining the
normal modes of the system components, as mentioned in component mode synthesis
in Section 2.1 - Classical Modal Analysis.
2.5 EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS AND/OR EXTRAPOLATION
Because of the complexities inherent in the analytical methods, considerable
efforts have been made to develop empirical techniques for the prediction of
vibration response [28-31]. Initial developments concentrated upon the normalized
response of Tital and Jupiter space vehicles [28] to predict the induced interior
noise of the vehicles. Subsequent developments [30, 311 have been limited to
Saturn V-type structures, and response information has been summarized in the
form of data banks. The most significant disadvantage of these empirical
approaches is the fact that response data are presented for limited types of
structures, and little attempt has been made to review all the vibration data
with a view to deriving a generalized response prediction curve.
8
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3.0 DISCUSSION OF THE MODAL ANALYSIS METHOD
When sound wave, are transmitted through the walls of a cavity all wave motion is
standing wave motion, ar.d the acoustic energy content of the cavity is determined
by the nature of its wails. For cavities with a ratio of sound wavelength-to-
cavity dimension between one-third and three, it will be most convenient to
analyze the acoustic response fn terms of normal modes of the enclosure. This
ratio corresponds to a normal mode frequency range of about 6.2 to 233 Hz for the
Space Shuttle orbiter payload bay cavity. The lowest longitudinal normal mode of
the empty payload bay cavity is about 9.3 Hz, and the lowest circumferential mode
and radial mode are 41 Hz and 85 Hz, respectively. These normal cavity modes
were based on the payload bay geometry shown in Figure 3-1.
Figure 3-1. Dimensions and Coordinates of Concentric Cylindrical Cavity
9
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Considerable external acoustic energy at these lower frequencies will be generated
by the Space Shuttle engines, shown in Figure 3-2, from Reference 32, to excite
the payload bay internal acoustic modes. The data in Figure 3-2 was measured at
location 018 as shown in Figure 3-3. The payload bay doors will also have low
frequency resonances that will couple with the external noise field to allow
increased transmission of external noise into the payload bay cavity. For the
case where the excitation frequency wavelength is much larger than the dimension
of the cavity, the air in the enclosure can only exhibit stiffness reactance,
expanding and contracting in phase, in response to the driving external pressure.
This response is similar to a Helmholtz resonator condition. The introduction of
payloads will also affect the lower order acoustic modes of the payload bay more
than the higher order modes, because the acoustic wavelength will be smaller
than the individual payload components in the higher frequency region. Therefore,
the preceding factors indicate the usefulness of the normal mode analysis that
allows a detailed description of the internal noise field surrounding the payload
in a space vehicle.
The modal analysis approach has the advantage of permitting a detailed descrip-
tion of the enclosed sound field while providing a methodology for determining
the interaction of the sound field with the vibrating structure. Although the
modal approach is an exact analysis in the classical sense, its practical appli-
cation requires that the structural shape and enclosed volume be modeled in terms
of simple coordinate geometries. For application to space structures, the model
is based on approximating the enclosed volume as a right circular cylinder, and
the surrounding structure is consequently treated as a cylindrical shell. Apart
from simplifying the overall shape of the structure, the model itself is suffi-
ciently general to account for orthotropic structural properties as well as an
arbitrary distribution of the shell surface into panels with different structural
characteristics. An important feature of the model is the incorporation of a
payload within the enclosed volume. In order to maintain a tractable mathemati-
cal solution, the payload geometry as shown in Figure 3-1 was taken as a circular
cylinder positioned concentrically within the enclosing structure. Since the
present analysis is intended for application in the low frequency range where
the acoustic wavelengths will normally be large compared to individual payload
components, it is not critical that full geometrical detail of the payload be
I
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Figure 3-2. Experimental Noise Levels on Orbiter Door at 018.




Figure 3-3. Microphone Locations on leper and Side Surfaces
of 6.4% Model 1321
included. The cylindrical model simulates the most important payload geometry
factor -- the volume -- that can affect the enclosed noise field. The general
treatment of the analysis is discussed in the following paragraphs.
The physical process involves the interior sound field exciting the shell, which
in turn excites the interior cavity. The analytic development logically follows
the inverse order, beginning with the interior sound field. Determining the
interior noise field consists of finding a solution to the acoustic wave equation
in terms of the normal acoustic modes of the containing volume, requiring the
solution to satisfy appropriate boundary conditions at the structure wail surface
141. Several acoustic mode shapes are shown in Figure 3-4 for typical circum-
ferential and radial wave patterns. A corresponding circumferential structural
wave pattern is also shown. The boundary conditions are that the acoustic parti-
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Figure 3-4. Typical Circumferential and Radial Acoustic Wave Patterns
and the Corresponding Circumferential Structural Wave Patterns
of the structure. A Green's function is developed that relates the spatial
distribution of the internal acoustic field to the vibrating structural surface.
The acoustic response is derived for an arbitrary motion of the structure. In
addition, for application to configurations containing a payload, it is required
that acoustic boundary conditions be met along the sui`ace of the payload. The
payload is considered as a rigid solid that establishes the boundary condition
of zero acoustic particle velocity along the surface. The effect of the bound-
ary condition associated with the presence of the payload is to raise the reso-
nant frequency of interior acoustic modes with radial components.
The vibration response of the space vehicle structure is then considered. The
formulation begins with the equations of motion for the forced response of an
orthotropic thin cylindrical shell. Solutions are developed for the response
of the shell as a whole structure and for response of independent shell panel
13
F	 segments. Figure 3-5 illustrates the geometry of the structural model. The
vehicle structure in modeled as an orthotropic thin cylindrical shell using the
Donnell-Mushtari shell equation found in Leissa (331. Figure 3-6 illustrates
several examples of cylindrical shell modes. The analysis is arranged so that
individual panels bounded by shear diaphragm boundary conditions along circum-
ferential and longitudinal coordinates could be permitted to respond while the
remainder is held rigid. This permits separate transmission calculations for any
panel location and for panels with significantly different properties. Coupling
relations between normal shell modes and the internal noise field are developed,
and then the response of the coupling of the shell to an arbitrary external pres-
sure field is derived. A weak coupling assumption is made which states that


































b. Long itudinal Bulge Modes
**m - number of longitudinal
half waves.
***"lotions shown occur at dia-
metrically opposite points
on plane of symmetry for
circumferential modes in
part a of this figure.
Figure 3-6. Cylindrical Shell Mode Examples (from Reference 44)
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interaction between the structural and acoustic response will not change the
structural modes calculated in a vacuum condition, and the interaction will not
affect the rigid wall acoustic modes. Therefore, coupling between the structure
and cavity can be calculated using the "in vacuo" structural response and rigid
wall acoustic response of the cavity. The assumption of negligible structural
damping coupling is also made due to the light damping occurring in the space
vehicle structure 1341.
The structural excitation by random acoustic fields is developed next. It is
shown that the frequency-dependent coupling between the structure and a random
exterior field is described in terms of the narrow-band spatial correlation func-
tion (also called the cross-power spectral density) of the exterior noise.
Coupling relations are derived for excitation by jet noise and by a reverberant
field.
The spatial correlation of the exterior noise field at a given frequency is
particularly important in that it determines the mariner in which structural modes
are excited. For example, random noise fields are correlated over distances com-
paratle to a wavelength. The net result is that the structural modes with wave-
lengths comparable to the area of in-phase excitation are strongly coupled to the
noise field. At higher frequencies, the area over which the pressure field is
correlated becomes smaller and the structural response is characterized by the
local response of individual panels or panel groups rather than that of the
entire shell.	 It is shown in Reference 1 that this behavior results in struc-
tural modes being statistically uncorrelated for noise excitation. This provides
a Yaluable simplification since cross terms between modes, which are important




The basic computer programs used in this study were developed by Wyle (1]. These
Programs have been modified to improve their efficiency, application, and accuracy
to the problem of predicting payload environments. The programmed analytical
model predictions were compared to test results as described in Section 5.0.
This comparison was made to gain an idea o f the model's accuracy and to determine
feasible methods for improving the computer programs and the analytical model.
Techniques for improving these noise prediction computer programs and the analyti-
cal model will be discussed in Section 7.0 - Recommendations, and a complete
description of the programs is found in Appendix A. A general description of the
computer program is given in this section.
The expressions derived in Reference I provide for the calculation of noise
reduction at a single frequency, as a multiple summation over cavity acoustic
modes and shell structural modes. The total expression for the ratio between
interior and exterior pressure at a given frequency w may be written in summary
as
QC 
	 [1:	 ^ 	 l
`_ _	 { } 
	 Qns (Kns b) H inns	 Ls H2 Ym I'^ i i 1 , (4-1)
<
p2 >	 mn	 s	 pq Pq P	 q P qo	 )
where the terms in ( } and the summation variables are defined in Reference 1.
The amplification functions H 2 and H2 are written in terms of modal resonant fre-
quencies and associated constants as well as direct physical data (dimeW nns,
material properties, etc). Calculation of noise reduction, therefore, cco lists
of first computing these modal resonant quantities and then applying the following
relationship to obtain the noise reduction in decibels:
NR	 10 log < P? > .10 /p0\ (4-z)
A+
r.	 A set of computer programs has been developed that performs this calculation. The
k a .	 primary version of the program computes the noise reduction at a single frequency
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as given by Equation 4-2. This program Is described in detail in Section 4.1.
Of practical interest is the noise reduction of broadband sound, described in
terms of octave or onw t!l rd octave bands. While the puretone response could in
principle be integrated numerically, this would require calculation of response
at an enormous number of frequencies -- at least several around each resonance --
to be reliable. An exact analytic integration of the NR equation (4-2) was also
not practical; therefore, two alternate "bandwidth" versions of the program were
prepared, which mak.. use of an approximate analytic frequency integration. These
are described in Section 4.2. The computer program's computational details,
input and output parameters, and a listing of a program run case are given in
Appendix A.
4.1 STRUCTURE OF PROGRAM
The greatest practical limitation to modal analysis techniques is that the number
of modes grows geometrically as frequency increases. The number of terms to be
included in the summation in turn grows geometrically with the number of modes.
The highest frequency amenable to a modal calculation is limited by practical
constraints of computer size and computation cost. For maximum practicality, a
program must avoid computations that include modes not substantially contributing
to the net response. Programs that deterministically compute all modes and func-
tions within a specified range of indices have a domain of applicability that is
seriously limited.
The computer program develo ped he r, was designed to avoid these limitations as
much as possible. The main feature is that summation is performed in a selective
manner, seeking the most important terms. The 'summation begins with the mode
whose resonant frequency is closest to the excitation frequency. Successive
terms are added by summing through an ordered list of frequencies. Summation con-
tinues until a convergence criterion is satisfied.
Figure 4-1 shows a flowchart of the program. This program is PURTON, which com-
putes the response to a puretone. Overall, it is divided into two parts: calcu-
lation of modal frequencies, and the summation represented by Equation 4-1. To
avoid repeated calculation of modal frequencies on successive runs for the same
structure, all required output from the first part may be saved on a file. The
option of computing or reading an existing file is separate for acoustic and
`	 structural modes.
18
Figure 4-1. Flowchart of Main Pro g ram PURTON
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The user specifies a range of modal indices for the first part of the program.
The program modifies this in order to obtain a list of modes that is complete in
frequency space. For example, if acoustic indices are specified from mns - 0,0,0
to M,N,S, the list of computed modes would not be complete above 
wM,0,0. Refering
to Equation 6 from Reference 1, there are modes (m,0,0) with m > M such that the
frequency is less than for modes with m < M and n,s > 0. To avoid skipped fre-




wM,0,0' In addition to providing a complete frequency
list, this procedure minimizes the number of roots k ns that must be o:)tained.
A similar procedure is followed when obtaining the structural frequencies.	 It is
complicated slightly by the fact that wpq is not monotonically increasing with q
(as is wmns with each of m, n, s), and that there are three values of w pq for
each pair p, q. The basic principle is the same, however.
4.2 CALCULATION OF BANDWIDTH RESPONSE
Equation 4-2 gives noise reduction at a single frequency; of practical interest
is noise reduction averaged over a finite bandwidth. Numerical integration of
the pure: tone result would have been computationally very expensive. An exact
analytic integration of a band is possible in principle, but in practice would be
quite cumbersome. Each term in Equation 4-1 consists of the product of four
linear oscillator terms of the form 1/((w 2 - wo) ' + T1 2 w2 ], together with poly-
nomials in w.
	
Integration could be accomp lished by expansion in partial fractions
of the sixteenth order demoninator. Subsequent evaluation at limits corresponding
to band edge frequencies would be unwieldly at best.
An approximate bandwidth result may be accomplished by noting that the strongest
frequency dependence is due to the oscillator terms, and that only one at a time
will be important if there is lithe modal overlap. 	 Further, if the width of a
resonance is small compared to the bandwidth of interest, then the integration
may be taken over t- rather than just over a bandwidth. 	 It is also assumed that




resonant peak of interest, and may be evaluated at the resonant frequency. The












Applying this approximate integration to each resonance within the band of
interest would give the cornplete resonant response. There would be a possibility
of error, however, in that there could be duplication in case of overlapping
modes. Also, nonresonant response would be neglected.
In order to avoid for .account for) these possible errors, two separate bandwidth
programs were developed and used in conjunction with the puretone model. One
version applied Equation 4-3 to acoustic resonances only, so that it considered
a resonant acoustic field driven by nonresonant structural response. The other
version applied Equation 4-3 to structural resonances only, sea that it considered
a nonresonant acoustic field driven b y
 structural resonances. These two programs
area
 described in the followiMJ subsections.
After modal fregu,?ncies are computed,
are each sorted into lists in order o
indices, arrays containing inns and pq
The structural constants C	 are also
pq
quency list.
the acoustic and structural frequencies
f size. To retain identification of modal
are sorted in parallel to the frequencies.
Sorted in parallel to the structural fre-
The summation of Equation 4-I, the second part of the program, begins with the
acoustic mode with w
mns 
closest to the input frequency ,a. Summation first takes
nl,ace over S. After thr rirst term is computed, one term with hitiher frequency
"up" the list) and one with lower frequency ("down" the list) is computed. The
summation over s continues, addin g
 rerms up and down the frequency list until
convergences is obtained in bath directions. The convergence criterion is that
the ratio between the newest term and the running sum be less than some small
amount. The next term added may be either up or down the list, de pendin g can
which of the last up and down terris was lar g er. Summation proceeds in they
 direc-
tion of the last lar gest term.
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The summation over p,q is then performed in a similar manner, beqinninq with wpq
closest to the input frequency. The program does not place any distinction on
which of the three wpq is used, but does keep track so that modes are not
Inadvertently counted more than once.
The summations over s and over p,q together with the quantity denoted 0 are then
multiplied together and added to the cumulative summation. The m,n summation
then advances uo or down the acoustic frequency list to the next mode with dif-
ferent m,n.
The nature of the functions ), r, i n the Structure/cavity coupling term, and I,
in the Joint acceptance term, are such that many of these may be zero. Inclusion
of a zero term would give a false indication of convergence. The program, there-
fore, tests for such zero terms, and if one is encountered, calculation advances
to the next mode. To avoid errors due to roundinq errors in floating point
arithmetic, a zero condition is taken when the ar q uments of sine and cosine are
terms within 0.01 radian of a zero condition.
The calculation of Equation 4-1 gives the spatially averaged noise reduction
ratio.	 To obtain some indication of the spatial variation of the interior noise
field, a parallel summing is performed where each acoustic modal coefficient is
multiplied by the square of the mode shape, Equation 1 from Reference 1, evaluated
at a point of interest. The program includes four such points, with location of
the paints specified by the user.
A third passible case is a nonresonant acoustic field driven b y nonresonant
structural response. This is a case readily handled b y numerical integration
of the pure tone program, since response in the absence of resonances would be
smooth over a band.
4.2.1 Acoustic Resonance in a Band
This bandwidth orogram, called ACOBAN, applies Equation 4-3 to H'
	 in Equation
nns
4-I. The summation over p,q proceeds exactly as in PURTON. The summations over
m, n and s are combined into a single deterministic summation over all w
	 Ivinq
mns
within the band specified by the user. The band is specified in terms of -,vidth
(fraction of octave; for example, one octave, one-third octave, etc) and center
22
frequency. At each acoustic mode in the mns summation, w for use in other
expressions is set equal to 
wmns' 
Figure 4-2 shows the flowchart for this
program.
4.2.2 Resonant Structural Transmission in a Band
This bandwidth program, called STRBAN, applies Equation 4-3 to one resonator term
inHpq in Equation 4-1. The other two resonator terms, and the numerator, are
treated as weak functions of w to be evaluated at the resonant w. The order of
pq
summation is changed, with the m, n and s summation performed first. These are
done as in PURTON. The p,q summation is performed last, and is done as a deter-
ministic sum over all resonant wpq in the specified band. At each structural
resonance in the band, w for use in the other terms is set equal to w pq . Figure
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Figure 4-3. Flowchart of Main Program STRBAN
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5.0 TEST CASES FOR ANALYTICAL PREDICTION MODEL
Test cases to be compared with the prediction methods were necessary to determine
the validity of the analytical model, and to ascertain what improvements on the
model might be necessary for better accuracy. Tests with the Space Shuttle
orbiter with an empty payload bay [38] and Shuttle orbiter model tests with pay-
load configurations (341 were used for these comparisons. Section 5.1 begins
the information about the full scale acoustic test comparisons on the orbiter
and Section 5.6 starts the discussion of the 1huttle model test comparisons with
a payload configuration.
5.1 ACOUSTIC TESTS ON ORBITER OV-101
The acoustic tests were performed on the Space Shuttle Orbiter Vehicle (OV-101)
at Edwards Air Force Base in California. Two F-104 jet aircrafts were used as
the acoustic noise sources. This jet noise source provided a propagating exci-
tation with spatial correlation characteristics similar to those expected during
launch and with an intensity similar to the launch environment. 	 Reference 38
gives the complete details and results of the tests, while the main test factors
are summarized below.
5.).1 Test Configuration
Figure 5-1 illustrates the basic test configuration at Edwards AFB. The two
F-104 jet aircraft were located aft of the orbiter to generate an acoustic field
similar to that anticipated during launch. Two sets of tests were performed at
the two aircraft distances of 100 feet and 250 feet. The 100-foot distance for
tests 2 and 3 are of concern for this study. The two tests differed only due to
the microphone locations for the test measurements of the payload bay interior
noise levels, as discussed in the next section.
5.1.2 Microphone Locations
The eight interior microphone locations for tests 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 5-2.
The microphones in test 2, which were designated location A in Figure 5-2, were
suspended on ropes that hung vertically down the payload bay centerline. 	 In
test 3 the microphones were pulled to the side, off the centerline, and into
positions identified as location B, also shown in Figure 5-2. 	 Exterior micro-













































































5.1.3 Exterior Noise Source Levels
Since tests 2 and 3 were basically the same except for the location of the
interior noise microphones, their exterior measurements were averaged to provide
the forcing input on the structure. Noise transmission into the payload bay was
primarily through the payload bay doors, especially in the low frequency range of
excitation. Therefore, the test results for the doors alone will be used in the
test and analytical comparison. The average exterior sound pressure levels (SPLs)
measured on the doors are shown in Figure 5-4, along with a corrected door level.
The corrected door levels were obtained because of a strong circumferential
gradient at certain frequencies. Tables 5-1 and 5-2 list the measured tine-third
octave SPLs at each microphone location for test 2 and test 3, respectively.
5.1.4 External Noise Field Description
The correlation function for the convected excitation pressure field was repre-
sented by an exponentially decaying cosine function. For the longitudinal direc-




exp - ax ! ; ! cos (kx^ )
x
where	 kx	 U , wave number at frequency m,
A
U x = phase (trace) velocity over surface of vehicle,
ax = correlation decay factor,
x' - x, longitudinal distance between two points on
surface of vehicle.
The circumferential correlation function is of the same form as the longitudinal
function:
k





	 - wave number at frequency W,
U 
	
= trace velocity in circumferential direction,
a y = correlation decay factor,
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The correlation decay factors and trace ve',ocities were det-rmined experimentally
from the test between microphone pairs, and their averaged values are given below
for the payload bay doors:
kx = kCo/U x = 0.92k,
where	 k = w/Co , and Co = speed of sound,
ax = 34.4,
k  = 0.26k,
a y = 3.74.




The values of a and k were assumed to be the same for tests 2 and 3.
5.1.5 Determining the Measured Payload Bay Noise Reduction
The exterior sound pressure levels on the payload bay doors measured in tests 2
and 3 were averaged and weighted for circumferential gradient. These values are
shown in Figure 5-4. Tables 5-1 and 5-2 also list the individual SPL for each
microphone location and their average value at each one-third octave band.
Interior SPLs measured at location A (test 2) and location B (test 3) ,Vere space-






10 log 10 0.33(10)	 + 0.67(10)	 ,
where	 <SPL >	 space averaged value of sound pressure level,
LA	= the average SPL measured for microphones at loca-
tion A in test 2,
L B	the average SPL measured for microphones at loca-
tion B in test 3.
Figure 5-5 gives these space-averaced SPL results. Tables 5-3 and 5-4 give the
SPL at each microphone location in the bay and also list the average one-third
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Ii	 because of the payload bay symmetry. By the symmetry factor, the noise levels on
the other side of the bay were assumed to have the same values as those at loca-
tion B. This situation can be easily seen in Figure 5-2.
To determine the payload bay noise reduction (NR) from these one-third octave-band
measured data, the space averaged interior noise levels were subtracted from the
f
exterior door levels. Since the dominant noise transmission at these low fre-
quencies is through the doors, little accuracy is lost on calculating the NR by
considering only the transmission of the exterior noise through the doors. These
noise reduction levels are plotted for each one-third octave band from 10 Hz to
250 Hz in Figure 5-6.
5.1.6 Spatial Variability of the Measured Noise Reduction
The spatial variability of the empty payload bay measurements is shown in Figure
5-7. The scatter of the 16 measurements from tests 2 and 3 are given relative to
the space-averaged level. The largest variation can be seen in the 40-Hz band,
where the full range is about 20 dB. For bands below 100 Hz, the data scatter
becomes more prevalent as the frequency decreases. Except for the 63 Hz band,
all the measurements are less than 5 dB above the space-averaged value. But since
16 measurements is a relatively small sample within the entire payload bay space,
there are undoubtedly some locations where the low frequency levels exceed the
space averaged levels by more than 5 dB.
5.2 INPUTS FOR THE ANALYTICAL MODEL PREDICTIONS
The following section describes the data that were used to model the Shuttle
Orbiter payload bay structure, the payload bay enclosure, and the payload geom-
etry. These inputs for the analytical representation were used with the basic
computer program developed by Wyle, which is described in Section 4.0.
5.2.1 Absorption of OV-101 Payload Bay
The interior absorption of the payload bay was measured by exciting the bay with
loudspeaker sources and determining the reverberation time. From the reverbera-
tion time, the volume loss factors in one-third octave bands were computed and
the average wall absorption coefficients were estimated. Figure 5-8 shows the
reverberation times used to compute the acoustic damping in the analytical model
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Figure 5-7. Variability of Measured Payload Say Acoustic levels
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5.2.2 Structure of the Orbiter
Figure 5-9 shows a general view of the Space Shuttle orbiter. Figure 5-10 shows a
{	 typical cross section through the cargo bay that is approximately 60 feet long
with a roughly circular usable cargo volume approximately 16 feet in diameter.
The side walls and bottom are essentially flat, with truss frames (shown in
Figure 5-10) at about 5-foot intervals. The doors, which have a roughly circular
cross section, consist of five pairs that open in two pair of units as shown in
Figure 5-11.
For the purposes of matching the orbiter structure to the cylindrical coordinate
geometry of the analytic model, the payload bay structure is modeled in the fol-
lowing way:
e	 The structure is modeled as a cylinder, 16-foot diameter by 60-
foot length, with rigid end walls.
e	 The doors are considered to comprise a 180-degree full length
panel, joined to the fuselage by shear diaphragm boundary
conditions.
Detailed structural and vibrational properties of the doors are discussed in
Section 5.2.5.
5.2.3 Payload Bay Doors
The payload bay doors consist of five pairs, as noted above. Figure 5-11 shows the
structural arrangement of one of the four main door halves. The structure con-
sists of the skin, end frames, seven intermediate frames, a torque box at the
hinge line, and a center beam. The skin is a graphite-epoxy sandwich with nomex
filler. The frames are graphite-epoxy with hat-section intermediate frames. The
fifth pair or doors (rearmost) is about one-eighth the length of the others, and
has no intermediate frames. Not shown in Figure 5-11 are various latches, skin
do.ibiers, hardware, etc. Table 5-5 lists all components of the doors together
with their weights [391. Table 5-6 summarizes the material propertie:, of the skin
and frame materials [40]. The five door pairs are joined into two unit pairs
that open and close separately. The joining is done with shear pins. When













Figure 5-10. Cross Section of Space Shuttle Caroo Bay






















































SUMMARY OF ORBITER 001 PAYLOAD BAY DOOR WEIGHTS
Component Weight (lb.)
Forward Honeycomb Panel Skin 373.1
Core 87.1
Bonding 100.2













Linkage and Hinges 58.0

















0.016" (each face sheet)
3.5 x 166 psi (900)





The door structure for the flight operat i onal orbiter also includes two pairs of
space radiators that open on a hinge line almost in common with the door hinges.
When closed, the radiators are secured to the doors by a system of latches and
ball joints. No strains from loads on the doors are transmitted to the radiators.
The radiators were not installed on the OV-101 vehicle during these noise
tests X381.
The structural properties of the doors as needed for the stiffnesses are summa-
rized in Table 5-7. These were computed on the basis of the properti,%,j in Tables
5-5 and 5-6 and dimensions obtained from assembly drawings provided by NASA.
Masses concentrated at the door/fuselage hinge line (torque boxes, hinge hard-
ware, etc) were neglected in computing mass density because these are at a node.
Representation of the doors as a single 180° panel is not entirely satisfactory
because of the pin connections between halves at the top centerline. Figure
5-12a shows the cross-sectional mode shape for q - 3 for the 180 0 homogeneous
shell and the actual s`,pe for the two-piece door with center hinge line is shown
in Figure 5-12b. The true boundary conditions are not amenable to representation
by an analytic expression as convenient to work with as Equation 30 from Refer-
ence 1. The main difference between Figures 5-12a and 5-12b is that b is con-
siderably less stiff. The center hinge was, therefore, handled by reducing the
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TABLE 5-7.
STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
QUANTITY SYMBOL WHOLE DOOR PANEL BETWEENFRAMES
Length 1 60 feet 1.5	 feet
Radius b 8 feet 8 feet
Circumferential	 Extent a 180° 900
Stressed Skin Thickness ASS/1 0.00267 `eet 0.00267 feet
(both	 layers)
Skin Filler Thickness tF 0.050 feet 0.050 feet
Shell	 Density Ps 0.0989 slug/fr 2 0.0128 slug/ft2
Longitudinal	 Young's Modulus ES 1.843x109	 Ib/ft 2 1.843x109	lb/ft2
Circumferential	 Young's Modulus
ESQ
0.504x109 ib/ft 2 0.504x109 lb/ft2
Frame Young's Modulus E 1.343x109	 Ib/ft 2 ---
Frame Area AF 0.00986 ft  ---
Frame Moment of Inertia IF 0.183x10-3	 ft  ---
Frame Spacing LF 1.58 feet ---
Frame-Skin Centroid Distance x 0.109 feet ---
Poisson's
	
Ratio v 0.3 0.3
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-10r,. - __
a. Homogeneous Door Structure
b. Door Structure with Center Hinge
Figure 5-12. Circumferential q . 3 Mode Shape for
Homogeneous and Hinged Doors
circumferential bending stiffness to compensate. For a force directed downward
at the center, the split semicircle (12b) will be displaced approximately 30 times
as far as the whole semic:rcle 02a). This was determined by applying the calcu-
lation procedure in Section 80 of Reference 41 to both cases. A relaxation
factor of 30 is probably too great for the doors, however, as the driving force
will not be concentrated on the centerline. For purposes of calculating low
frequency vibration of the doors, the circumferential bending stiffness was
divided by a factor of 20.
5.2.4 Payload Door Resonant Frequencies
Table 5-8 lists the payload bay door modal frequencies and indices through the
50 Hz one-third octave band. Table 5-9 shows the frequencies for eight of the
first ten symmetric modes calculated from a finite element analysis of the door
structure (42]. The finite element calculation is based on a structural descrip-
tion much closer to actual than the "relaxed" shell used here. The symmetric
modes correspond to odd values of the circumferential modal index q. The first
finite element frequency of 8.17 Hz corresponds well with the 1,3 mode of 9.3 Hz.
The sequence of finite dement frequencies increases in general with the
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TABLE 5-8.
STRUCTURAL MODAL FREQUENCIES AND INDICES
FOR PAYLOAD BAY DOOR MODEL THROUGH 50 HZ BAND
p, q f p, q f
1,2 7.5 4,6 39.5
1, 3 9.3 4, 3 39.8
2, 3 14.9 5, 4 40.0
1,4 16.0 5,6 42.5
2, 4 17.6 3, 2 43.4
1, 1 17.7 6, 5 43.9
3, 4 22.4 6, 6 46.6
2, 2 23.1 1, 7 49.6
1, 5 25.1 2. 7 49.9
2, 5 25.8 2, 1 50.5
3, 3 26.0 3, 7 50.5
3, 5 27.6 6, 4 50.7
4, 4 30.2 4, 7 51.6
4, 5 31.3 7, 6 51.8
1, 6 36.4 7, 5 52.0
2, 6 36.7 5, 7 53.4
5, 5 36.9 5, 3 54.6
3, 6 37.7 6, 7 55.9
p	 number of longitudinal half waves.




COMPARISON BETWEEN DOOR RESONANT FF.EQUENC1ES FROM FINITE





p , q f f
1,	 3 9.3 8.17
2,	 3 14.9 9.65
3,	 3 26.0 10.85
4,	 3 39.8 17.69
5,	 3 54.6 20.04
6,	 3 69.2 23.11
7,	 3 50.5 26.07
8,	 3 96.6 31.50
longitudinal modes p and with the odd q modes. The first and second symmetric
modes are shown in Figures 5-13 and 5-14, respectively.
At high frequencies, when the wavelength is no longer large compared to the spac-
ing between ring frames, the individual response of panels between frames must be
considered. These are taken as independent panels, of circumferential extent 90
degrees and longitudinally between rings, with properties corresponding to the
skin properties in Table 5-7 and supported by shear diaphragms. Table 5-10 lists
the first few frequencies calculated for a typical skin panel between frames.
The lowest frequency is over 400 Hz, so that these modes are of little importance
for the present study.
TABLE 5-10.











































The structural damping values, in terms of the loss factor Af/f, for the payload
bay doors is taken from Reference 34 to be n - 2/f, where f is in hertz.
5.2.6 Payload Bay Resonant Frequencies
The interior of the payload bay was represented as a cylind r ical cavity 16 feet
in diameter and 60 feet long. Payloads were modeled as a concentric inner cylin-
der. For this test case comparison, the noise reduction was computed only for
the empty bay case. Figure 3-1 describes the bay geometry.
Table 5-11 lists acoustic modal frequencies up to 112 Hz (this is through the 100
Hz one-third octave band) together with their modal indices. The first radial
mode (i.e., s f 0) occurs in the 80 Hz band, so that (except for damping and
volume effects) the empty bay calculation should give the same result as would
calculations with payloads. Since low frequencies are the primary interest in
the present study, there is little loss of generality in considering only the
empty bay.
The payload bay normal acoustic modes were also calculated with the cavity
idealized by a rectangular parallelepiped with one surface deformed to represent
the payload bay doors. This is a perturbation technique used in Reference 34 to
model the payload bay and the geometry. The dimensions of the analytical model
are shown in Figure 5-15. Table 5-12 compares the normal modes from this compu-
tation with modes calculated using the right ci cular cylinder idealization.
5.2.7 Acoustic Losses
There are two ways in which acoustic energy can be lost from the payload bay:
e	 Absorption by hardware inside the bay. This includes the effect
of payloads, of frame trusses, of structural textures, etc. At
low frequencies, these may all act as porous materials.
e	 Transmission of sound out of the bay through the structure.
This is the inverse process of transmission in.
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TABLE 5-11
ACOUSTIC MODAL FREQUENCIES, EMPTY PAYLOAD BAY,
THROUGH 100 HZ BAND
m, n, s f m, n, s f m, n, s f
0, 0, 0 0 2, 2, 0 70.3 1, 3, 0 93.7
1, 0 , 0 9.3 3, 2, 0 73,3 7, 2, 0 94.0
2, 0, 0 18.6 8, 0, 0 74.4 2, 3, 0 95.1
3, 0, 0 27.9 7, 1, 0 76.9 5, 0, 1 i	 97.0
4, 0, 0 37.2 4, 2, 0 77.3 3, 3, 0 97.4
0, 1, 0	 t 40.9 5, 2, 0 82.2 4, 3, 0 6	 100.4
I t 1, 0 41.9 9, 0, 0 83.7 8, 2, 0 100.7
2, 1, 0	 ' 44.9 8, 1, 0 85.1 10, 1, 0 ;	 101.6
5, 0, 0
	
i 46.5 0, 0, 1 85.1 6, 0, 1 101.7
3, 1, 0	 ' 49.5 1, 0, 1 85.6 11, 0, 0 102.3
4, 1, 0 55.3 2, 0, 1 87.1 5, 3, 0 104.2
6, 0, 0 55.8 6, 2, 0 87.8 7, 0, 1 107.1
5, 1, 0 61.9 3, 0, 1 89.5 9, 2, 0 107.7
7, 0, 0 65.1 4, 0, 1 92.8 6, 3, 0 108.7
0, 2, 0	 ! 67.8 10, 0, 0 93.0 11, 1, 0 I	 110.2
1, 2, 0 68.4 9, 1, 0 93.1 12, 0, 0 111.6
6, 1, 0 69.2 0, 3, 0 93.3
m - number of longitudinal half waves.
n - number of circumferential full waves.




a a 11.50 ft; b - 12.58 ft; c s 60.42 ft; R a 4.33 ft
Figure 5-15. Deformed Parallelepiped (from Reference 34)
TABLE 5-12.
COMPARISON BETWEEN SOME ACOUSTIC MODES
FROM THE PRESENT MODEL AND






m, n, s f f
0, 1, 0 40.8 27.07
1, 1, 0 41.9 28.60
2, 1, 0 44.9 32.77
3, 1, 0 49.5 38.13
4, 1, 0 55.3 45.80
5, 1, 0 61.9 53.53











2, 2, 0 70.3 64.22
3, 2, 0 73.3 67.46
7, I t 0 76.9 70.09
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The loss factor may be represented by the empty payload bay reverberation test 134 1




where f is in hertz and T60 is reverberation time from Figure 5•$.
The second factor, retransmission of sound, is explicitly neglected in the formu-
lation of the coupling equations. It is assumed that the shell is driven by the
exterior sound field alone. This is correct only if the interior sound pressure
is small compared to exterior, that is, NR is large. If NR is small, the effect
of interior pressure must be considered. This is equivalent to calculating the
inverse problem.
Calculation of transmission from inside to out is Just as complex as the outside
to inside analysis treated thus far. An approximate allowance can be made, how-
ever, by noting that the process is essentially linear. The interior and exterior





where () v denotes in va_ shell response; that is, the effect of interior pres-
sure is not considered. Counting interior pressure,
P i • A [po - (p,)V] .
	
(3)
Equation 3 assumes the process is reversable. if only a single mode is considered,
this is true. Since the present approximation has structural modes uncorrelated
with each other, and acoustic modes are uncorrelated in the spatial average, this
is a reasonable assumption. At low frequencies, there are few modes present, so
that Equation 1 is reasonable from this viewpoint as well. At high frequencies,
where there are many overlapping modes, an equation similar to 3 but in terms of
intensity p` rather than pressure would be more a ppropriate. This is the archi-
tectural acoustics regime, however, and is not of direct interest.
Y^	
: i
The computer programs includes thin second factor as an adjustment to the noise
reduction calculation. The NR was calculated initially in terms of (p l ) v . Equa-





I + ( PI) v//po
In terms of an adjustment to noise reduction, NR - -20 log 0 1 /p 00
-(NR) /20
NR • (NR) v + 20 log y 1 + 10	 v	 (5)
The equivalent expression for the architectural acoustics case would have 10 in
place of 20 in both cases.
5.3 PREDICTION OF PAYLOAD BAY NOISE REDUCTION
The inputs for analytically determining the orbiter emoty payload bay noise
reduction (NR) were submitted to the Wyle computer models for computation. All
three versions of the computer program were required to calculate the total NR
from the 10 Hz to 250 Hz one-third octave bands. The NR due to acoustic reso-
nances was modeled by considering the nonresonant structural response of the
doors driving resonant acoustic responses in the payload bay. The acoustic ver-
sion of the program is called ACOBAN. When the NR was governed by the structural
resonances occurring in the frequency band of interest, the response was con-
sidered to be a resonant structural response driving a nonresonant acoustic field.
This program is called STRBAN. The noise reductions obtained by these programs
were then added to obtain the total NR due to resonant acoustic and structural
transmission by the following equation:
I




here	 NR  • resonant acoustic NR,
NR  - resonant structural NP.
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If no resonance of the doors or payload bay cavity existed for a given octave 	 I
band, then the PURTON version of the program was used to calculate the NR from
the response of nonresonant structure driving a nonresonant condition in the pay-
load bay cavity. The NR was computed at discrete frequencies in the desired one-
third octave band and was then integrated by summing the individual Nits to obtain
a total for the band.
The predicted one-third octave-band noise reduction levels are shown in Figure
5-16 for the empty payload bay case. At each one-third octave band, the values
of space-averaged NR corresponding to the type of noise transmission are plotted.
For example, the 10 Hz band from Figure 5-16 shows about the same noise transmis-
sion for both resonant structural and acoustic response. Thes ,s two values of NR
calculated by ACOBAN and STRBAN are combined to give the total one-third band
level. At 10 Hz the puretone response integrated over the bandwidth by the PURTON
program gives approximately the same result also.
A nonresonant condition is noted in the 12.5 Hz band since there are no structural
door or payload bay resonances. This can be seen by Tables 5-8 and 5-11, respec-
tively. Therefore, the PURTON version was used to compute the NR for single
frequencies within the band and then integrated to obtain a one-third octave-band
i.R level.
in some frequency bands, it can be seen from Figure 5-16 that the noise trans-
mission is dominated by either acoustic or structural resonances. For example,
with the 20 Hz band, the NR is low because the noise transmission for the acous-
tic resonant case is very much greater than the structural resonant case due to
strong acoustic responses created by the structural vibrations of the payload
bay doors. This condition can be seen by looking at Tables 5-8 and 5-11. The
20 Hz band containing the 18.6 Hz acoustic longitudinal mode, where m - 2, canp	 be excited by several matching structural modes with an equal wave number. These
j	 structural modes also have resonant frequencies close to the acoustic resonance.
The 22.4 Hz door structural mode, on the other hand, with a longitudinal wave
number p - 3, has only one close acoustic mode to couple with. That mode is at










































































































































in the 16 Hz band in Figure 5-16, here is a case where the structural resonant
response alone is responsible for the noise transmission because no payload bay
acoustic modes exist. The 16 Hz door mode with a longitudinal wave number of one
will couple well with the random external noise field because correlation lengths
are typically comparable to acoustic wavelengths. Since the structural wavelength
of the p - i mode is the length of the bay cavity (60 feet), and the 16 Hz acous-
tic excitation wavelength is about 70 feet, the payload bay door structurai
response is expected to be strong due to these comparable wavelengths. At the
higher one-third octave bands in Figure 5-16, the noise transmission is about
equally divided between the acoustic and structural resonant condition.
5.3.1 Comparison Between Measured and Predicted Noise Reduction for
Figure 5-17 illustrates the NR curve from the measured data (Figure 5 -6) plotted
along with the NR predicted from the analytical model (Figure 5-16). The pre-
dicted NR curve seems to follow the measured NR trend, that of the NR decreasing
with increased frequency in the 10 to 250 Hz range. Generally, the predicted
NRs are fairly close to the measured levels, except at several one-third octave
bands. In Figure 5-18, a plot to readily indicate the differences betweer, the
predicted and measured noise reduction levels is given. The predicted NR spectra
is subtracted from the measured spectra to show these relative differences, and
the 0 dB level is the measured NR used for this reference in Figure 5-11.
Approximately 87% of the predicted NR values are within 5 dB of the measured NRs,
and approximately 60% are 3 dB or less from the measured levels. Bands of 10
and 12.5 Hz seem to have the best ,agreement with the test NRs. One important
reason for this is that the door structural model modes 'osely match the more
accurate finite element values as listed in Table 5-9. Also, the lower order
longitudinal acoustic modes are easier to model at these frequencies, both in
their mode shape and resonant frequency.
The worst discrepancy occurs in the 16 and 20 Hz one-third octave bands where the
predicted NRs are about 6.5 and 7.5 dB less than the measured values, respec-
tively. At 17.7 Hz, the payload bay door mode with p,q - 1,1 (from Table 5-8)
would be highly correlated to the random noise field, both lon g itudinally and































































































predicted structural mode would couple easily with the external noise field and
would transmit the noise more efficiently.
In the 20 Hz band, an acoustic resonance (18.6 Hz, m - 2) in the payload bay can
be excited by several structural modes having the same longitudinal wave number
and having close resonant frequencies. These low order structural modes are also
well coupled to the external noise field in this frequency range. Therefore, the
dominant factor, in these frequency bands of more predicted noise transmission
than the test results, seems to deal with the calculated door modes. The present
model of the door modes does disagree somewhat with the higher finite element
modes calculated in Table 5-9.
The acoustic modes are more easily modeled at lower frequencies, so more confi-
dence can be placed in their accuracy. The modes for the present model of a
cylinder were compared to the acoustic modes calculated for a perturbated
rectangular parallelepiped model of the orbiter payload bay, as shown in Figure
5-15 and Table 5-12. The longitudinal modes were found to be the same for each
model, and from Table 5-12 it can be seen that the resonant frequency of the n
wave number modes for, the present model are greater than the parallelepiped model
modes in the lower frequency bands, but they become more closely matched as the
frequency Increases. The mode shapes will be slightly different for the n and c,
modes because of the different modal geometries representing the bay cross sec-
tion. The in modes will have the same mode shape for each model.
Another factor that could significantly affect the prediction accuracy is the
structural and acoustic damping factors. Possibly the damping values specified
in the analytical model may not be entirely representative, which could easily
lead to errors in the NR estimates.
5.3.2 Damping Effects on the Payload Bay Noise Reduction
The effect on the noise reduction of varying the structural damping factor can
be Seen in Figure 5-19. A smaller damping factor tends to reduce the noise
reduction in the payload bay, and this same trend is also true for the acoustic
damping factor effect on the ncise reduction. Therefore, it can be observed
that the damping value specified for the structural and acoustic normal modes is










































































5.3.3 Spatial Variability of the Predicted Noise Reduction
To illustrate the spatial characteristics of the acoustic response in the payload
f
bay, the calculated NR at one point in the bay is shown plotted in Figure 5-20.
The point was taken on the centerline of the bay, 15 feet from the front of the
enclosure. At this particular point, the NR varies greatly from the space-
averaged value in most one-third octave bands. The NR at the point is generally
larger than the average NR for the cavity. This trend can also be seen with the
measured data in Figure 5-1, where the NR can vary greatly on the high side in
the lower frequency bands. A node point is also noted at this location in the
20 Hz band due to a very high calculated NR. Also, the NR for some other loca-
tions can be expected to be much lower than the average value.
5.4 ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT FOR A PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION FROM MODEL TESTS
Acoustic tests were performed on the Rockwell International (RI) one-quarter
scale rlexible model of the Space Shuttle orbiter with model payload configura-
tions (34). A one-quarter scale model was constructed by RI for low frequency
dynamic experiments related to problems such as flutter and "pogo," and was
designed to represent the full scale dynamic characteristics of the orbiter. The
dynamic characteristics associated with noise transmission may not be scaled with
a high degree of accuracy with this model though, particularly for the payload
bay doors. However, it is believed that the model is accurate enough to deter-
mine the changes in payload bay acoustic levels when payloads are introduced.
These tests involved the measurement of space-averaged sound pressure levels in
the empty bay and when one of three payloads was present. The exterior noise
field was generated by five loudspeakers located at the rear of the model, and
the field had the properties of acoustic plane waves propagating in the forward
direction. For the empty bay tent, noise levels were measured at a total of 42
locations, and the data were reduced to a space-averaged one-third octave-band
spectrum. When a payload was introduced in the bay, space-averaged spectra were
obtained for each of the several subvolumes surrounding the payload. The differ-
ences between these spectra and that for the empty payload bay determined the






















































































































The payload configuration, designated as "Delta-D," does not simulate any real
payload, but was designed as a diagnostic payload because of its creation of
Interesting acoustic subvolumes within the payload bay. This payload configura-
tion consists of a series of five cylinders of different diameters plus an aft
pallet. Figure 5-21 illustrates a top and side view of the payload configuration.
The large diameter cylinders are of considerable interest because they have a
major impact on the payload bay acoustics [34, Vcl. 11 and constitute a challeng-
ing situation for any analytical model.
5.4.2 Measured Data for the Delta-D Pay:oad Effects
The space-average one-third octave-band levels for each of the seven subvolumes
were subtracted from the average empty bay levels to obtain the relative effects
of the payload introduction into the bay. These relative levels to the average
empty bay levels are shown In Figure 5-22. From this data, it can be seen that
large variations in levels occur in the low frequency range below the 31.5 Hz
one-third octave band. The curves also show that empty bay levels are generally
not affected significantly by the payload from the 31.5 Hz band to the 250 Hz
band. The one exception is with the 95% diameter payload, where the levels above
the payload are higher than the average empty bay levels.
5.5 INPUTS FOR THE ANALYTICAL MODEL OF THE PAYLOAD EFFECTS
The noise reduction results obtained with the computer program for the effects
of a payload were based on the analytical model of the full scale orbiter OV-101
tested at Edwards AFB [34], as described in Section 5.1. The full scale data
from the OV-101 test were used in the predictions because large differences were
found to have occurred between the OV-101 and the one-quarter model noise reduc-
tion levels for an empty payload bay below the 63 Hz one-third octave-band
region (34, Vol. V1. These differences demonstrated that the one-quarter scale
orbiter model does not exactly represent the OV-101 acoustically. Therefore, no
attempt was made to scale up the one-quarter model to predict the effects of the
introduction of a payload on the empty bay noise levels. The predictions arA
compared to the model test data on a qualitative basis to obtain trends and rela-
tive magnitudes. The analytical inputs of one payload configuration are used in
the computer programs described in Section 4.0 to obtain a space-averaged noise
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Figure 5-22. Effect of Delta-D Payload on Subvolume
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'	 5.5.1 Payload Dena-0 Configuration
This payload configuration, shown in Figure 5-21, was modeled by a single
cylinder placed concentrically in the cylindrical model of the empty bay (Figui
3-1), with a volume equal to the total volume of the payload. This cylindric&'
payload simulation had a radius of 4.82 feet, and a payload bay length of 60 feet.
5.5.2 Structure of the Orbiter
The orbiter structural properties are the same as described in Section 5.2.2 for
the OV-101 used in the acoustic tests 1381.
5.5.3 Payload Bay Door Resonant Frequencies and Structural Damping_ Factor
The introduction of a payload configuration does not change the door modes or
damping factor, so the value for these inputs are the same as given in Sections
5.2.4 and 5.2.5.
5.5.4 Payload Bay Resonant Frequencies with Payload Present
For the introduction of the payload into the orbiter bay, Table 5-13 lists the
bay modal frequencies and indices through the 100 Hz one-third octave band. On
comparing the empty bay modes in Table 5-11 to the payload present modes, it is
seen that the first three modes are the same. But the payload case brings the
first circumferential mode (n-1) of the empty bay (40.9 Hz) down to 28.0 Hz with
the introduction of the payload. The payload also increases the first radial
mode (s-1) from 85.1 Hz of the empty bay to 177.8 Hz. Generally, the payload
present case will not affect the empty bay longitudinal modes (m), but it will
lower the resonant frequencies of the circumferential modes (n), and raise the
resonant frequencies of the radial modes (s).
5.5.5 Acoustic Damping of OV-101 Payload Bay with Payload Present
The payload bay acoustic damping factors due to the payload being present was
estimated to be greater than the empty bay values. The acoustic loss factor was
based on 350 Sabins in Reference 43, and it is given by
n - Of/f - 1.27/f
where f is in Hz.
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TABLE 5-13.
ACOUSTIC MODAL FREQUENCIES FOR PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION "DELTA-D".
THROUGH THE 100 H2 BAND
m, n, s f m, n, s f


















































3, 1, 0 39.5 4, 3, 0 91.2

























6, 0, 0 55.8 6, 3, 0 100.2
1, 2, 0 5b.5 9, 2, 0 100.6
2, 2, 0 58.8 i l , 0, 0 102.3










































6, 2, 0 78.9 2, 4, 0 1	 111.8
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5.6 PREDICTION OF THE NOISE REDUCTION OF PAYLOAD BAY WITH A PAYLOAD PRESENT 	 i
Figure 5-23 depicts the noise reduction (NR) calculations for the Delta-D payload
configuration. As with the empty payload bay NR levels, several one-third octave
bands have their noise transmission governed by either structural or acoustic
resonances. Reasons for this situation are discussed In Section 5.3 for the
empty bay NR results. Also, as the nodal densities increase with Increasing one-
third octave band frequencies, the structural and acoustic resonant responses
share about the some amount of the noise reduction.
5.6.1 Comparison between Empty Payload Bay and a Payload Configuration
In Figure 5-24, the NR curve from Figure 5-16 for the predicted empty bay NR
levels is shown with the Delta-0 payload configuration NR curve. The two curves
seem to follow the same NR trend with frequency. The payload introduction causes
the empty bay NR levels to decrease, which means, of course, that more noise
transmission has occurred and the *,,;Woad acoustic environment has increased
noise levels over the empty bay levels.
Figure 5-25 shows the differences in NR between the two curves from Figure 5-24
more graphically. The difference between the empty bay NR and the payload pres-
ent NR is equivalent to the change in the empty bay noise level when the payload
is placed in the empty bay. The 0 dB level is the empty bay space-averaged
noise level in Figure 5-25. As noted in this figure, the empty bay noise in the
lower frequency bands (<40 Hz) seems to be affected more by the addition of the
payload. The largest change is in the 25 and 31.5 Hz one-third octave bands.
A possible reason for this condition is that the payload addition causes the
empty bay circumferenttai acoustic modes in the 40 Hz band to be reduced in
frequency where they now fall into the 25 and 31.5 Hz bands. This can be seen
comparing Tables 5-i1 and 5-13. For the empty bay case, no acoustic modes
Gist in the 31.5 Hz band, but with the addition of a payload configuration,
everal acoustic modes are created in this one-third octave band. These acous-
is modes are then excited by structural modes, resulting in transmission of



















































































































































































































































































































































































	 id and Predicted Payload Effects on
From the one-quarter scale orbiter model tests, changes in the empty payload noise
levels due to the introduction of the payload configuration Delta-D are shown in F
Figure 5.22. Also on the same figure; are the predicted values due to the payload
effects. Only qualitative results should be gained from these comparisons, as
explained earlier in Section 5.4.
The predicted changes seem to have about the same trends as do the measured data
for most of the subvolumes surrounding each of the payload components. Even the
magnitude of the changes in noise level is fairly similar for both the predicted
and test cases with the 30-, 60- and 80-percent diameter cylinders. The most
significant trend difference lies in the 20 Hz band with each subvolume. Although
the model and the full scale OV-101 are not acoustically the same, the trend for
the analytical model should probably be a little c'+ser to the test model results
at 20 Hz. In most subvolumes, the 20 Hz band for the model results is greatly
affected by the payload introduction. It is likely that the normal acoustic
modes of the empty bay were changed by the payload addition in such a way as to
increase the noise reduction in the 20 Hz band. The measured changes above the
large diameter cylinder of 95 percent show the most disagreement with the pre-
dicted results, as also noted in Section 5.4.1. Here, the measured chrnges are
consistently higher above the 31.5 Hz band. The noise levels above the 95%
cylinder, near the doors, are about 5 dB higher than the empty bay levels.
5.6.3 Spatial Variability of the Payload Noise Effects
As with the modal nature of the empty bay acoustic response, shown in Figure
5-Zb, the spatial variability is characteristic of the noise spectra for the
subvolumes around the Delta-D payload components. The prediction method is also
applicable for the payload present noise reduction computation, as demonstrated
with the empty bay test case. The addition of the payload volume changes the
acoustic normal modes of the empty bay. This in turn either couples or decouples
their response with the structural modes, thereby changing the noise transmis-
sion characteristics relar.ive to the empty bay levels.
a
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Figure 5-26. Spatial Variation of Empty Bay Interior






Results of the comparisons between the test cases and the predictions of th
analytical models are summarized in this section to give an indication of t
prediction method's applicability and accuracy for the estimation of a spat
vehicle's interior noise level.
The noise reduction (NR) predictions f..	 he empty payload bay differ within t5 dB
from the measured NR levels for 87% of the one-third octave bands in the 10 Hz to
250 Hz range. About 60% of the predicted NRs are within t3 dB of the measured
levels. For most frequencies, the analytic calculations give over conservative
NRs (lower NRs), as shown by Figures 5-17 and 5-18.
The greatest difference in the predicted and measured results is in the 16 and
20 Hz bands. Modeling of the payload bay door normal modes is believed to be
in error for these frequency bands when compared to the finite element calcula-
tions. The questionable accuracy of the structural modes in the 100 and 125 Hz
bands may also be responsible for more predicted noise transmission than measured.
Acoustic normal modes for the cylindrical model of the payload bay seem to agree
fairly well with the modes calculated by a more representative payload bay shape
of the rectangular parallelepiped with a curved upper surface to simulate the
payload bay doors. The greatest disagreement in the model's modal characteris-
tics occurs in the 25 Hz to 63 Hz bands. This may partially account for the
discrepancy in the predictions at 40 Hz and 50 Hz one-third octave bands. The
acoustic modes appear to be more closely modeled, with the exception possibly at
40 Hz and 50 Hz bands, than the door structural modes. This may be the primary
reason for the discrepancies in the predictions in several of the one-third
octave band mentioned above.
The modal nature of the low frequency response in the payload bay can be seen in
the spatial variability characteristic of the measured noise levels. This spa-
tial variability of the measured data for both the OV-101 acoustic tests and the
mouel payload effects test can be seen in the experimental results. This spatial
variability of the noise spectra can also be predicted by the programmed analyti-
cal model as shown in Figure 5-20. The ability to calculate the noise reduction
at any given point in the payload acoustic environment may be important in
certain cases where the localized noise level may greatly exceed the space-
averaged value. In terms of noise reduction, this means that the noise reduction
may be lower than the average noise reduction for the space surrounding the
payload.
The modal characteristics of spatial variability in the payload bay noise spectra
at low frequencies makes the modal analysis method well suited to determine the
noise reduction. This noise reduction is primarily dependent on individual
structural and interior acoustic modal responses.
The simple modeling of the Delta-D payload configuration by a concentric cylinder
with an equivalent volume gives reasonable predictions around most of the payload
components. Similar magnitudes and trends for the payload effects are seen from
the measured model data and the full scab predicted data, although the predicted
payload NR for the 20 Hz band in every case is too high. 	 This discrepancy could
be attributed either to the math model or to the one-quarter scale model not being
completely similar acoustically to the full scale OV-101. The worst payload sub-
volume prediction is above the 95% diameter cylinder component of the payload
configuration. Here, the trend in the predicted changes in noise level between
the empty bay and with the payload introduction are lower.
The noise reduction prediction model is shown to give reasonable results for most
frequencies and payload subvolumes for the two test cases given in the study. The
main discrepancies could probably be eliminated by better modeling of the struc-
tural normal modes and, of lesser importance, by a more detailed representation of
the payload acoustic cavity to obtain more accurate acoustic normal modes.
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7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
A modal analysis approach has been improved to predict the noise reduction in a
space vehicle with payloads. Generally, reasonable results were obtained for
most of the one-third octave bands of 10 to 250 Hz. Several additional improve-
ments could be made in the area of modeling the structure and acoustic enclosure
to obtain more accurate normal modes. Also the computer programs could be
improved for more efficiency and flexibility. The following recommendations
will be investigated for their feasibility and incorporation into this work on
NASA contract number NAS8-33379 to further improve techniques for predicting the
acoustic environment of space vehicle payloads.
The principle of component mode synthesis could be used with finite element tech-
niques for determining the structural/acoustic system natural modes. The finite
element method could be used to define the structural modal response. This
method is also the most accurate analytical methoO available. These normal mode
properties could then be incorporated into the present computer program, or pos-
sibly a finite element program could be added as a subroutine to the main program
to directly compute the structural modes. The Donnell-Mushtari equations for
determining the structural normal modes for the present model could also be
modified to obtain another shell theory that may yield more representative normal
modes of the structure r,alls.
The predicted acoustic resonances with the present model seem to be reasonable
for the payload bay with and without a payload configuration. An improved model
of the payload enclosure may be found in the perturbation technique applied to a
rectangular parallelepiped where individual wall surfaces may be deformed to
simulate the cavity shape. Finite element methods could also be employed to
determine the mode shapes and frequencies of the payload enclosure, especially
for irregular volumes. The subvolumes surrounding individual payload components
may be used to determine the natural modes for their respective cavities. Then
these modes could be coupled to adjacent subvolume modes until an equivalent
normal mode determination for the entire cavity was obtained. This more rigor-
ous treatment of the payload cavity might be necessary for complicated payload
confi gurations and for large diameter payload components.
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The major computational improvement for the computer program would be to combine
the three versions of the present program into one program with the logic to apply
the proper version to the noise reduction calculations. Also, plotting routines
that would present the noise reduction as a function of frequency could be incor-
porated. Also, by applying the calculated noise reduction to the measured or
predicted external noise spectrum, a plot of the internal noise spectrum for the
payload enclosure could be generated.
The statistical energy method could be used to expand the frequency range for the
noise reduction prediction program. This method would be more efficient to use
in the higher frequency region than the modal analysis method because the higher
modal density of the responses are more uniform over a one-third octave band and
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The basic computational structure is that shown in flowchart form in Figures 4-1
through 4-3. Acoustic and structural modal quantities are either computed or
read, then a summation is performed of the various modal combinations contributing
to interior noise. Details of the summation vary among the three programs, r
also shown in Figures 4-1 through 4-3.
Flow through each of the three programs is c.:, , ► trolled by a main program. The
main programs perform the following operations:
e	 All input (except for stored films of modal properties) is to the
main progarm.
e	 All generally used parameters (nondimensional shell quantities,
conversion factors, etc) are computed.
e	 Subroutines are called that calculate (or read previous:y computed
values of) acoustic and structural modal quantities.
e	 The outermost loop(s) of the summation over m, n, s, p, q is con-
trolled by the main program. Referring to Equation 4-1, the mn
summation loop operates through the main program. In the two
bandwidth programs, ACOBAH and STRBAN, the s and ha summations,
respectively, are controlled by 0e main program :s well.
The bulk of the calculations, including convergence testing and identifying the
next mode to be considered, are performed in subroutines. Significant differ-
ences in summation logic among the three programs are handled by the main programs
and specialized subroutines. This structure permits all three main programs to
use the same subroutines as much as possible. Major subroutines, that is those
that calculate the vibroacoustic response functions, differ among programs only










A.2 MAIN PROGRAM AND SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTIONS
Figures A-1 through A-3 show subroutine-calling heirarchy for the three programs.
Each program calls the subroutines to the right of its block. The function of
each program is listed below. The three main programs are described first, fol-
lowed by subroutines that differ among programs.
User instructions are presented in Section A.3, and listings are presented in
Section A.4. in addition to the routines described below, there is a block data
subroutine.
PURTON - This is the basic main program, which calculates the noise reduc-
tion for a single frequency. It reads input data, calls routines that
obtain frequency-sorted structural and aco,.astic modes, then computes
noise reduction as described in Section 4.1. The final results are pre-
sented as the level of the interior noise relative to exterior.
ACOBAN - This main program computes band-average noise reduction for the
case of a resonant interior acoustic field, as described in Section 4.2.1.
STRBAN - This main program computes band-average noise reduction for the
case of resonant structural transmission, as described in Section 4.2.2.
AMODES - Computes the acoustic resonant frequencies. It first obtains
the needed roots kns of Equation 3 from Reference 1, then computes reso-
nant frequencies from Equation 6 of Reference 1. The frequencies are
sorted in numerical order. Frequencies and modal indices are then saved
(in double precision) on a file on logical unit 1, and printed on the main
output file (unit 6). If Specified by main program input, calculation
is skipped and previously computed modes are read from unit i.
BESSEL - Controls computation of Bessel and Neumann functions, following
t
	
the methods described in Section 4.3.1.
BLJDEF - Computes Besse] functions from a power series.
BLYDEF - Computes Neumann functions from a power series.
t
CAPGAM - Computes the square of the quantity Pnq as defined in Table A-1.
A-2
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SESSEL I (See Above)
Figure A-1. Subroutine Heirarchy for PURTON
















BESSEL I ;See Above)
Figure A-2. Subroutine Heirarchy for ACOSAN
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COPYC - Copies structural modal quantities into temporary working
arrays.
CUBIC - Obtains the roots of a cubic algebraic equation.
DOB - Computes the quantity Qn; used in the solution of Equation 3 in
Reference 1, by false position.
FNDNST - Searches L sorted list of modal frequencies for the next mode
to be considered. See comments in the program listing for specific
application.
FNDNXT - Similar to FNDNST. See comments in the program listing.
FRSFND - Searches a sorted list of modal frequencies for the one closest
to a frequency of interest. Essentially selects the first term in the
summation.
GAMA - Computes the quantity Y mp as defined in Table A-1.
HS iINB - Computes the acoustic response function Hmns integrated over a
bandwidth, for use with main program ACOBAN.
HS MNS - Computes the pure tone acoustic response function Hmns'
MCMAHN - Obtains roots of Equation 3 in Reference 1 using McMahon's
asymptotic series.
MNCALB - Maintains the cumulative summation over mn. Used by ACOBAN.
MNCALC - Controls the summation over mn. Maintains the cumulative sum-
nation, tests for convergence, an a identifies the next term. Used by
PURTON.
MNSUM - Similar to MNCALC, used by STRBAN.
NXTMN - Similar to FNDNST and FNDNXT. See comments in program listing.
PCALB - Computes the joint acceptance times the bandwidth structural
response function, for use with main program STRBAN.
t
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PC`AL_CC_ - Controls the summation over pq. Maintains the cumulative
summation, tests for convergence, and identifies the next term.
PPQJ - Computes the jet noise joint acceptance function, Equation 58 in
Reference 1.
PSQS - Computes power series needed for Bessei and Neumann function
asymptotic series.
S^ - Computes Qn (kns r), defined oy Equation 2 in Reference 1.
RECUR - Applies the recursion relations for Bessel functions, Equation
4-8.
RLGFAL - Applies the method of false position in the solution of Equation
3 in Reference 1, as described in Section 4.3.2.
ROOT - Controls the solution for roots of Equation 3 in Reference 1, as
described in Section 4.3.2.
SCALC - Performs and controls the summation over s of the acoustic ampli-
fication functions.
SCALCB - Used in ACOBAN to obtain the acoustic amplification function.
SMODSC - Computes the structural modal frequencies for an orthotropic
circular shell segment. After computing and sorting the modes, they are
written on the output file (unit 6) and saved (in double precision) on
logical unit 2.
SORT - Sorts a floating point array into numerical order, and sorts a
parallel integer array into the same order.
STAMFB - Computes the structural amplification function Hpq integrated
over a band. Used by STRBAN.
STAMFC - Computes the pure tone struczu ral amplification Hp q times the




The acoustic response of the cavity, Equation 1 in Reference 1, includes Bessei
functions of the first and second kind. All arguments are real and non-negative.
Also, it is necessary to solve for the roots k ns of Equation 3 in Reference 1;
this is a transcendental equation involving Bessei functions and their first
derivatives. The Besse) function calculations are described in subsections
A.2.1.1 and A.2.1.2. Subsection A.2.1.3 describes the procedures used to test
for convergence in the various summations.
A.2.1.1 Bessel Functions
For arguments x < 10, Besse] functions are computed from the following series
expansions:
=	 m 2m
Jn (x) = xn 	- x	 (1)
m=0 2	 m! (n+m).
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Values of the psi function, *(k) are stored for O< k< 50.
For arguments x > 10, the functions are computed from asymptotic series and
recursion relations. For order n < 8, the following series are used:
where
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where
For x > 10 and n > 8, the functions are obtained from the recursion
Bn+i (x) = 2n/x Bn (x) - Bn-i(x) ,	 (5)
where 8  = J  or Yn. The recursions are begun with values of B7 and B$ computed
from the asymptotic series, Equations 3 and 4.
Derivatives of the Bessel functions are obtained from the relation
	
Bn(x) _ -Bn+l (x) + n/x Bn (x)	 (6)
Equations 1 through 6 (or equivalent alternate expressions) may be found in
Chapter 9 of Reference 35 and Section 8.4 of Reference 36.
A.2.1.2 Roots of Equation 3 in Reference 1
The roots kns are required which satisfy
Jn (knsa) - Y 
(knsb 
Yn(knsa)	 d .	 (7)
ns
Let x - knsa and 6 = b/a, so that knsb = Bx. Then the sequence of roots x ns is
required which satisfy
	




For large values of s, McMahon [37] developed the first four terms of an asympto-
tic series for the roots:
xns 
= B sl +C`1 + C`
 - C12 + C 3 - 4C I C 2 + 2C13 + ...
	 (9)0	 ks
k	 21r (2n+4s-1) , m s 4n2
m+3
C i = — s
C, = 4(m2 + 46m - 63) (6 3 - 1)
3(86) 3 (8 - 1)
C	
32(m3 + 185m2
 - 2053m + 1899) (6 s - 1)
3	
5(86)5 (6 - 1)
_ .
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This expansion becomes less accurate at small values of s. The procedure used
in the program is to compute the first roots by applying the method of f3ise
position to Equation B. Roots computed from the series (9) are compared
with those from false position. After both methods agree, the series method is
used for higher values of s.
A.2.1.3 Convergence Tests
For a sequence of terms f i , convergence may be defined as
1-c<f-.ice<l+c,
i
This definition of convergence (as opposed to if 1+1 - f i l < 0 ensures that the
sequence will converge to an accuracy in terms of a desired number of significant
figures. For the Bessel function calculations, e - 0.5x10 -6 , which provides six
significant figures. For the main calculatijn of noise reduction, e - 0.0005,
which gives three significant figures. This provides a tolerance of about 0.002
dB, which is negligible.
Although the convergence criterion for the noise reduction calculation is quite
conservative, the terms in the summation are not necessarily monotonically
decreasing. An anomolousiy small term could give a false indication of converg-
ence. This is somewhat unlikely, as it would have to occur simultaneously in
both summation directions. Identically zero (and close to zero) terms are also
appropriately handled, as discussed earlier. To check against false convergence,
however, an option was incorporated into prograns PURTON and ACOBAN wherein con-
vergence would occur only when Equation 10 was satisfied a consecutive number
of times. The number of times was specified as input data. Identical results







The programs are written in Fortran IV, and they are operational on the
360 computer. The programs exist on punched cards and magnetic tape.
core of 800K words is required. The following 1/0 devices are required
1. A read file, 80-character records, on logical unit 5, for gen
data input.
2. A write file, 80 or more character records, on logical unit 6
general output.
3. A read/write file, 80-character records, on logical unit 1, for
saving calculated acoustic modal quantities.
4. A read/write file, 80-character records, on logical unit 2, for
saving calculated structural modal quantities.
A.3.2 Input Data Files
The following input data cards are read from unit 5:
Card
Number	 I nput Description
1	 Title card. Format A80.
2	 Bandwidth desired (ACOBAN and STRBAN only).
Enter 1. for octave band
3. for one-third octave band, etc.
Format F10.0 (No input card for PURTON).
3	 Mode parameter. 1 - calculate new acoustic and structural
modes.
2 - calculate new acoustic modes only.
3 - calculate new structural modes only.
4 - read previously calculated acoustic







4	 Cylinder length L, segment length 1, segment location zo,
inner radius i, outer radius b, speed of sound. Dimensions
in feet, speed in feet/second. Format 6F10.0.
5	 Longitudinal Young's modulus (ib/ft2 ), circumferential
Young's modulus (ib/ft 2), Poisson's ratio -J, thickness
of stressed skin (ft), skin filler thickness (ft), area
density of skin (slugs/ft 2 ). Format 6F10.0.
6	 Frame Young's modulus E  (ib/ft 2), frame cresi-sectional
area AF (ft 2), frame moment of inertia I F (ft'`), frame
spacing (ft), displacement between skin and frame cen-
troids (ft), circumferential extent of panel a (degrees).
Format 6F10.0.
7	 Radius locations of four points at which interior noise
is desired, feet. Format 4F10.0.
8	 Axial locations of the four interior points, feet. For-
mat 4F10.0.
9	 Coefficients a and b for ns - af b ; coefficients a and b
for n  - af t . Format 4F15.0.
10	 Limits for modal indices n, s, m, p, q. 	 (Lower limit
followed by upper for each.) :^ormat 1015.
11	 Relaxation factor to be applied to circumferential bend-
ing stiffness. Defined in Section 5.2,3. Format F10.0.
12.	 Pressure correlation decay factors for jet noise; kX /k, aX,
ky /k, ay . These factors are discussed in Section 5.1.4.
(For ACOBAN and STRBAN only.)
13	 Bandwidth center frequency (Hz). Format F10.
14	 Next frequency
N	 Enter -1. to stop program.
A-12
Card
Number	 I npu^ t Description per_
(For PURTON only.)
13	 Frequency increment and upper value of frequency
limit  (Hz) . Fa, rat 2F10.0.
14	 Lower value of bandwidth frequency (Hz). Format F10.0.
15	 Same as 13 for additional cards.
16	 Same as 14 for additional cards.
N	 Enter -I. to stop program.
Logical units 1 and 2 may contain only files created by prior calculations from
this program. For ACOSAN and STRBAN versions, the structural and acoustic param-
eters on cards 4, 5, 6, 10, and 11 must be the same as when the files on units I
and 2 were created. For PURTON, cards 3, 4, 5, 9, and 10 must be the soma. The
program will then compute noise reduction and print the results as a level rela-
tive to the exterior noise in decibels. Values for the volume average interior
noise reduction, plus approximate levels at the four specified interior points,
are printed.
If structural or acoustic modes are computed, these are printed. Also, error
messages (either system messages or those generated by the program) are printed
with the output listing.
A.4 PROGRAM SOURCE LISTING WITH A TYPICAL RUN CASE
The following is the source listing of the program and all subroutines. Also, a
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IMPLICIT RSAL*@ (A- DtF-MrG-Z) PUP V 229
D IMENS ION T ITL22 4 1:) PUR^J230
COMMON /ACCEPT/ALFA	
-	 __.	 _	 R
_ PUR:% Z4i
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COMMON /MORL/ WOLCPItPICcR PURaJ33C
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	 __, _
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CCMMON	 •.	 ,   ._
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___	 ___....-_	 _ _ -__ _ __ . _	 _
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•
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3	 t^AY i1 .1,E...._.,^.._.^ PUR3359C
3L:1 FORMATIICA,;t PUP .CE4C
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IX9 1 RAOIUS JF INNER CYLINDER is	 t tUav Fl:.5' ♦ T'S9t t F FT't/ ♦ - PUR:."•813
5	 IX96PAJ ILS OF 3UTER CYLINO2R	 s	 t t T48 9 	F::.5tT59.'FEET't/t PURJC82C
6	 lX #'SW.lLL STRUCTURAL THICKKISS = 9 9T460'' FV.59T59, i FEeT l ;/t_ PUR4.C83C,
7IX 9 0 SHLLL FILLER	 THICKKASS 	 s	 '9T489F1v.StT59.'FE£T' ♦/. PUR00843b_._.^
	
.. ^" _.r .i^'^
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C11=ESZ *SHLTHK/P%UF	 _ _. _. PUR-.1,73
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011=SK IN I*E SZ /PNUF	 _	 _ - PUR ;141
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JUN 74 )	 OS/360	 FCRTRAN H
4PI^ER OPTIONS - NAME= 	MAIN • OPTs"2 • LINECNT n56.SIZEi °: CJ`K•
_




C ***	 MAIN PRCGRAM	 +++ C	 STRJ3044
C C	 STR% ,5C
C r	 ' A_lS
_
 Pii'bZvAW#A CAI:CULIT'ES- THE PRESSURE SQUARED RAT I C 136TWCEN C	 STR XC6C
C THE* INT,RIUR AND EXTERIOR OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOAC BAY C	 STR000%
C USING MODAL ANALYSIS •	THIS IS MAIN PRCGRAM STRBAN• XHICM + C	 STRv4 84
C COMPUTES NOISE TRANSMISSION VIA STRUCTURAL RESCNANCES IN A C	 STR3J09C
C GIVEN BAND* 	THE PRCGRAM SUMS CVER ALL STRUCTURAL MODES C	 STA001"
C WITHIN THE SANO• AND SUMS OVER ACOLSTIC MCCES UNTIL CCN- C	 STRO010C .....__VEKGF
.RZ  I'S A'C'HEI VIC0 	- C	 STR JCl2C
C C	 STROO130
C ALTHORS:	 KENNETH J• PLCTKIK C	 STRi614v'
C PATRICK K. GLENN C	 STROO150
C MY LE LASCRAT OR I ES C	 STR3016r
C FE8AUARY 1977 C	 STROO17=0
C	 STR30180
C+*•s++*+s******+****s+s*+s*+**++s++s++++♦++++*s*ss*+*is**+****s*+*C STA04190
C _._. C	 STROO230
IMPLICIT REAL + B (A-0•F-H•0-L) STR30210
O AMENS IGN T ITL'z ( 101 STR OO22C
COMMON /ACCEPT/A LFA STR:Z230
tJMN w7BCTQR J`B_	 _.__ ___ _ __ _ STR OO 24C
COMMON /CONST/PI STR0025C




7LcAufHF'fE":888._.. .__, ..	 __ STQ0033C
COMMON /LETIRS /A ► B•C•CK•CRAT • DRAT STRJv310
COMMON /'MORE/ WOLCPT•PICER !^TR"+)32C	 1COMMON /NORMAL/OENOM iTR 30330
COMMON /RADII/RIN•ROUT STR73340
COMMON / T	 / OT R141 •Z	 •CYLNTHMM	 0 HER R	 H	 OTHR(41 STR1 w 35s,
MFfUNf5TD•SMU7-STDAM`A;STUAN8` _.,e_ ___ 	 __ STR.X36
CJMMUN /ACDAMP/ADAMA•ADAMS STR);3373
COMMON /STOP /VCRIT STR;C'38
CCMMON /TABS/I SAVE•MNDIR•K STRa I^39v
COM yCN` ITZRMS/RATIO • SEGLTH9PICYL • ZO•PICYLZ ► P6'LSO•PISSG STR)04Cti
COMMON /VARSQ/CSQ•PIOLLZ STR;C41;e _. _.--tt7Mi CN- 7WKS7PTOL4'•RTNZ•ACCACG. STR^U420
COMMON /ACUSTK/ACMCDS(800C)•PNS(SOOC19NUMAC STRGQ433
COMMCN /SOLNS/SNK( 430) • KNS( 4=701 •i I MK STR ;vr •i
COMMON	 /STRUCT/STMODS( 12^ ;1•MPQ(12:')•5TPCD3(4"1 Jt3)•to PC3(4wG)• STR	 C-
1	 'NUMST;NUM3 STR :46;
COMMON /SPRCOR/TVXR•AXCOF•TYVQtAYCOF
" DIRE ST	 •	 Ar Cii7 __ ._ . _ ST	 470
C STRC)48.C _ STR0049C
ORIGINF.XTFRNAL SDLMP 	 4 PAGE Is
CALL ERaSST(2^7.0•C• 29SDUMP•C )	 OF POOR QUALM
A-24
k	 1
C	 INPUT VARIABLCS STROC900
....	 .	 _.	
- STRO0510
R EAC15 v  5 #161 HAND STR3U54O
_.. .











3)C2 F'JPMATIIMI9 r JO6 TITLE: ' r//r1CXr10A8 9/// 1 STR00721
kEAJI 'S - 1aC11CYLNTHiSC-GLTHrZOrRINrRCUTrSFSND STA40730
READI So 14011E SZ • E STN r POI SSR r SHLTHK rF I LTHK rRHCHr STROU74+:
1^Fi FA i FTi FSiF 'SD`3AC iAC1"liI	 _ _,_	 ._ STRC.'74
1::1 FORMATt6FL0931 STR0070
R EAC(S a 1033 ) l ROTHR I JTR 1 rJTR s1 r41 STR307%
READI 5r 1 iC311 ZOTHRI JTRI rJTR O I r41 STRU78C
1301 - ft3f, STRCC79O
WRITEt6920001 CYLNTHrSF. GLTHtl Ot RINrRCUTrSHLThKrFILTHKr STRGCBGO
^Ht^T.?3Z: 37r"iA. CI'S$R:SPSNC ' . STROOM
20LC FORMATl1Xr'INPUT DATA:	 'r//r STACC62C
1	 _ . 1.Xg l C9 (pTH OF CYLINDER =	 ' rT48r F10.59TS90FEET'r / r STRC083C
2	 1Xr'LENGTH OF SFG14CNT s	 'rT489 F10.59TS9r'FEET ' r/r STROO841
3	 -- 1X, i SEGM04T DISTANCE FROM END CF CYLINDER s 'rT48 9 Fl3 e! t T59r STR	 BSC
'FEET ' ./9 STRCJ86C
4	 11 0RADIE-5 f"TFJ^33E "Z'1ii;YNOtiI-_s 	'rT48 r "F1C•3rT39r'FEET' r/ r ST R CD870
S1WRAOIUS OF OLTER CYLINDER = I ,T48r Fl0e5rT59•'FEET'r/r STRC0880
6 — lXi f9kdLL STRUCTURAL THICKNESS s	 'rT48r F1093rT59r' FEET' r/r STR2C69v
6	 1X 9 ' SHELL FILLER THICKNESS s	 ' rT48 010 . 5 9759 9 ' FEET' r / r STRC0901
9.' -'IXto SHFLL DENSITY =	 'rT48 9 F10.59T599'SLUGS/FOOT**2'	 r/r STR30910
A 1X9 0 LONGITUDINAL YOUNGS MODULLS s	 'rT48r 010.5rT59r'LES/FT**2'r/rSTR*,092C
AIR t I ZTRCOA'FWRTI-4r-VWNGS-MCDUL'LSWs' 'rT48r010 . 3rT59r' LOS / FT**2'r / STRC093C
B	 rlXr17HPOISSON'S RATIO s	 9T489 F1C•5r /r STR;;0940
C	 - fXi fSFEED OF SOUND =	 'rT48r F10.59TS99'FEET/SECGNC' 1 STRC095C
WRITE idr20351FArFI rFSDSPLrF SAF STR10960
2005 FOk ATC1Xt ' FRA.AE AREA =	 'rT48tUl0e5rTS9.'FEET **2'r/r STROC970
1 1Xr'FRAME MOMENT OF INERTIA = ' rT48410•59T599'FEET **4 1 9/9 STRC3982
IXt I F;tAME- SKTN—CeNTiTtTIU 01 -ST 's` i tT46-Ol0. 3'rT59 r'F'EET' 9 / 9 STR3099C
3 1Xr'FRAME SPACING =	 ' rT48rDl3e 59T59r'FEET 1 r/r STRIIOOC
6 1X 9 0 FRAME'VOUNGS'MODULUS =	 'rT48rD10.5rTS9 r' LBS/FT**2'1 STR01010
2106 FORMATI ! r1Xr'ADJUST CIRCUMFERENTIAL BENDING STIFFNESS eY 'rF1O • STRO102C
1	 4i/////1 STRO103C
REi+OI5r3010 IS 'iDAMArSTOAMb rADAPA.ADAMS.BBB STRfj1C4C,
_ - ..3 0V',7
'F0lkr4"r^T"t 4r1 :`'3:^'IT:3T`^_ __ _ ._- 	 _ . STR31^ 5'
READ (Sr10021	 NSTrNE NDrISTrISENO9 PST rMEND9I PST rIPEND91GST9IGENC STRO106C
1302 FORMATl18IS) ` - STRu1C7)
RSAD(So ICO3)RELAX STRi;1J8,:,
NRITEl6 1 20061RELAX STRO1J90
READ( 5r 1 0 -13)	 TVXR rAXCDF rTVYR rAYCDFr.; _ _____ __._ . __ STRC113 W
C	 CONVERT TO RADIANS STR;,111ir
C	 DEFTNE-MISCELLANEOUS CCNSTANTS STRJ112 0
ALFA=ALFAI*.0174!32S25199432DG STR;113CC	
-	





IF(WO14EGI•LE•l.01 GO TO 8C4 STR•)1190
WOME(;AswOMEGI *2.00*PI STR31230
TOfALL E 40.0 .3 STRO121C
00 4 .1	 IGXs 1#4 STR;122J
C CHECK FOR THE HOLLOW CYLINDER CASE STA01240




_--0c-14v w-wrN— _	 __ —.---_- -- -- -, .__ STA0129C
5 +DSO=WOMFGA*WOMEGA STRC130C
VCR ITa• 9999 i00 STRO1310
JUITa
 leD ll-VCR IT STRO1320
CSO=SPSNO*SPSNO STRZ133C
PIOL2a PI *PI/l SEGLTH * SEGLTH) STRO1340
_	 .. STRZ 1351
B=P IOL2*82 STR41363
SKIRIn ( SHLTHK**3)/4E•00+SHLTHK*(( FILTHK+SHLTHKI/2•DOI**2 STR31370
RSa FA*FSOSPL /l FA+SHLTHK*F S: STRr13&;
WF' FSDSOL-R Sn - STR I139C
*NUF s 1.00-POISSR *POISSR STRJ140C
^tm	 _	 _.E,_., STRD141'l
C22 a (ESTH*SHLTHK+EF*FA/FSI/PNUF STRJ1420
0ll x SKTNI*EST/PNUF STR%143C
022s ((SKINI •SHLTHK*RS*RS) *E STH+FF*(F I ♦ FA M AF*RF) /FSI /FNUF STRC144>„
D ZZsDt2*R=LAX ST R:1450
CRAT=C22/Cll STRO1464 










P IOLL 2=P ICYL*P IC VL STR 3156,
PICYLZsPICYL*ZW STRO157C
PISEG=PI/SEGLTH STR:15d4
v LE	 s 1 9 007 1 P l ,5EG*TTo-=fWGLTFITI' STRCo159Co
V0LUME a P I*CYLNTH*(B2-KiN2) STR;164:




t	 =	 •	 M	 _^.... _.	 ..^ _ STR 11650
C 5TR '6166-C	 __ ---- ._----- ___ __- ___ STR3167,:
C CALCULATE ACOt,STIC MODES STR-1168C






GALL AMCOES INSTvNENDSEND 9 PSTtPENCrION90001.1.1STol STRC174";
" ^. t,WRITEE I G`cNVA ^ S TR C171C








00 30 I = 1rNUMK93 STRJ177!K= I #Z STR 1780
WRITc} (Et g -.1021	 (KNS(J)tSNK(J)rJ=I9K) STR0179'
27:3 FORMAT ( lH , 3(1992XtOl0* 4v1X ) 1 STA41800
KCUNTkCUNt+1 STRC181:
IF(MOD ( KOUNT,S^) * 2Q * CI	 WRITE ( 692:02)	 RIhtACUT STRCld2w
CZfN^fiTNU6 	 _ _ .. _ STRC1830
31 CONTINUE STR 4 1$4 ,
C CALCULATE STRUCTURAL MODES STRUM
CALL	 SMOOSC	 ( IPSTrIPFNDrIQSTrICENOtICN) STRJ186:+
9927 CJNT INUF.	 ` STR )187C
C INSURE OPPOSITE DIRECTION SEARCH NEXT TIME STRO188(;
A i




" DELTAWi USQAT1 WSOT) -DS4RT ( WSiiSI STR!193'C STR )194:'
_._ m	 IN COOP _._._.___ _.. STR01950
KTOP=0 STR 31Sb•.
DO 7v 'Ks iiNUMST STRG197'
IF(STMUOS(K) * GE * WSQT) GO TO 7C STRG1980
IFIKTOP * EGI * ^) KTOP=K STR0199S
IF(STMOCS(K ) * LT * WSQBI	 GO TO 8. STR.12000
_^._ 	 _	 _
STR32310
8O KBOT=K-1 STRJZM
IF(KBOT.'LT OK TGP*OR*KTJP*FQ*!)GO TO T3+3 STA0203C
00 90 KS=KTOPtKBOT STRJ2v43
wSw s STM06S(KS) STRC2C5C
IP=M00(MPW1 KS) r 1rCr I STRJ2060
STR32370
GRNOPP=i* D70 STR02CSC
- -GRNTOT• :* 00 STRZ2C9,,
BIGSUMMO *00 STRO213L




AND IR =K 
__ STR-: c15+
ISAVE= IASSIMNOIR) STR.O216C
17 CALL SCALCI KrMoNtb9.3) STR,21T
CALL MNSUM(M:NrIPtIO•&lam) STRv218.
_	
S (I4 TOTALLiPCTALL)''_ALL P ALSTK^ Pt STRC219C
G FINAL RESULT STR;i22V
RHOA = C GD23EO. STR:221.
0UMVAR =1 *00 /OELTAW STRu222u
ANSI+ER=I(CSQ*RHOA*ROUTI**Z/(2 * DO*VOLUME))*TCTALL*CUMVAR STROZZ30
A-27	




































IF (ANSWER 4 1 * 3 * 001GO TO eel
AflCONT• 1 * #1: * **)ANSWER /20* 1




f0C4" rOAMAMXi' *** VOL (VE AMPLI FICATI CN • l t^ Wo4t l CBS
1' HERTZ SANDI)
WRITE(6#5002) ANSAED
5002 FORMAMA 9 0 VOL AVE AMP WINTEANAL PRESSURE EFFECT
FACTOR= (CSQ*PHOA*ROUT) * *2/2*D0DLPVAR
CO 50 100194




SRO FORMATIIIX 9 1 RADIUS(FT) I oSX t (LATH CCCi401FTl l v8X• lVNT
00 60 IOX*194


















05,163 FCRTRAN H	 Dec
PILER OPTIONS - NAME • MAIN,OPTs02#LINECNT*56 9 SIZEs40dCK•
SOURC9 9
 
SCMC_#* ti0Z I *S T"r'NODE`CX#LCACi 04R9%CIDIT910gNCXAEF
SUBROUTINE AACUS 1NST#hENDtl$T#ISEKD#MSTGMEADolCho*1
C+^wrr*t*r**rsw*+Aww^twrr****s***rrr*r*isA^Ar*A*A*r*A,ri^rr+^****w*A*r*At*rC
C	 Th1S SUBROUTINE CALCULATES T^,C ACCLSTIC MCOAL FREGVEhCIES• 	 C
NtY'TXi
-
MATEII RX S' THREE - ASSOCIATED INDICESr P t N• IS. C
C	 ThE FR EQUENCIES SQUARED ARE CALCULATED AND PLACED IN ARRAY	 C
C	 'ACMOCS ' 'THE THREE INOICIS ARC PACKED INTO CI ►E wCRC AND STCAED C
C	 IN ARRAY MNS OITH THE SAME SUBSCRIPT AS ACMOCS• ALThCUGN ThE	 C
C	 INDICES ARE PACKED IN THE ORDER M.N•IS THE CALCULATICNS ARE 	 C
C	 P,:RFORMED IN NESTED LOOPS wI TM M CIkCULATING FASTEST FCLLOWEC 	 C








COMMON /ACUSTK/ACMODSI8QO01 rMNSt80001 9NUMAC
COMMON /SOL14S /SNK14t1 s 1 @ KN$1 4C':1 r KUMK
GO TO t10G913C9230#2301#IGN
C	 INiTIALiZF THE INCREMENT TEST VARIABLE FCR RCUTINE REGFAL•
C	 `THIS" VALuc" OF ZERO IS PASSED THROUGH RCCT TO REGFAL FGA
G	 JSE THt FIRST TIME REGFAL IS CALLED.
1 C I " XN S J`.D C
CRITh•1.030
Jul
C	 LOOP OVER THREE MODAL INDICES
C
C	 !VOTE THAT THE DEGENERATE CASE CF M•3,hmr3 t1Ss11 WH ICH PRCCUCES




C	 FIND THE NS TH EIGENVALUE
12 CALL" ROOT iNtI$rXNSt&5C1
C	 NORMALIZE THE EIGENVALUE FOR CLA USE
XF4 5	 N570EIVGMT
MsMST
C	 CALCULATE MODAL FREQUF,NCY SQUARED AND CHECK IF IT WILL eE CF
C	 CONSEQUENCE
'I6 W 2Mri SaCSQ* 1 xN SSO + M*M*PI CL21
IF(w2MNS•GT.CRITH) GO TO 21
SAVE FREQUENCY SQUARE D
-KND`V3CKED rNCI CE S
ACMOOSIIIsw2MNS
rWORDb-N* 2 :CC ♦ i S
























































SO TO 16 AMOJ0554
C	 IF M=MST ME;:E THE NS TM EIGENVALUE WAS NCT USED AND ANCOO564
C	 SHOULD NOT 8E SAVED AM0;CM,_
21	 IFI M .EJ•A ST 1 GO TO 26 AMC )17583
C	 SAVE AIGENVALLAS AND PACKEC INOIC" S AM0+1G59w_
_	
22 If rot; I^fl'.^NCS:IN.LQ .NST1 ICRI THsw2MAS AMOt-)65
SNK (J I n XN S AM00061C
KNS(J)=IWORO AM00462;
J-J +l APO NZ 63'."
GO TO 27 AMU ^^E4Z
C	 REDEFINE MAXIMUM IS VALUE. 	 IF THE M LGCP HAS KICKEC CUT CN AMCGJ 6'SC
w C	 F+E F Ieiff—V%► IUE OF M THEN THE VALUE CF IS AT THAT POINT 	 IS T HE AM01066^,
C	 MAXIMUM VALUE OF IS wE NEED TC LCCK AT IN FURTM64 ITERATICNS. AMUIC67C
26 ISEND-lS AMOCC680;
27	 IS= IS+1 AM0306940
IF(IS.wT • ISiNO)	 40 TO 3 07' MUM
40 TO 12 AM0407IC




C	 NUMBER OF ACOUSTIC MODAL FREQUENCIES AND EIGE NVALUES AM000750
31 NUMAC=i - 1 AMO;1:76•.
NUMK =J -1 A"CoMot,
-CALL SURTTACffW S'q'-4N T: NUMAC) AN00078C
WRITE ( 1#25JINSToNFNDrIST#I5EN09P '4 tPEND # NUMAC#NUMK AMO)ti.79
NRC 1= NUMAC /': AMO,;38C C
IFINRC1*:.LT.NUMAC INRC1=NRC1+1 A1404i81C
CO 60 JJJ=1 PNRC 1 APO )v 82
INOI=S*(JJJ—ll+l AMOCC83C
--	
—I1S02= INIIT+_. ,. ^_ . . _..._ . AM00J84'
IFI INO2 .GT.NUMAC I I ND2 = NUMAC AM04CS56
WRITE ( 1 ► 25O)tMNS1IiII.III-IND19IND21 AMO0:86J
wR I TC ( It 3 5C ) I ACMGO S ( I III @ 111 O I NDI # I ND2I AMO.;0 670
E9 CJNT INUE AMOc:88:
NRCI-NUMK/S AM00wb9c
I F 1N'RC Pf°•TT.i4UMK INRCT°= NQ •.1+I AMG 309JC
00 61 JJJ=1 9NRC I AM00391."
INGI=5*tJJJ-11+1 AM00092"
IND2= IND 1 +4 AMC( 093t;
IFIINO2.GT.NUMK1IND2*NUMK AMCC;94C
WhITE (1925JI(KNS(III)•III=INOI.IK021 AMu Jt:95C
wRTT'LTI
	
3MTSNK1TT rJ tTIT =I kDl • I NO2) AMOCJ960
bl CONTINUE AMO:%097;
2sL FORMAT18I101 AM.CCir9aC
3 SJ FORMAT( 5016 . 1:) AMOZw`99C
C	 wRITE STRUCTURAL MODE FRECLENCIFS AMO)1CO
TWOP I=2.D)*P I AMGvla 1CR'T	 Cb i Zr`Q01^... _	 . ,. _._ _ AMOOIO2:
2') D FORMAT(1H10189 1 A000STIC MODAL FREQUENCIES AND INDICES' AMGj1J3Z
1	 ///,	 31'INDICES' • 3X,'FRZ "; LENCIF.S' •	 3x).//1 AM00134C
KUUNT= 0 AMOJIJSC
DO 43	 I=1'#NUMAC,3 AMO)1Jow,
A-30
K81+2 AM001070
AMG+  V $I;
Lu1 AM00109C
DO '- 1 -5 ^jw I ' K AMC01100
BUFZL I,0SQKT1 ACM0DS(J1 I /TWOPI AM00111C
18UF(L'IsMNSIJ) AM00112C
35 L=L+l AM001130
---W1frYT(6 9-2301 F-i"TBUMY; SLF-I'J I t Jul 93 F AMO"114:
'o2:C 1 FORMAT(lh t3(l9t3XtF8* 1t4X)f AMOCIL50






CC -R.TMT—,2 55TRMNEND -rSrI SEND 9PSTeMENDt NUMAC thUPK9 AM00123C
NRC1sNUMAC/5 AMOZ12l'o
IF(NRCL*!oLT *NUMAC)NRCL uNRCI+l AMC0122C
00 70 JJJ u lt#*4RCI AMCa123C
INC In !*(Jjj-l)+l AM0'4' 124%"
INC2wINDl+4 AMO-31250
fgTgffl;-I r.-RO14AC) 'I'ND2ii+NUMAC --- ­ 	 - ' AM001260
REAC ( 1 t 2.600)(MNS ( Il1itlil = INDI91ND2I AMO; 127 Id'
READ(1o350 I TACMGDS ( Ill)•lllmlNDItIND2) AM001280
70 CONTINUE AM03129C
AMC 13 130')
1F(NRC'.*!eLToNUMK)NRC1 sNRCl+1 %jAMC' 131.?




R EAr ( It Z50) (KN S ( I I I J t I 11 8 1 NO 19 1 NO 21 AM00136C
,R2AD ( l•35O)(SNK(Ill) o lll=INOI 9 1ND2) AM001370






Co IiPILER OPTIONS - NAMa=
	MAINtOPTsOZ#LINECNT0569SILEeCCO.-Kt
SOURCEtIEBCDIC .NULISTPNGDECK.LCAC,MAP , NCECIT . IO.NCXREF
SUBROUTINE BESSEL IN * XX98LJ,bLY) BES00410
C C aESJCIV2:




C THIS RCUTINE DECIDES AND CCNTRGLS WHICH PETHCO WILL BY LSEC TC C 6ES:003:,
C" '—	 L U Ate	 E Blg"SET A`ND -NEUMANN FUNCTICNS.	 THE SAME CA ITER IA C BteSaeGbG
C IS USED FOR dOTH.	 FOR ARGUMdNTS 'BEATER THAN TEND THE C BtSy0t7C
C ASYMPTOTIC SERIES TRCHNItiUE IS LSED.	 THE ASYPFT43TIC SERI E S
	 IS C dEStl I. do
C FOLLOWED BY A R iCURSION PROCEDURE IF THE CRDER SPECIFIEC IS C 9ESJGJ9u
C GREATcR THAN EIGHT.	 FOR SMALLER ARGUMENTS THE ACTUAL SEAIES C BESiJ10C
C CFFINITIONS OF THE FUNCTIONS ARE t,SEO. 	 THIS TECHNIQUE
	 IS USED C SES30110
C _-,F 	EV5­U0 T6 -;5" ABOVE THAT THi VALUES FCR SPALL ARGUPCNTSOB C SES3,1120
C (L:SS THAN 10) ARE OEFINiD TU BE ZERO ANC NEGATIVE INFINITY. C BkSJ0113C
C THi RECURSION PROCEDURE MAY NCT WORK IF THE TFCHNICUt IS USEC C BESJ014J
C TO FIND A RESULT WHICH SHOULD BE LESS THAN 1.-li
	
IN ABSCLUTE C SWJO^15z
C VALUE DUE
- TO SUCCESSIVE ROUNOCFF ERRCRS. C aES00160
C C BES00170
05/360 FCRTRAN HJUN 14 )





COMMON /CONST/P I BES JC210
COMMON /RADII/RIN•R.OUT BES0022C
C 626 Ju230






. lu-nXeul .	 uiri	 I-GO TO-IC-'_. __.. BESCO30:
IF(N.GT.S!) aG TO	 3: SES00310
C USE ACTUAL SERIES OtFINITICNS SESCOC321
CALL BLJOtF(N.XX,BLJI dESJu330
C NO NEED TO CALCULATE NEUPANN FUNCTICNS FCR HCLLCW CYLINCER CASESES'..-34C
IF(RIN.cO . 0.D0)	 RETURN BeS0u3SC
0.rtxxvHCJi3LY) ___.-•--	 __ SES00363
RETURN SESCO37'
1)	 IF(N.GT.8)
	 GO TU 2: BES0038C
C USE ASYMPTOTIC	 SERI ES 6ES:.C39C
CALL FSQS (N,XX, TOTP.TOTO.Akw) BES C4^ 1
BLJ=BSLJ(TOTP•TOTQ I ARG) 6ESO^"41G
^FiE
	
HUI' LUM	 i .tNb.tfl• CA SF'	 _ BFSOC42ti




R *TURN aEStju4i Jj
C USE ASYMPTOTIC	 SERIES THFN RECURSICN 8ES)(46v
Z.) CALL PSOS(BrXXtTOTP,TOTO,ARG1 SESOr.47;,L J'
W=8SLJ ( UrP TO Ta;AAG )-_. _ ---_ _. BFSa048C
C CHECK HOLLOW CYLINDER CASE 8E5v049C
TR(kIN.EO '..D^.')	 GO TO 25 8Esfic'SX



















BLJNMI•BSLJ (TOT P PTO TQ.ARGI
CALL KECURIN9XX9bLJN@GLJNML@8LJI
CALL RECUik( NrXX t 8LYhodLYKM1 •aLY)
RETURN
C	 hJLLOW CYLINDER CASE HERE
25 CALL PSQS179XXrTOTPtTGTOtARG)















































8 L J 3,^36w"
BLJO037C







PILER. O PTI ONS - NAME• MAINeOPT*#;2gLINECNT =56@SIZE =40C'JK9







	C	 THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE BESSEL FLNCTICK USING THE ACTUAL 	 C
	





IMPLICIT REAL*8 IA—DrF—HtC— Z)
COMMON /CONV/UPPON
COMMON /FC L/FACi 571iPSI I o` )
C
IFIX*E0*0*00! GO TO 30
	














IFiTOTAL *E40 *00) GO TO 5
	
C	 CHECK CONVERGENCE
















IJUN, 74..1	 05/361 FORTRAN H	 0p
f
PILER OPTIONS - NAME= 	MAIN•OPT *C2•LINliCNT=56,SIZE =OCOJK•
t sX*X/4.Dl	 BLY+w2Sv
IFIN;`cii:0l` GO TO I5 	 SLY3020C
ZZ=1.DO	 BLY:a21+






D 1V=FAC(N-1+1) /FACn 	 l I 1	 SLY 30231♦ 	 ;,-^- '	 _________ ._._ _._ 	 v_	 SLYCC24C
ZZ=ZZ*Z	 BLYJC25C
1J CONTINUE - _ . _
	
BLY a'26 0
15 ZZ=1.DJ SLY 01273
^J=1..	 _._	 BLY4^3280
M=57-N 	 BLY:.;29.
go ? rl 1-1,M	 BLY1030:
DIVs ZZ / FAC( 11	 SLY 3031CO
TOTAL = SUM ♦( PSI(I)+PSI(I+N)) *EJ+DIV /FAC(I + N)	 BLY."7 32C
IF(TOTAL.EG.).DC) GO TU 20 	 SLY,30330




IFIVA. ^IIY. Arw-ov )CL:  CT: UPT" GCTC 4-j	 BLY: C 3 6 C
ZC EJ=-EJ	 BLYJ037C








"-` 	 BL'^YT=DTV7^I;UN^.^7PT)"*^ LtG [x/2'.0') *BlJ-( ( tX/2.03 l **Nl/PI)*TQTAl3LY3^342C
RETURN	 SLY `C433












SUBROUTINE dLrOcF lN•X,BLJ•BLrI	 BLYJODiL
C 	 C BLYCG024
C********************************sssww+^s********s**s***************s*C BLYOO43t^C ..	 ..... _., -_ a.	 C	 8lY iC J4 i
C	 thIS ROUTINE GAIGULATES THE NCLMAAN FLNCT[CN USING TFE 	 C BLrJLSC
^'TG7CI:	 .OR ARGUMENTS' LESS ' THAN CR FCUAI TC 10 C BLYO306C
C	 C BlY i^^7^
^**+^^•*6*****s**^****M***s************* ++*+*r********************s**C BlYOt338N
C	 C BlY JCiv9r
fMFIICfT RFAI * 8 (A-DrF-H , C- Z)	 SLY". A).
COMMON /CJNST /PI dl-.Y;^711^?
BLY : J12.:







rJUN 74	 OS/360 FCRTRAN H
14PILCR OPTIONS - NAME= MAINtOPTsC2tLlNECNT=569SIZE=OGOOK9
SEC` 1"t CYLTSTiNGDECK9LCAD9MAP * KOEDIT IO9KCXREF




C ACCEPTANCE SQUARED IN THE CIRCUMFERENTIAL DIRECTICA • 	C CAPO0%j6C




IMPLICIT MEAL*8 ( A—D 9 F —HrC— t) CAP-3010C
COMMON /ACCEPT/ALFA CAP :411C
_.._ _i
g7RG1^7^i^N'ST"I P 1'" _.. _	 __ _	 _._ ...	 . C AP C C 12 C
ON s FLOAT(N) CAPOC13C
QPI
	
P I*FLOAT(IQ) CAPX1 4>
QP IA	 QPI/ALFA CAPt3015C
IF(bA8Sl6N-QP1A).GT•1•D-2) GO TO 10 CAP3016C
CAP GAM=ALFA/2.00 C APCJ17^
_	 _ _,. _ _	 _ CAP00180
IZ T STANG=QP I+ALFA*BN CAP0019w"
ANGUM=0M0D ( TSTANGvPI*Z.D0) CAP;C2l.Z
IF(ANGUM.LT.1.D—Z.OR.(PI*2.DO —ANGi,M$•LT.1.D -21GC TO 30 CAP00210
PHIJu"LFA/2 Dv CAP3022C
IF(( 14/2)*2.'EJ.IQ.AND * N* NE• C) PHI O=PH16+PI/ (@A*2.0^) CAPti;23C
I F
	
T.PW—PC7Z-*Z0 l. LT * I's 0-21 GC TC 30 CAP00240
CAPGAM =( OCOS ( 3N*PHI : ) — DCCS(QPI+BN *( PHIQ+ALFA)) 1 / I(;PIA*@h) CAP'3025C
-I ­_-	 ---*-(DCCSIBN*PHIC1 — DCOS(GPI — Bh w ( PHIO, +ALFA ) I1/ (GP IA — @ N) CAP3026C
CAPGAM=CAPGAM/2.00 CAP,3027:
2("_' C 'APGAK =: CAPGAM ** Z CAP0028C
RETURN CAPJ0291'
LAPUAMsTeVU	
..___ _ ­ __ __	 .. CAP0330C
RETURN CAP00310END__ _, . _ .	 _ CAPOC32.'
A-36
JUN 7.4-1..__ . _ _. 
	 _	 .._._.._.,_	 0S/360	 FCRTRAN H
IMPILER OPTIONS - NAMEs
	MAINrOPTsO2rLINECNTs569SIIEsOCOCKr
r	 r	 Srt 'h-CUE ` tLCAO0MAPrhCEOIT r IOrhCXREF
SUBROUTINE COPYC lN!
C ThIS SUBROUTINE COPIES STRLCTLRAL MODES STMCOS ANC INCICES
	
C
 V3 FXCM WHrCfi"Th_FV AlWCRCSSEC- OUT AS	 C
C THEY ARE USED.
	
THIS ROUTINE IS USED BY MAIN PRCGRAMS r PURTCh r 	C
AN	 A CBAN^	
_.	 _	 _	 C
C*	 i0*##+1#**	 C
-'-MFL-MIT REAL 4 8 'CA=O : F =H; C=Z 1.`^"
/SAMPLE/TEMPl12GO1rLPCS1120019NUMTMP___COMMON
COMMON - /STlk -UCT/STMODS112V 1 rM PUl12 '3V'1 rSTMCO3(4); r31 tPPC3t4,^^lr
1	 NUMST•NUM3
00 17 I s 1rNUM T 
T )= S-T
LPVSIIIsMPVlI1
C NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN TEMP ARRAY




































OIM9.NSI0N X t 3
DATA PI/3.1415S2t53:E97390:/
AsQ-P*P / 3.00Su l `:'C^+KP3=5:'^'C*P0+27.6^+R1/27.00
IFttB**2/4.00+A**3/27.DO ► .GT•G.D01 GO TC 10
KTA3sDSJRTI-A/3.Dl1
PHI & DARCOSt-e/t 2.0 #;*DSQRTI-A**3/27.0011 1
Kt 11s 2.00*R TA3*DCO S( PHI /3.Oti) -P/3.00
Xt21 s 2.CO*RTA3*OCOS(PHI /3•DC+2•DC*PI /3.Cv)-P/3.0'1
` ` ^ " -X13Ts 2 . DC+^ATAJ*DCOSiPMI /3.00+4.OG*PI /3 . CC1-P/3. C3
RETURN
13 NRITE1. 7r1JC1





















1 JUN 74 ) 01/360	 FCRTRAN M
IMPILEE q OPTIONS NAMEN
	MAIN,OPTi02rLINECNT*56,SItE*0040K,
`33Gifr.^i 800I`CiNdEIST*#NCDECK,LCAC , MAP,NCEOIT 9 109NCXAEf
BLOCK DATA CAT00010IMPLfdif AMOS- IA-0 t F-r4,O-11 CAT00020





I I SA	 IOPP 	 3 DAT UC6.3
COMMON /FCTRL/FAC(57),PSI(6C) CAT 20070
EQUIVALENCE IPACII I YFAClll) ) r(FAC(28 ) rFAC21111 CAT0008C




* .60000OOOGJOO(oC+COD+Olt** 40000J00O3000000+32. CAT3014C
* •12000000000000000+C3,.,720000OC4000000J0+03, CAT	 IBC
• 5C4 y 0C000OCCOOCCO+44 #•4432,10000 +.V3000J0+45 r OAT 3C 16y
9362860000000000,30+C6 #* 3tx288000000000000+07 r CAT00170 
e, 99 68t00TOCOOb0034C8r.4790016C40000000D+C9, OAT0018C
* •6227020SOCC000CC0+109.$71782912'^'3L''i`" 10+11 r CAT00191►





•5139094Z1717C9440+20r.1124JOJ7277776080+22 # CAT0023t, 
* 25852=673868490+239.6204484,3173323940+249 CAT10240





* .13763753091226340 +449. 523u226174666ti1C90 +45 9 CAT0031:
* *2039T88213119T430+47x• 81591528324789740+48 9 CAT 30320
* .334!2!266131637SD+50,.14050061177528790+529 CAT0033C
.604109263C6337380D+53r * 26582715747884470+559 CAT0034G
* .11962222C86548QlD+579.53326221598120850+589 CAT 00353_





C STORED PSI FUNCTIONS DATCJ41 ►
^D A FSr117-o­"711756E001532`5D`CO90.422784335.^984671000 9 CAT3042^.
* 'J.9227843350SE4671D +4L9C . 12561176684316;CD +L19 OAT.^'43^j
* 4•15 611766E4318COD+Olx4.i7 61176684318CCC+319 DAT3%447
* 0*13727843350484670+C19O.201564147795561C0+019 CATC0 45,
* 0.21406414779556100+J1 xJ• 2251752 589066720C+Q 19 CAT ?J46^,
* 0.2351752589066720D+C1 xj.2442661679975811C+.+1 9 DAT ^'C47''2525995C133C9144D+0190 * 26029180902322210+-'1 9 CAT6048r;
* -i.26743466616607930+0190*2741U133283274!9C+31x CATv`G49J
* 0* 280S513328327459D+v1 4 * 28623368577392240 +v 19 CAT 3C





• O* 3277204C513135100+::1.J * 3314241)8835 547C+31• CAT ' 1. 55Z
+ 4*3349953374C644330+0193*338443dl326855220+01/ OAT30560
DATA PSI 2/0 * 3417771466 "1885501.0 * 345002953053498401 • OAT 30570
* C.34el27S53C5349840+.10*351138Z563838C1:0+i`1t CAT"A58
+ ).354C99432554385 TO+Ol t".33695657541153250+Olt CAT 345940:35973435318931'.30+C1two 362437055892J13CC+419 DAT106CZ
* i.'.65C6863483936140+^l •) * 3676327374^34a4C0+v1• CATwwbl:
* J* 3713273744348400+31 •w * 3725717617937278C+C1t 0ATW'-;62C
* 3*37495271►17468G2D+•)1.0937727829557JO2500+C It CATJu63Ct 0*3795R1G228427S630+J1 tw * 381773245w'649785C0ly CAT X64%,
+ 3*3839471581"845680+019)9386u7481766292480+0 ► . CAT-30650
*.03o32S81513162582D+'1.0.39019856734278880+019 OAT00663
t	 * 0.39219396734278870+.1^J.394 597516565142C+v1. CAT,;**
+ ;* 3960828285795911D+u1 •J * 397969b2103242130+u10 0ATOJ68
+ J.3S98214728842732D +319J* 4016396547u245 :C0+'j1, CATu#0691:
0.44)342536898816930+u1•J *4051797549530815C+31, OAT"73C




: JOIN_ 74. !_







CFUNCTION 008 EVALUATES THE sIGESVALUE EQUATICh, WHICH IS TFE 	 C
___T 	 t U	 HE	 tM5_fF TIC T OF -THr -DER I VAT I VES - OF THE	 C
C	 BESSEL AND NtUMANN FUNCTIONS• THE SIMPLE DERIVATIVE CF J(X) IS C




I '	 '-TI^fV'RCTT`itEAL^'9'"TJC=O'i F=K C = t I
CGMMON /EIGEN IGETA , SETA3:BETA5
COMMON' /RAO I I /R I N vRGUT
C
_. AKN'iN/RK , "
C	 USE ThE RECURSION RELATICh TO FIKO THE DERIVATIVES
CALL	 M l t t ►A	 iA K VNT"__.
CALL BESSEL IN+ItRAtAKJNP19AKVNP1)
C	 _ "CHECk FOR
-
THE HOLLOW CVLIKDER CASE
IF(RIN.EC.O•DC) GO TO 1C
9K=RK#BETA,,_, 
BKN-N/8K
'- -	 ^ctrOFSSEC cla^ax;^lcexYKt—____. _
CALL BESSEL IN+ I#BK98KJNPItBKVNPII
C -` " —_. EVALUATE
,.
E IGENVALUE EOL'ATI Ch







































I JUN 74 V	 OS/363 FGATRAN H
)MPILER OPTIONS - NAME• MAINtOPT•OZoLIhECNT8569SIZE =QOOCKt
Ctl1	 T* 10DECkoLCAOrMAPtNCEDITrIC*NCXPEF
SLOROUTINC FNDNST lL#K#I • ISAVEgNtIAtkUMrrt*l
C^^^*i.rr^A^rsrrrir*r^r+^r^rs^r*r^^ ►r^+^^^^^s+^^r+► s^^r^^trwy^*y^^rrwr^*s^wC
C	 7hlS SbBROUtINE SEARCHES THE IhPLT IA ARRAY FCR TfE 'AEXT'	 C
C	 U •	 Ul. TATS"-N i f- IW[ - 	 PAY 81: EITHER IN THE UFWARCS	 C
C	 )DECREASING SUBSCRIPT ) OR OCMkAAROS (IACREASING SUBSCRIPT)	 C
C	 gIlQCTIUN•. THE 'INPUT IA ARRAY IS TMF ARRAY CF INOIC FS FCR TI-E C
C	 MO CAL FREOIJENCliS• THIS RCUTIhE IS 4SE0 IN 'PCALCC'• CALLEC 	 C













	 L#K L-FSS -THAN ZERO MEANS PRCCEED I N DCWNNARDS DIRECTICN
IFIIL«KI.LT .01 GO TO 3C
G	 W OPPUSITc OIRECTIONt START AT INDEX LOCATICA ME LAST USEC
C	 IN THAT DIREC TICK.
KK= I- 1
tFIKK•LT 11 GJ TO 13
C	 SEARCF+ FOR MATCHING FIRST TMC l00 CNE) MCCAL INDEX
C	 IN UPWARDS DIRECTION
CO 1,' I I=1• KK
IFIIAIJI.Nt.9999951 GO TO 20
0 CUNTINUE'
15 CONTINUE
IFIKK •LT.I.AND . L: c0.-11 I SAVE n LAST
RETURN 2





C _	 OOWNwARUS DIRECTION
C	 IF 3PPOSITE DIRECTION START AT SAVED INDtX+I
w,	 IFIL.EJ•-11 JJ=ISAVE+l
IFIJJ•GT.NUMI GO TO 45
CO 41 I fsJJ • NUM
IF( IAIII1 *4 E.9999951 GJ TC 5C  	 d
4: CO+VT INUF
- TFi JJ. GT.NUM •ANC.L .E3.-1 l I SAVE=LAST
RETURN 2





























































it JUN 74 1 	 OS/360	 FCRTRAN H
)MPILER OPTIONS
	
NAMEw 	MAIN#OPT •OZoLINECKT •56tSIZE•COOO Kt I
SOUR • dZ6Tr iNOlY97iNODEOK LCAOrMAPoNCEOIT910rhCXPEF
S UBROUTINE FNDNXT { LvK9I#ISAVEtN9IAtKP#*•* 1 FN000010G _.	 M C FNOCUO20{	
Car#****r##rrrr*r*rrrir##r*rrra+**isr*rir*r**r*****r**r*irrr*rr r*****C FNOC433C
C C FNOJ0140
C TMIS SUBROUTINE SEARCHES THE INPUT IA ARRAY FCR THE 'NEXT C FN0=5C
C^ Y qEQUGSTE0 VALUE * 3` ^iE' i`' ►i'^^	 ilAi► BE EITHER IN THE UFWAaCS C FN00406C
C (DECREASING SUBSCRIPT) OR QOwhNARDS 1IhCREASING SUBSCRIPT) C FNDOGCTC
C CCTON . ME INPUT IA ARRAY IS THE ARRAY CF INDICES FCR The C FNC,4Co8C
C MODAL FREQUENCIES.	 THIS ROUTINE IS 4SE0 BY PAIN PROGRAMS C FW009C
C i FUR' 0Ws _ KNO # ACOBAN 4 • C FNO301JCC C FND+CC 11C
CM.ir^s^.*;ii^3iii'^ii^Awrwrrir +gar+r#riirirr # i#r#+^**t #rii^iii +##rrrrr C FND00120
C C FND00130
IMPLICIT REAL*d (A-09F— .149C-1I FNC3014C
DIMENSION  IA M FNW4 150
COMMON } /ERROR /LA Sf FN0C 16
C FN0001T0
SA VE CUKKIRT I  FNO00180
LAST• I FNDZC194
C L+K-=LESS THAN ZERO MEANS PROCEED IN OCWNMAROS DIRECTICN FNCCO200
IF((L*K)•LT.3I GO TO 3C FNUOC210
C IF 'OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS START AT MEX LOCATICh M E LAST USEC FNC-)#:22C	 3
C IN THAT DIRECTION• FN000230
IFIL sE49— Ll3AVE	 -^	 -___ FNCCO24C
' KKs I-1 FNC L25f
IFIKK	 T-ol - GO"TO 1 n FNDCZ260
C SEARCH FOR MATCHING FIRST TMC (OR CNFI MCCAL INDEX FN00027C
C IN UPWARD$ DIRECTION FNDWO28C
00 11 I I=1#KK FN000294
_	 — ..	 _ . _ FNC10330	 a
ITSTs IA ( J 1/ l000 FNOGG31v
IF( ITST•EQ_ N1 GO TO 2C FNC.1G32`,
IV CJNTINUE FNCJ033C
r 15 CONTINUE FNCO034C
IF(KK•LT.1•ANO.L. EQo-11 	 I SAVE sLAST FN00035C
FNOJC360	 i
C IF OPPOSITE DIRECTION SAVE INDEX OF CTHEF DIRECTICN FNCQJ37C








TTIIN ______ ,.., _ FNCO042C
30 JJs
 I+l FN000430
C 10'6PPOSITE DIRECTION START AT SAVED INDEX + I FNO:,44%"
IF(L•EQo— lJ JJs ISAVE + l FNDD045."





_^ __M. ._ i NC17047:
-TTST=TATIrTT NDIC48C




ORIGINAL PAGE IS FNCJ452:
















JUN 7  1	 OS /36J FCRTRAN H
IMP ILER OPT TONS – NA14E8 	MA IN 9 0PI802r LI NECNT OS6 t S 1 LE•CCIS K r
r	 IT"t CEISTiNCUECKrLCACtOAPrNCcOITrIOrNQXREF
SUBROUTINE F g SFNO ( ArNSIZErK) FRS0001'."
C __ C fRS 0 . 2
C****w*+**,y*##*s** **wsiw*^ws,***i*#^is^i#^#si**si***w*#*#********** *C FRSOOC30
C FRS w+340
C THIS RUUTINE	 IS USED TO FINJ THE MCDAL FREQUENCY	 IN TFE	 INPUT C FRS0000
C ARRAY wH	 H I'3"`h0-RERTCArLV- 'LC'SSST TU THE EXTERIOR EXCITATICN C FASCOv64
C FREQUENCY*	 TMF VALUE RETURNED IS THE INDEX CF THE LCCATION C FRSCSG7C
C IN THE ASSOCIATED INUICIES ARRAY• 	THE RETURN VALUE IS GIVEN C FRSOJu8C
C A NEGATIVE SIGN IF THE NEXT CLOSEST VALUE IS IN THE UPwAWCS C FRS303 91
C CIRECTION MCREASING SUBSCRIPT) OK A POSITIVE SIGN IF THE C FRSUIJ4




C C FRS 00150
IMPLICIT REAL#8 (A-09F-HtC-Z) FRS3016v
DIMENSION  A M FRS =31:17:0'
..__-_..
-
=MMCfJ^lFaEa% SQ	 _ ^__ ._ _ FRS O018C
C FgSOC19C
C NUM • CLOSEST EVcN NUMBER TC NSIZE FRS;,023C
NUM-(NSIZE/21*2 FRS.Iu21C
C SEARCH TAO AT A TIME FRS00220
00	 17	 I . 19NUMr2 F RSG323.i
'I'FI AITi:	 II":GT. MSCI GC TO 1C FPS0024:
C IF THE CRITERIA	 IS SATISFIED	 THE FIRST TINE	 START FRS00250
C AT'Tl-E TJP OF THE ARRAY FRSOC26C
IF( IeEQ.I)	 GO TO	 7: FRS X276
C -_FIND CISTANCZ TO FREQUENCY	 (I) FRS10280
TST1-0A8SIWSQ-A(I) 1 FkSOC-29%*
FRSt4300
GO TO 20 FRS ,Z.31C
1J CONTINUE - FRS00320
C START AT BOTTCM OF ARRAY FRS•:^33c'
GO TO 80 ;RS ;1^434C
C FIND DISTANCF TO FREQUENCY SELCW FRS,)C..5:
._..^_......_. _ ____ .__	 _Zv	 SC=4TI= I l I FRS	 :6^
IF(TST1–TST2)	 4Jr5Dr5C FRS:037C
C FIND DISTANCF TO FREQUENCY ABOVE FRSCO38:
2J TST2-n ABS(WSQ–A(1 *1)) FRS-.::39C
IF(TST2-TSTI) 6Jr74r7Ci FASO04,1^
C DEFINE INDEX AND SIGN FRS0041C4-1-R-=I.____
RETURN FRS -W 43:.
°.^ K-I-1 FRSCjJ44:
RETURN FRS-A.45'
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3MPILCR OPTIONS - NAME* MAIN #OPT 902tLINECNT *56.SIZE •0000 K 
EiEdCOIC^Nd[ ISrjhO0FCK@LCA0 t PAFvhCEOlTvICeNCXREF




C	 THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE ACCEPTANCE FUNCTICN BETWEEN	 C GAM0005C
C °"9T Ut1'Ua[*MUbE — tP A ND ACOLSTIC MODE M * 	C GAM10r6GC	 C GAM00070"
Ciiiii*•*i************^M+iii**i**r*^^/iM*ii*iiyi/**+1******i*M*ir*i+^^i**irMwiV GAM00080
C	 C GAMW^w90
IMPLICIT REAL *e ( A-09F—HoC— Z)	 G AM 00110
COMMON /CONST/PI	 GAM001ILL
_ —
'CC^O.MO —/TERMS /RATIO . SEGLTH , PICYL•ZOrPICYLZrPILSC o P ISEG	 GAM0012CC	 GAM0003
RATA*M*RATIO	 GAM3J14 v
C	 CHECK FOR SPECIAL CASE OF INDEX CCMBIKATICN	 GAM00150
IF(OFLOAT(IPI *EJ *RA TM) GO TC 13	 GAMC:16Z
RATMPI*RATM*PI	 GAMC017)
. ,_..E : 	 _ _	 GAM u 8
F2* IP*+PISEG	 GAMCJ19c
FIFZ*FZ—Fl 	 GAM00200






ARG2* IP*P I — F3	 GAMOC260




ANGUMn DMOD(TSTANGrPI*2 * D0)	 GAM0029C
TFtANGUKf *ETil'V-;Z'iDRe ( Z* DC*PI —ANGUM) * LT * 1,0-21GC TC 23	 GAM00300
GAMA*FRONT*(DCOS(ARG1) — DCOS(ARGZ)1+FRNT*IOCCS(ARG31 —CCCS( AF G41 )	GAMi)031C
RETURN	 GAM00321
1J ARG1* IP*P ISI:G*ZO	 GAM00330
SIND=DSIN(ARG11	 GAM0034L








JUN 74 )	 _..	 _	 OS/360 FORTRAN H
yPILER OPTIONS — NAME= MAIN , OPT0029LINECNT 8569SIZE •J0OOKe
OU L iGSCOTL^IOL'lSfiNOOECKtLCADvMAPthOiOIT 9IO*NOXPdF
SUBROUTINE HSQMNB (W2MNSvIWORDtM.N.HCTHRoH2MNS.*) HSQOOc ly
C 	 C MSQ00020
C*r*r***r*******r**r***r*^ **r***r*r***s*rr*******r****r*r*** rr******C HSQ30Q30C	 '._.._ ...	
C	 HSQ) i.C 40a
C	 THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE ACCLSTICAL MCOE APPLIFICATICKC MS9030 5C
C r	 FUNCTION SQUARED9— !NTFGRA*CC CVtR - A BANOMIDTH * THIS ROUTINE	 C HSQQQC6C




IMPLICIT REAL * 8 (A-09F—HtC—Z)	 hSQQtil1C
COMMON / A ^U4AP /AtbAAA9AC0AMB	 HSQ0012C
COMMON /82SQR/52	 hSQ:u13'
CCMMON /CONST /PI 	 HsGcol4C
COMMON /FREQhtSQ	 HSQ60150
COMMON /NORMAL/JENOM	 OSQ^w* 160
COMMON /RAD II /R IN 9ROUT 	 HSQ0017C
OWN  7Yk4—%PI614-99_fR29ACOACO	 HSQ00180
COMMON /SOLNS /SNK14J01rKNS(4C3)v%LMK	 HSJJ I^ 19r
COMMON /OTHER /ROTHR ( 4)9ZOT4R ( 4)•CYLhTH	 HSQ C'0 20J
CKiNSION HOTHR(4)	 HSQ^0210
C	 HSQ^v;22t,
C	 FIND MATCHING EIGENVALUE
	 hSQ00230
HSQ00240
00 10 I=1#NUMK	 HSQOJ25C




20CI FORMAT( IX9 9 MATCHING EIGENVALUE INDICES NCT FCUNO FOR REQUESTEC CJMHSQ1:,29.;
HSQ003t J
RETURN 1	 HS000:1.3
2 ,^  SQN=N*N	 HSQ0032T
"em s
 1*	 HSQ+^v33;
IF( IHUR0oLT*10C3T0 !) FM=Z*	 HSQ-1014v
EN=1*	 HSQJ0351,rFtw, E: ids.`.. _..w_	
HSQWC36'^
SQETAs ( ACOAMA** 2/(2*DC *PIT**(2*CO *ACOAMB)) *w2MNS * *( 1*O,1*ACCAMB)	 HS©J137C
TERA = 0U)RT( SQETA)/PI	 HSQ033SCI,
SNK NUk s SNK (I) /0 ENO M	 HSQ::a39:
IF(SNK(I) * EQ * 0 * DC) GO TO 33	 HSvvv4C;
C	 NORMALIZE EIGENVALUE FCR CLR LSE
	 NSQ^:*:41C
hSQ ::4 21:
O IV=SQt4/ (SNKNCR*SNKNOR ) 	 hSQ'W0431
C	 NOTE THIS EXPRESSICN TAKES CARE CF ITSELF FCR
	 HSQJu44.;
C	 THE HOLLOW CYLINDER CASE
	 hSQ;%-.45
AGEMOsEM*ZN*PIOL4*((62—OIV) *QB—(RINZ--CIV) *QSC ( NtSNKNCRtRIN))	 HSQOC4b:





C	 NOTE CANCELLATION OF THE QSQ ( 0) TERM	 HSQ0050Q
h2MNS=1oD0/(AGEMO*TERM) 	 r;uIV51L










RSROTHR 4 IOX I











	 05/363 FORTRAN H
MPILER OPTIONS - NAME= 	MAIN•OPT=C29LINECKT *569SIZE =OCOC K9
bouKCE'9'EHCOTCoNOLISTiNCOECK#LCAC916APoNCSOITolCoNCXPEF
SUBROUTINE HSQMNS ( W2MNS * IWCRD•MtN .HCTHR,N2 MhS,*1 hSQJ001Cy	 C _	 _ C hSQ4002C
C***********************r****»********^******^*** ********************C HSQJQ03C
C C hS300040
C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE ACOLSTICAL MCDE AMPLIFICATICN C HSQC-05^
_ C - '_`-PtTNCl'TB -nT ARW-a
-
"TRTS "ROLTINE IS USED BY MAI h PRCGRAMS C OSQ03060
C I PURTON I AND 0 STRBAN l * C OSQCOG7JC .. C hsQlcc8C
























































DIMENSION  NOTHR 141
C
C	 FIND MATCHING EIGENVALUI
_`^-T^TSs +TOII 'fI w0A 'II`i IZ' +^^OT ..^'". "^ _ . _. _ ._ .
00 10 I.lvNUMK
IF(-KNS` ( I).l.:G.NS) GO TO 2C
l l CONTINUE
WRITE(6.200C)













C	 NORMALIZE EIGENVALUZ FOR OLR LSE
Q8zQSQ(NiSNKNOR,ROUT)
0IV= SQN/1SNKNCA*SNKNOR)
C	 NOTE THIS EXPRESSION TAKES CARE CF ITSELF FCR
C	 THE HOLLOW CYLINDER CASE
AQtR1Y*bMw eN*vl+*Tmr--.;;?TVT*GB=TAIR2'—DIV)*QSC ( N•SKKNCRtRIK) )
h2MNS=WB/(AGEMO*TERM )
Gil TCr Sti _-. _ _	 __
.J AGE4U=EM*EN*PIOL4*(82-RINZ)
C-








HOTHRI IDXI • H2MNS*tQCOSIPI*M*UCYINTHI I *02
1/AGEMO	 -
IFiSNK t I I•NE * 0•DCI HOTHRII O XIsHOTHRIIDXI*OSCINrSNKNCRrR1
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__^..	 05/360	 FORTRAN H
f^ MPILER OPTIONS - NAM6 w 	MAIN , OPT m 2 9 LINcCNT =569SIZE•Of:`3Kq
'3OURGE 98tlY1t_vRQ7ST;NCJECKtL CAD 9PAF , NCEDITtIV t NCXREF





C ThIS ROUTINE LSES THE FIRST FCLR TERMS OF THE ASYMFTCTIC C MCM'4;;,5Z
C ^Seq ICS	 ^L^i,^€ HaD^€VEOn—FY -At OAR CN'TO FIND THE EIGENVALUES C MCMOC36C
C OF THE OERIVATIVES CF THE CRCSS PRODLCT CF THE 82SSEL AND C MCMJvv7C
C _ NEUMANN ­0UNCTIONS .^ 	 'THE SiCOND HALF CF THIS RCUTINE USES TI- E C MCMJQu SL
C FIRST FOUR TERMS OF THE SERIES FOR THE DERIVATIVE CF J(XI• C MCM00090
C• *s***•r*•*******^s**•********* **^ ♦ rs ► +1st•***s1*^*s*ws*s ♦ *s********** *C MCMJC 11.:
C 4 CM34W





I.F.(N.N. eC.j Jj FR I. MCM00180
R.4n4oDO*N*N MCMOO19"
RKS14=R0*2 °.	 __ MCMCO20C
R4CU8s RMSO* g m MCMoczl .
C CHECK-FOR THE HOLLOW CYLINDER CASE. MCM0022"
IF(RIN.EO•0.D01 GO TO 10 MCMQ023G
_. =	 1`TTBEKT -ro-IY)
	
-______ __. .- _	 _ . MCMCC 24C
C1=4RM•3.D3)/(8.D0*8ETA) MCM0025c,
C2=4 C"^*(RMSG +46.DC*RM-63•DO)*(BETA3-1.00)/ MCMCO260
1	 11536.00*8E7A3*(8ETA-1.0;,)1 MCMLS: 27.
C3= 32 . DC*IRMCUB + I8:.D' *RMSU-2353 9 DC *RM+ 1899 . 001 *(SETA5 -1.CC )/ MCM0J28J
1	 l 1s 63840 5*BE TA5*(BE TA-1.00) 1 MCMJJ29r
C 	 I*	 ___._	 _ __^._.. MCMCO33!"
C1CU9=C1SO*C1 MCM0431C
RKCU6sRK**3 MCMO032^
RKFIF =RKCUB *RK*RK MCM I) o33i.
TRM3= (C2=C1SO 1/RKCU8 4CM 3C 34L
TRM*u IC3-4.00*C1*CZ+2.DJ*C1CL81/RKFIF MCM0035
x	 ♦ 	 + R."- ♦ TR-M4`----	 __ .. _ MGM )C 36:
RETURN MCM:037:
1C J=NTH MCM3C39C
C ZERO IS THE ZEROTH SOLUTICN IN THE HCLLCM CYLINDER CASE MCM06:9
C ONLY FOR N=J.
	 - THEREFORE RE-ACJUST THE SCLUTICA NUMeSR. MCM043:r
RK=PI*12*N ♦4 *J+11/4.00 MCMJG41-;
MCM0042C
RKF IF=RKCUB*RK*RK ACM')^43'
TR1w 3 ='4004*(70- OC*RMSJ+82•DC*RN-9.00) / (15?6.D^*RKCU8) MCMCC44Z
TRM4=32.00*1 83.0^*RKCUB+2J75.03*RMSG-3039.DC*RM+3537.CC 1i MCM3J43,,
_ 1	 (4 9152D5*RKFIF) MCM"146'





JUN 74 1	 05/360	 FORTRAN H
IMPILER OPTIONS	 NAME=	 14AINtOPTsO2tLlNECNI'*569SILEu7C00K9
-'-----SffdnEt-UCOIC-tNGLI'S7-#NGDECKtLCAC914AP#NCEDITtlCtNCXPEF




C	 THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE THAT KEEPS TRACK CF THE CUMULATIVE c MNC30vsc
A MCOAL INDICIESs C MNCJGC6-'#
C C MNC3ZC7%'.'
C c M NC %40 CC9v
IMPLICIT - lkEAL*8 (A-DtF-HtC-Z)
COMMON /OIR/ISAME91OPP
-----Cl3MMtN -/ERROR/LAST 04NC ^ x: 12
CCMMON /FINAL/GRNOPPoGRNTOT981GSLPt$GSMT(419SPGTCT(41 MNC20130
COMMON /FftEQ/'NSQ MN00014,;
COMMON /STOP/VCRIT MNC'0'% l5C	 i
COMMON /TABS/ ISAVEqMNDIRvK. 14NCO0164
COMMON /TOTAL S/ STOT 9P TOT * SPTCY(4) MNC4017%po
-- CW140W'/AC-U -STK?ACMODS(80001 ; *PNS(800C1 9 NUMAC MNCZ,%lec
OIMENSION BSPRD(4)tSPCOSS(4) 4NCZC19C
MNCO023C
C	 COMBINE	 'P O AND	 I Q @	 SUMS MNCO0211
PTYMS=PTCT*STOT*%SQ MN00022C
CO 60 ID0194 ANCJu230
60 ubp jq ri 10 i n 3vj0TnrlYXY*P"T13T#U-cZ MNC:2024;
C	 CALCULATE THE CONTRIbUTICN MN000254
COSSUM aPTVMS MNC1026C
00 7u	 IDX- 1 9 4 4NC " 4^4 7 7-
71 SPCOSS(IDXI=BSPRD(IOX) MNCa028C
GRN TO Ta b I GSUM+CJSStjM MNCCC290
Do	 — --" MNC90311
61 SPGTOT ( IOX)=BGSMT ( IDXI ♦ SPCOSS ( IDX) MNCOC313
BTGSUM=GRNTOT MNC J032,^
00 90	 IDXs l@4 MNC.1033L




: JUN 74 1	 05/363	 FCRTRAN H
)APILSR OPTIONS - NAME = 	MAINg0PT=f 29LINEW856tSIZE •COOOKt
MR12 7LrBtD t7N#JCYST@NGOECKiLCADoMAPtNOEDIT ♦ IDtNOXREF
SUBROUTINE MNCALC (M•N•*) MNCC?C1:
C C MNCCQOZC
Ciiffffiifffffffff*+Df*f^ItaififiM*+Itf^ffffiififff*lfffiff*ff**ff* f+rfffifif C MNCD,;03C
C C MNCGC W
C THIS IS T14 E SUBROUTINE THAT KEEPS TRACK CF T4E CUMULATIVE C MNC 200 5",
C —
 - bTA-771 "TFft:.._SuM *049- TFtE WAND N MCDAL INDI CIES* 	ToIS" C MNC3CM;
C ROUTINE IS USED BY MAIN PROGRAM 1 PLRTCN 0 * C MNCvOw^?c
C C MNCZccac
tfii^^^lti#iffsiifffffif=if iiiffffiiiiiili!!i!ilifiiif#iiiif=+Miff ffffif C MNCvi/^i^s^
C C MNC aC 133
IMPLICIT KEAL*a IA-O,F-H,C- i1 MNC0%'W
'--COMA0N -1 6rA % ISAMCiIUPP .. MNC3012C
CCMMCN /ERROR/LAST MNCZ-:+13w
COMMON `/FINAL/GRNOP09GRNTOT,8IGSLM,8GSMTI41 ,SPGTCT(4) MNM;14C
COMMON /STOP/VCRIT ANC Ito 150
COMMON /TABS / ISAVE , MNOIR , K MKC3:+16C
COMMON /TOTALS/STOT * PTOT,SPTCT(41 MNC3017t,
--'--'COMN07rf`°/7CCUSTKTACMODS'I"8300) 9MNS180301 • NUMAC MNCCO18C
DIMENSION BSPRD(419SPCOSS(4) MNC3ir19C
C MN0002W
C COMBINE	 • P I AND	 1 0 9	 SUMS MNCJ,;210





-H3P F%4TTQXT=-SPTCT('Ir3XT'*PTCT'	 _	 " _ MNC:'24
C CALCULATE THS CONTRIaLYICN MNC00251.1
COSSUM=PTVM S MNCO026C
DU 7C I00 194 MNC -'	 27.
7'j MOSS( lox) =BSPRD(TDXI MNC1028C
C SOM TO GRAND TOTAL MNCGC293
TF"TFAM "FO UALS -ZERO--rGNORF IT MNM3;)^,
I F(COSSUM * EQe0e001 CALL NXTMN	 (I SAME, 84t' t0C) MNC00311
GRNTOT=BIGSUM+COSSUM MNC CO321
OO 80 IDX= 1,4 MNC,"%^033L
80 SPGTOTIIDXI=BGSMTIIDX) + SPCOSSIIDXI MNC:1'34`
C CHECK CONVERGENCE OF Mh SLM IN ONE DIRECTICN MNCC135;
T1-i(;T;VCRTT) GC TC 20 MNC34^36ti.
BIGSUM=GRNTOT MNC	 .
I 00 90 IDX=194 MNC3C:8C91 dGSMT( IOXI n SPGTOTI1DXI MNC0039C
C FIND NEXT CLOSEST • MN I FREQUENCY SAME DI RECT ICK AS LAST	 IF MWille C
C THE CONTRIBUTION IS GREATER THIN THE CCNTFIBUTICN FOCM TO-6 MWCC041:
^NiTHF^OFPOSTTE CI RECTI CN MNC 50420
IF( COSSUM * G i.GRNOPP 1 CALL 3XTMh1I SAMS 9&4- , 6 '. 1 MNC:^'436 , -
C REDEFINE O PPOSITE TERM CCNTRI BLTI CA VALUE M^VC0044C
GRNOP P=COSSUM MNC; J45i
GO	 TO' 33 MNCC^,46:
2^ 8IGSUM=GRNTOT MNSt;047t:
1:v aCSMTIIDXI=SPGTOT(IDXI MNC"3.49„
C CHECK- IF CON1ERGE 'VCE HAS CCCURRED IN 80Th DIRECT ICNS MNCI +. -. ^.
2: IF(GRNUPP *FQ•-1eD'.1	 RETURN MNC'j051.












CFIND NEXT CLOSEST #MN I FREGUiKCY CPPCSITE CIRECTICN FRCP LAST 14NC3055C#.I0 













^ IQ^R PAGE i
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{
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.'MPILF R OPTIGNS - NAME=	 MAIN*_OPT•v29LINECNTm$6,SIZE*COOOKt
soulAG EieB0blCrNOLISToNCDECKgLCAGoMAP , hGEOIT9109NOXREF
SUBROUTINE MNSUM tMvN@IP,IQ9*1 4NS0000
C C MM 460 2c
C* *****+r*s****•rr***r*s***sr*s+r******s**r+^*A**r**r*A**s**wr**rr*rr^C MNSIZ43C,}	 C C M%S 33040
C TI•IS	 IS THE SUBROUTINE THAT KEEPS TRACK CF THE C UMULATIVE C MNSIC:SC
' C""`­TdYdi: IN7-YH9`'%` LM' OVER -THE M' AND h MCDAL 1NOICIES * 	THIS C MNSOCC61.




IMPLICIT REAL * 8 (A-OrF-H,C-Zi MNS3;:11,:
_ ...
COMMON 7Dl9 / rSAME : IO:P P	 _. MNS+:C12.:
COMMON /ERROR/LAST MNS3113.
COMMON /FINAL /GRNOPP , GRNTOT981GSI ► P,BGSMT141 9 SPGTCT(4) MNS3J14w
COMMON /STOP/VCRIT MNSC015
COMMON /TABS /I SAVE #MNOIA,K MNS4".161'
COMMON /TOTAL S/STOT,P TOItSPTCTl41 MNSO0170
'— COKMON 7ACLSTKTACI4ODSCBCOQ I rPNS(8000) , NLMAC MKSGG18C
DIMENSION  B SPRO( 41 , SPCOSS141 MNS 3v19v
C MNS 00200
C GET ACCEPTANCES SQUARED - NOTE CAPGAM IS ALREAOY SCUAREC MNSO021L
PTCT= (GAMAIM , IP)**2)*CAPGAMIN : IQI MNSOu22T




IDX=1 9 4 MNSLv2S.R
6) BSPRD(IoX)=SPTOT(IOX)*PTGT MNS.,;.26:.
C CALCULATE THE CONTRIBUTICN MNST	 2T..
COSSUM=PTYMS MNSG028L
00 7?	 IDX= 1,4 MNS%29:
-7.7•-SnMYSCTUXT=-E`SPRDTTIIXL MNS0031C
C SUM TO GRAND TOTAL MNS0031C
C IF T3TiM EviUALS ZERO IGNORE IT MNS'. ?22
IFI COSSUM * EQ * C * 001 CALL NXTMN 11 SAME 900 t 65C) MNSOC33C
GR^.NTOTuS IGSLM*COSSUM MNS3034C
00 81 IDX=1,4 MNSC&350
- -	 C-SPGTOT(TOXTBG'SKTM X T Z°SPCOESCIDX) MNS.%36w
C CHECK CONVERGE NCE OF MN SLM IN CNE OIRECTICN MNS7437*,
IF(CBIGSUA /GRNTOT ) * GT* VCRIT) GO TC 20 MNS:C.80
6IGSUM=GRNTOT MNS'?:39
CU 9C	 IDX=1,4 MNSO34CC
S^ BGSMT( IOX )=SPGTOT( IDX) MNSCv4l-'C__ _
	!-`FTFJO P4t:kT`tCdSEST' -I MN I- FP'EQUcKCY SAME DIRECTICK AS LrST	 IF MNS:	 42'
C THE CONTRIBUTIOL	 IS GREATER !HEN THE LCNTFIBUTICA FACM Tft MNS^C4::
C LAST. TERM IN Tmfi OPPOSITE OIRECTICN
IF(COSSUM * GToGRNOPP) CALF. NXTMN(I SAME 9 &4 r.,65i) MNSC743
C REDEFINE OPPOSITE TERM CONTRI BLTICN VALUE MNSC046,:
GRNGPP =COSSLM MNSC*47
_. _ _. _., _r	 _QQ TO 3Z MNS,4'48.
23 BIGSUM=GRNTOT MNSCG49C
00_ IN'TOX:1 4 -_ MNSOC:C;:
1C) BGSMT( IDX)=SPGTOTI IOXI MNS)"'51.
C `CHECK IF CONVERGENCE HAS CCCURRED IN BOTH DIRECTICNS MNSCC!2C
25 IFIGRNOPP FO•-1.ON R TLAN	 MM'305X
6c	 INSUAM 
	
A	 -IV JtRECTICh FbR WHICH	 MNS0,0542
CCONVERGENCE HAS NOT VET CCCURRED
	 MhSl055J
_. ^:^ Nt1 is= .J:
	 MNS00560
C	 FIND NeXT CLOSEST OMN I
 FREW'LERCV OPPCSITE CIRECTICN FRCP LAST MNS5057C




_ GO TO 25
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C^wrwo**wt*o•wy^o ^rw^ +^^ROS+ +Est*wosoMOA^ +/ oororwor^sAO +/ 000+^* ii*i^wwoo**oC NXTutu3c
C NXTJ044
C THIS SUBROUTINE STARCHES THE_ACCLSTIC MOCE INCIC2S ARRAY C NAT3005C
C_ HE	 "THE EXTERIOR EXCITAT ICN C NXT,;w`o*
C FREQUENCY THAN WAS FOUND THE PREVICUS TIME THIS SUERCUTINE C NXT vt:C7C
C _iAS
	
A^^ D ^^TNE A'INPUT PARAMETER L IS NEGATIVE IF THE C NXTJ008^
C SEARCH IS TO PROCEED IN A DIRECTICN IN THE ARRAY CPPCSITE C NXTSC39:
C FRUM" T-ML'sIR ICY tON SEARCHED THE LAST TIME THE SUBRCUTINE WAS C NXT40lic
C CALLED •	 L	 IS POSITIVE IF THE	 SAME DIRECTICN SHOULC BE SEARCFEC C NXT3C11C
. 0 _. _. C NXT ;'60 12:
C**rr*r*rr**rrsr**♦w**oroo*rsror*a+^tArAr^irrr^rrr+^srRwrr**worrrsrr*rwC NXT0w13C
C C NXTOJ140
IMPLICIT KEAL * 8 4A-D#F-HtC-Z) NXTs ti'15;
CCMMON `7ERRCR /LAST NXT00160;
COMMON /TABS /ISAVErMNDIRrK NXT%)CG17 v
-'"CO	 ON /ACUSTKTACmI1O'f`(-eC 'C`)	 Rh5(8lCO) 9 NL0AC NXT3C1804
C NXT00190
C SAVE CURRENT INDEX NXT00201
LAST • IABS(MNOIR) NXT3021'
C LESS THAN ZERO MEANS PROCEED IN THE DCWNMAR DS DIRECTICA NXTJ0223
IF(L*MNOIA)
	 30930.5 NXT60234^
UPPOSTTE'-CTRF `CTTOW-7- -` _ _. __.__.. NXT00240
5	 IF(L * EO *-1) 	 CPO	 TO	 1 1: NXT3C25;:
C SINCE ARRAY IS SORTED THE NEXT CLCSEST IS THE PREVICUS NXTO-266
C ELEMENT IN THE ARRAY NXT;0274'0
K•MNDIA-1 NXTOu28C
GO TO 21 NXT IC29C
_	 --I.'	 -	 ®. _.___^ .^_^ NXT30303
C SAVE LAST INDEX BEFORE VIRECTICN CHANGE NXTOQ31L
ISAVEs LAST NXTt30%2 ^
C K MUST BE POSITIVE HERE
	
SINCE WE ARE POCCEEOING UFWARCS NXTIOHL
2; MNO IR wK NXT ,,C 34:
IFIK * GT *a) RETURN 1 NXTGv35'
RETURN 2 N XT OO 3 6 C
30	 IF(L * EO *- 1) GO TO 40 NXT; 27:^
C NCXT FREQUENCY IS NEXT ELEMENT IN THE ARRAY NXT ;3.84
K=-( IABS(MNDIR 1 .11 NXTvL39C;
GO TO 50 NXT',431'!
41 K=- ( ISAVE+1) hXT :v41
- SAW vwL_
C SINCE K	 IS USED AGAIN AND MCOIFIED9
	
SAVE	 IT I S VALUE NXT;'F43:
5.' MNDIR s K NXT",)44t
IFt IA8S ( MNOIR ) * LE * hiUMAC)	 RETLRN 1 NXTIC45;,
RETURN 2 NXT J" 46"
EN D NXT J^47:
I JUN 74 ! __
	 _.	 05/360	 FORTRAN H
)MPILER OPTIONS	 NAME• 	iiAINeOPT=C2tLINECNT s369SIZE=OCOG Kt
r	 CYII	 NOLI 'ST';N00ECKiLCAD9MAFoNCEOITr109NCXPEF
SUBROUTINE PCALBIKSrIPgIQtTOTALL9FOTALLI PCAaCO10
C	
_.-	 _...^.__,. C PCA0302C
C #*, ***# *r#r'##ww##+r#+ # y# #*** #+psi+iiw^^s#^s^#^^ISS1**#**##i#**#*^** *C PCA03030
C C PCAZDZ4w
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE COMPLTES THE BANDWIDTH STRUCTURAL AMPLIFI- C PCA0J05C
y^	 CAI^f	 i- G^i TtO^i' fMES ` ^'HE JO1^T ACCEPTANCE * 	IT IS USEC BY C PCA:*1:64
CMAIN PROGRAM I STRBAN'• C PCAG^O7J
_	 _	 _	 ..-..C C PCAOC38C
C**#*r.#**+ ***^^#*##* ***#**####s*^^+ ## ##*^##ss#*^ ►#+r**	 ***#s^ ##*##*C PCA0009uC C PCAajCW4
IMPLICIT REAL * 81A-0rF-HvO-tl F,% .L11C
-` " WA#, '647?FKAC7^RNOPP,GFNTOT 81GSUM t SGSMT141.SPGTCT I4! 12S
COMMON/FRED/WSU PCAl^ CA3C
COMMON /LEAD/ MFTERM9886 FCA00140
POTALL141
_DIMENSION PCA3Cl5Z
" CALL STAMFB1KStM2PV9621 PCAC6'16C
PRODsH2PQ*PQJIIPtlQtSBB1*MSG PCAC017C
'--TbYIL—L u 'GTALLiPA 'UD'* iI'(;,SUM -	 _ PCAJOM;
00 1	 IDX=1.4 PCAv,19C
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)MPILER OPTIONS — NAME= MAIN90PT:C2#LINECNT =56#SILE =OOOC Ke
OURCTl^EBCDICrN(3LIST*NODECKoLCA09MAPoKCiOITolDeNCXREF
SUBROUTINE PCALCC (M,Nv *1C	 __	 C
Cs********s**s****•*******************s+^s*+^*s*******r*+r***s**s*******C
C	 THIS SUBROUTINZ PERFGRMS THE SLM OVER THE STRUCTURAL NCCES *	C





COMMON ID IR / I SAME r 1 OPP









C	 CREATE MINI ARRAY (IF SELECTED VALUES
CALL COPYC (N)
1F( -NUMTMP * iiT * Z) GO TO l.0
WRITE ( 6933001 N
_
-lr0 Cu FUR ATTI1T0 +NO-MODE'S -FOR N _ •I5)
RETURN
C	 --FI^VO- CLOS2ST FREQUENCY TO THE INPUT FREQUENCY IN THIS ARRAY
I C 0 CALL FRSFND ( TEMP vNUMTMP vK)
C	 INSURE NEXT DIRECTION WILL BE CPFCSITE
HSQOPP=1*D7C
_- C-- ---ST [P_-S rGW FR-ax
IsIABS(K)
ISAVE^1 _--
C	 CALCULATE STRUCTURAL AMPLIFICATICN FUNCTICN






I-*-E^AMX—CQUA'LS " ZERO IGNORE THAT TERM AND PRCCEF.0
IF(fGAMI * EQ*0*0")
1 CALL 'FNONST ( ISAMEtK , ItISAVEtN • LPCStNUMTfOPtElO • E4CI
PTOT= PSUM*HGAMI
C	 CHECK CONVERGENCE IN ONE OIRECTICN
IF((PSUM/PTCT) * GT * VCRIT) GO TC 64
IF(K*LT*',) KDN=3
15 PSUM=PTOT
C	 FIND NLXT FREQUENCY IN SAME DIRECTION IF THE CCNTRIEUTICN
C	 IS GREATER THEN THE C0NTRId6TICN FRCP THE LAST TERM IN
C	 THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION
1. CALL FNDNST ( ISAMd K t 1 9 1 SAVE • N ► LPGSrNUMT t-i)o&1 09643)

























































C^	 CHECK CONVEK4ENCE i 1V_bdtl' DIRECTICNS
25 IFIHSQOPP •EQ•-1•DO I RETURN
C	 INSURE- PROGOSS WILL CGNTINUF IN THE DIRECTICN FCR WI-ICI-
C.,	 CANVcRGENCE MAS NOT OCCURRED
C	 FIND NEXT FREQUENCY IN JPPCSITE VIRECTICh
ALL	 D I'	 • KtIr1SAVLeiNrLPJSrNUMTMGtElCt&35I
35 K=-K
4C CJNT INUE^	 - _
GO TO 2:
S'^
- WRIT C-17#1 illoMoNvISAVCrK
1C1 FORMATI I ERRGR RjT FROM STAMFC • I s1 9I50 Mrh s ' 92I5 •' ISAVEs'•r _ ^_.r.T_..Ns ^_^ ^... _. 
RETURN 1
EC 1FIK.Gt 0J GO TO 70
KCNsKDii+l
IFIKDN.GE KCV ► GO TO 21
GO TO 15
IFIKUP•GE.KCVI GO TO ZC








'MPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN,OPT*02#LINECNT=569SIZE=CCOCKt
S ORZIG E^CDICPNOIISTtNGOECKtLCA09MAFoNCEOIT•109KCXAEF
FUNCTION PQJ(IPtlQtBB) PQJ00G10
.. C P GJ 10C 20
C#*****##***************+***#**#*#•######*# *#s*#******#####**##**##*C PQJ00030C C PQJ,)0040
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE JCINT ACCEPTANCE FUNCTICh FCR C PGJ%,koc5°.,




IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-O#F-H,C-Z) PQJ00100
COMMON /ACCEPT/A LFA PQJ3011G




DIMENSION AI(3v2) tOEL ( 2) tGAM ( 2) •ACPT ( 2) PGJ0ol5C
DEL( 1 )=TVXR /A XCDF*NOLCPI
0	 (2 = VYi^l1/ Y DF WF=	 ALFT%PI ......, .. -,
GAM(1)=TVXR*WOLCPI
w^GAMl21sTVYR*PIC"cR*ALFA/PI
DO 10	 I=1 ► 2 PQJ')1321Cq
-j-- s _12-I )*IP+( I - 11*IQ PCJCO2IC
FLJ = OFLUAT(J) PWJ00220
NM	 =	 LCrl	 +t"GaF(CI)^F"C`J)*+2r. POJO- 2 C
DNM2 = JF.L(I )** 2+(GAM ( I)-FLJ )** 2 PQJ0024C
DELT _s DEL( II PVJ0v25i,
GAMY =	 GAM( 1) P(;Jwf)26;
FACT - = DEXP(-DELT*PII*(-1 * DO)**J PQJ0027
SNFT = FACT*DSIN(GAMY*PI) PQJ CC28G
=	 CU SCG1i MY *F I I 	 _	 `^ - P J C .. 29 C
AI(loll = DELT*( 1 *00-CSFT ) *(1 * D3/OKPI+I * OG/CNM2) PQJ003JC
l	 .	 +SIVFT*((GAMY+FLJ)/DNM1+(GAMY-FLJ)/CNM21 PGJ9031G
AI(2. I) = SNFT*(( GAMY+FLJI*(PI+2 * DG*OELT/DhMl)/ONM3 PCJ%32C
1	 +(GAMY-FLJI*(PI +2*OQ *DELT/DNM2 ► /DNM21 PGJDG:30
2	 -CSFT*((PI*OCLT+(DELT**2-(GAMY+FLJ)**2)/CNM1)/CNM1 PQJ0034C
+TP-f*DETT4^TOITT*#Z--TGARY-FLJI**21/ChM.'.)/CNM2) PGJ0035,:
4	 +(DELT**2-(GAMY+FLJ) **21 /(DNMl **21 PQJ10:6*%
5'	 +(DFCT**2-(GAMY-FLJ)**2)/(DNM2**21 PGJCO3 %
AI(79I1 = DELT*SNFT*(1 * DO/DKM2-1 * DO/DhM1) PuJ0G38G
1	 +CS FT* 1(GAMY-FLJI/DNM2-(GAMY+FLJI/ChMlI PGJuC:9%
2	 +( GAMY+FLJ 1 /DNMi- ( GAMY-FLJ) /DNM2 PGJ ^^,4 L`v
AZ;T(TT s 1 p i	 Ulti-
	AKZ-v'T)-+AI(3'•1)/FLJ)/2 * D0 PQJ0041t
lL CONTINUE PGJD642:
PWJ = 40*ACPT(1)*ACPT(21/6 PQJOC43k'
PQJ







tl JUN 74 _1 _. _ _ a..	 _.. _. _. _	 05/36J FCRTRAN H
3MPILER OPTIONS - NAME-0 MAIN tOPT s02PLI NEC NTs569SILEsOOOCK9
"—'5uUKCwc7W6tC70CfST:NCDECK LCAD,MAF,NCEDIT # ICtNCXREF
C _ 	 SUBROUTINE PSQS (NvXtTQ TPtTCTGrARG)
C************** s**s**s+^s*i***#+r***rr*srrs*s***sr*ss***s*****•r*********C
C	 THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE P AND C SERIES WI-EN USING ThE	 C
ASYMPTOTIC	 THUD—M 6ESSEC -AND NEUMANN FUNCTICNS, 	 C
C	 NOTE: THIS P AND Q SERIES I S NCT THE SAME AS THE MOCAL	 L
C	 P AND O INDIGE 5. -" __._ _ _
	 C
C	 C














00 10 M= 2,5E92
TkMQ = TRMP * (U-RJ*RJ) /ATEX
____---'f-RMi^
=TR-FfQ*




IFlMTQ` EQ:L .DO_) ._ G0 TO 5
C_	 IF I Q' SERIES HAS CONVERGED THEN THE I P I SERIES HASC ___
«_ALSO—CONVERGED SINCE ONc MORE I P • TERM HAS BEEN CALCULATEC
VAL=SUMQ/TOTQ





















































4UN_741 _. _.  
	
_ _Q/36	 FCRTRAN H
'IMPILER OPTIONS - NAME* MAINrOPTi02rLINECNTs56rSIZEaDCOo)Kr
. r	 r	 r	 K-#L'0Ad':MAp;NcEDIT r IC,NCXREF






C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE	 I V FLNCTICN SQUARED * THE C wSaJv050










--C LtULd1E DERIVATIVF USING RECURRENCE RELATICN QSQ0014C
CALL BESSEL	 INrRKNSrdJRNvBYRN) QSQ0:.154_
C _ ~" - TAKE-CARS'OF THE HOLLOW CYLINDER CASE. QSQQ0160
IF(KIN •SQeCoW?J GO	 TO lid* QSQC^17:
^^"JUT^RFI^_
	
._ ,.^_____,_.__ M _F__^	 _	 _	 _ _ QS oolaC
CIVNsN/BKNS QSQOC190
- CALL- OSS- SL- (N- SKNStBJBN9BYBNI QSaZv2.3C
CALL 825SEL (Nf 1r BKNS98JBNPI tBVBNPI) QSQ00210










I JUN 14 _1__ __^ ._
	
051360	 FCRTRAN H
IMPILFR OPTIONS — NAMC•• 	MAINtGPTs,? 2PLINFCNTs569SIZEm;CC ?Ko
tOTC'iROEI'S1iNCOECiC;LCAC r PAP 9 ACECIT• 109KCXPEF
SUBROUTINE RECUR IN#X t 8SLN9BSLNM198SL) RECOCGICC	 ... _,.^	 _ C R EC IC0 20
C**rrr*******s******+s*****rr**rss**rrsrrrrrrrrrrrsrrr*r**sv^rr****+es*rr^C RECJC:j3CC C R EC 50;4C
C	 TI-IS ROUTINE LSES THE RECURSICN RELATICN FCR BESSEL ANC C REC ln,si.
C^ -mil?-U ►Niv^ 'UNCfi'^^N	 fit3` FIND"VALLES CF HIGH CROEP: C RecaCJ6v
C C REC30i7G
Ct*s** 6 +i**+r**'v***+r**ssr **+srr*srrsrr+^r*r+r+ +^*srrtrrr**Mrrrrw ^srrw** C REC3.?t^BC
C C R ECJJC9u




C	 -	 START RECURRENCE TO FIND CROER 9 SINCE 8 AND 7 ARE KKCWK REC0014C
00 10 Is B•K RH0015C












RETURN  REC;)217ENO	 _ ...	 -_ Rc'CCa22C
IE
f	
JUN 74 1.,_ ._. ___ _ ___
	
05/36) FCRTRAN H
MPIL R OPTIONS - NAME*
 MAIN 9UPTs029LINECNT •56,SItE8000OK•
1 U	 -t^NOIISToNCJECKsLCAC914APeNCEOIT91DONCXREF





C	 TI-IS SUBROUTINE USES THE RtGLLA FALSI ( FALSE PCSITICNI	 C
	
C	 TECHNIQUE TO FiNU- 1'H EIGENVALLES 'CF THE CRCSS POODUCT CF	 C
	








IMPLICIT REAL*8 (4-O ► F-H,G-1)
CCM^ION ,lMALT/QUIT
CATA I/3/
IF(I.FQ •NI GO TO 5
	
C	 START OVER -AGAIN FOR NEW ORDER CF FUKCTICN
I=N












C	 CLOSE IN ON ZERO VALUE
4L 00 6 1) in it 2 i
XTSTs (XL*VRT-XR *VLF T)/( VRT- VLFT)
VLTSTwD08(NgXTST1
IF(DABS ( VLTST) . LE.QLIT) GO TC 6)



























































	 _...____ _^ __.._. 	 05/360 FORTRAN H
MPILER OPTIONS — NAME• MAINeOPT*02#LINECAT •569SILL OOOODKe
1^4^CK•L`C^C#-PAP9NCECITtlDtNCXREF
SUBROUTINE ROOT INPNTH * XNS#*: ROOCOGIt
C C ROOM U2.
Crrr**sr.*sr**.r* ♦rrs*0-r**s*s 0-r*r**•0-r •srr*^rrs•***r***r*swrsrr^s*rrr C RCOU003C
..	 C R000 ,.4C
C THIS SUBROUTINE TESTS AND DECIDES MHICH I+ETHCC (REGULA FALSI 	 C RCoJJJ54
"	 E , ' Oft A 	 of	 E-US	 TC"F1'hC" THE NEXT CIGENVALUE	 C RCOZ506:





NEUIiANN ° FUNCTIONS c ..THE DERIVATIVE OF	 JIXI	 IS ALSO HANCLEC	 C RCC1008r
C IN THE HOLLOW CYLINDER CASE.	 C RC00009CC RGOOCICC
C***wrrrr*r*r*rrt**0-r*r*s**r**0-0-0-0-*r^rs^*rrr*rrr *0-r**rrzr*r*0-r******0-C R00^:11=#
C ACCO312C
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 IA-09F-049C-11 ROU0013C
LUG ICAL'li 1 L /.FALSE. / RGC9C 14:,
COMMON /RADII/RINoROUT R00%^15:
.- COMMON - /STOP/VCRIT . R00001bC
DATA SIG/1 * 10009500/,110/ RC0^7C17C^^. _.	 _ RcaoCZBc
IF(I.EQ .N) GO TO 5 RC000190






5' IFINTH :EQ Gf GO TO 25 RCOG0220
IF (L) GO TO	 10 x004023^
C 	 -- ----__._. .._	 _. RCOQC24C
C MAKE SURE MCMAHN DOES NUT GET A VALUE CF	 # NTH # EQUAL TC ZERO RO00025C




^- STNCF ZERO IS THE ZEROTH SOLUTICK A JLST SCLUTICN NUMQFR FCR RCOr3281.
C N NOT EQUAL TO ZERO. 	 N=C BEHAVES DIFFERENTLY RUOC3291;
IF	 lL1 GO TO	 21 ROOV0311
C USc AEGULA FALST - UNTIL THE MCMAHCII SERIES FRCVIDES GCCC R000032t
C AGREEMENT • THEN USE THE	 SERIES ALCNE FOR THC REMAINING RCGTS RC000330
C -FOR THIS ORDER OF THE FUNC71CN R004934C
C IV-XNS/XMN RCO0035C
.	 .	 . N.`TT^BTGI— GC- TG 27! RG07036 O
C RETURN EIGENVALUES FCOJC37C
_	 _	 - RC00038C
2" L=.TRUE * R00r039:
21	 XNSsXMN
._._
	 _._..___,....	 _. R00040:
RETURN RCO-'- 41.1
to iCHECK rUiZ^AULLU "CTLI-NDElr CASE_ R00004V
25 IF(No Ni.4) 	 GJ TO 7 R0C%43.;
RCO O 44'
RETURN RCCO045:
_ _r WR M16 0-200.07 ....m_ ROOyv46'.






JUN 74 _)	 _..:	 03/340	 FORTRAN H
MPILER OPTIONS - NAME• 	MAINPOPT•02PLINECNT056PSIZE0000OKP
i^^•Z"i 1^^1:T3^TiR3^6Lt^ 'RiL"C^^f"iMAP^hCEOt^ tO^hCXAEf 	 "`




C THIS A04TINE PERFORMS THE SLM OVER THE IS ACOUSTIC MCCE IKCEX•	 C SCA0045C
C IT 13 U	 OGRU93`FPLR-TCKI -Ah0 " I STKBAN # • 	 SM060
C C SCA0007C
Cry*********sr*****+r +***s*s**Ar**rr+ *r*s**r**+r**r**w:*************•*C SCA00Co8C
.c C S CA 3OL 9C
fMg'[rtl'fiC gTt:*8 `1A-0iF-;h9G-ZI SCA04100
COMMON /D IR / I SAt4E P I OPP S CAJ4114
_
--'	




_LIMENSION MOTHR(4),SPSUM(4) SCA00160	 y
C SCAU017C
INSURE NE X T TERM wfC—L R-MCP 'CPPCSfTE UIRECTICN SCA0018C
HSQOPP • 1.07: SCA00190	 1
SSuM=3:00__ _	 .,.a___- _	 __..._ _ -- SCACO2JC
STOTw0 DO SCA00210
OO `
 100 - IDX'1i4 °	
__
SCA3C22y
SPSUMIIDXI= ,:•DO SCA4023Cs SCA00240
C STRIP SIGN OF K SCA3^325^
_ SCA00260
YSAVE=I SCAQJ27C
C '*UNPACi( ACOUSTIC MODAL INDICES AND COMBINATIONS SCA3028C
NSsMOO(MNS(Ilvl000n031 SCA00290a.. s	 ._.___._____.-.____ SCAMIC
MNsMNS( I MCCO SCA0%)31LW	 M=MFi/ LlJbO__ ._ ... _	 _	 _
S CA0032C
C CALCULATE ACOUSTIC AMPLIFICATICh FUNCTICh SCAU1336
10 CALL HSJMNS (ACMODS ( I)PMNS ( IIPM*NPHCTHRPH2MNSP6501 SCA0034#3




Q-•^4^II01 ^.._. _	 _	 M _ SCACC360
I CALL	 FNONXT ( ISAMErKoltISAVE@MNtPNSrhUMAC#bl: • E4,J) SCAJ 37)
STOT=3SUM+H2MNS SCACO38C
CO 20C IDXs 1P4 SCAOQ39C
2.J SPTUT ( IOX1 s-SPSUM(IDXI•HOTMR ( IOXI SCAOC4)",
C CHECK CONVERGENC2 IN ONE DIRECTICN SCAJ041J
_	





3C3 SPSUM ( IDXI : SPTOT ( ICXI SCAJC45C
C --FIND NEXT FREQUENCY IN SAME DIRECTION IF THE LAST CCNTRIEUTION SCAL;46-
C FROM THIS DIRECTION IS GREATER THSN THE CCNTRIBUTICN FACM SCA3447%o
_
EVIOU5--T 	 IN- TRE- OPPOSITE DIRECTION SCAIC48C
IF(1. 2MNS•GT *MSQOPP1 SCAGC49,:
1 CALL FNDNXTII :'AME,KPIPISAVEPMNPMKSPNUMACPb1CPb401 SCA70:1^.
C RCOC-FINE OPPOSITE TERM VALUE SCAl051:




GO TO 30 SCA0053C
20 55UH N STOT SCA0054G
CO 40C IOX6 1.4 SCA30SSa
`4CO S0SUMI1bX1 s SP TOT IIOXI SCA0056C
C	 CHECK CONVERGENCE IN BOTH CIRECTICNS SCA0457C
25 — 1FEhS^OPP•$C. = 1.Dto	 RETURN SCA40M#
C	 INCURE CONTINUED PROGRESS 	 THE OPPCSITE CIRECTICN SCAGO59C
h	 •—	 .	 ._._.^.	 ... SCA006)
C	 FINO NEXT FREQUENCY IN OPPCSITE OIRECTICN SCA3C611:
33 'CALL SNOW " I!OPPvKrI91 SAVE tMN9MhS9hUMACp CIO 96351 SCA0062C














JUN 74 ! ..._.	 05/36J	 FORTRAN H




SUBROUTINE SCALCB tK #M t N,*1 SCA00010
Crswy * rracrrrr +rrrr*srr+^r *rrrwrsrrtrwsr+r^^►sr^ y^rrrsrrrrir^rr^rrrr*#rrr,rC SCAJQu3C
C SCASC" *.
C	 THIS ROUTINE OBTAINS THE BANDbIOTH ACCUSTICAL APPLIFICATICh C SCA30C5C
C-	 FUNC ION *	 IT-3	 rr'^YFI^CtN t GGR AM O AC COAN O C SCA'Gw 6C




'	 M1^LfC `I^`iREAl yd ` fiA-D^F—HrC- 21 SCAOCIX
CU11MON /ERkOR /LAST SCAAi)llj
CUR :N t3'CWIW;t r  
".......,^. __ .. S CA0012:
COMMON /TOTAL S/STOTPPTOT9SPTCT141 SCAJ^ 3%'
CUM+LION 
.
/ACLSrK/ACMOOSIBCOC) tP%S ( SOOO) rNUMAC SCAOU14C
CIMENSION HOTHR(4ltSPSUM(41 SCA00154
___ _
	 ,	 .C S CA0U16U
I RK SCAW"G17wo
STOTUGOd^
 " ' SCAC0180
00 19^ IOX• 1t4 SCAu:19r:
1CG SPTUT(IOxf=x:.00 SCAOJ23C
C	 UNPACK ACOUSTIC MODAL INDICES AND CCMBINATIONS SCA0021J
NS- M0b( MNS(II.1CC4" •:)I SCA140i22L
N•NS/1000 SCAOC23C
mW=- N-STrM jxo-	 _ - - _ __ ._
	
_ - S CAG024ti
M•MN / ICO3 SCA.iCW 25.:
C	 ICALCULATE ACOUSTIC AMPLIFICATICh FLNCTIGN SCA0026C
1; CALL HSQMNS	 ( AC14ODS ( I)#MNS ( I)•MrNtHCTHRPH2MNS9b501 SCAvG2TC




r0 n- .	 _-_._.. _.____-___ SCA013 C




SC RETURN 1 SCA)033CS CACQ34C
s
f A^70
JUN. 74 L_._ __ _	 .. _	 OS/360 FCRTRAN H
;MPILF. R OPTIONS - NAME• 	14AINrOPT =C2rL1NECAT =569SIZEOI ►`CC'Ko
.5ijUkZ`ti
	
tbfC"tWDL1S	 N00ECAiLCACoMAP e NCECIT.ICrNOXREF
SUBROUTINE SMODSC ( IPSTr1PENDrIQST9IQENC•ICNI SM000010
C C S140 0020
C####### #w*####*########**•ww****+ .*s*###s*s***w*w#^#w^##* **wsss*s.0 SMOC3J3CC C SMOA940
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCLLATES THE STRLCTURAL MCCAL FREQUENCIES C SMOGGCSC
-HjUL--5E(;MENT STIFFENED b y RINGS * 	THE C SM000060
C CALCULATION IS PERFORMED OVER Two MODAL INDICIESr IP ANC IG• C .,MOOOQ?C
C tACH COMBINATION O	 IP AND I G HAS THREE ASSMATED MCCAL C SMOt? zec
C FRZQUENCIE:S•	 THE INDICIES ARE PACKED INTO ARRAY +* PQ IN THE C S:.000090.
C" OROtR Iii"ANO ' IP;" THE FREQUENCIES SCUARED ARE STORED IN C SM00013C
C ARRAY STMOOS•	 IN ADDITION ` THE THREE ASSCCIATED CCNSTANTS C SMO':.vllt
_C, "G2-90YD-nR--MV-AWPLTTUOE-FUNCTION FGA EACH MCCE ARE CALCULATED C SMOOCl2C
C AND THE SQUARES STORED IN ARRAY STMCD3r THE INDICIiS 	 (SAME C SM00013u





DIMENSION SUF(31r15UF13)r1 9 (3) SMCa0190
COMMON/ACCEPT/ALFA SM00020e
COMMON /CUNST/PI SMOOC2I4'%
COMMON' 7LETTR S/A iB'"•C ►C K iCRA T,ORAT SM000220
COMMON / STRLCT / STMODS(12001 tMPJ ( 12J%) rSTMCO3 ( 40Or31 90PG314G0 ) r SM040234SM000240
PNU=1•'Jv-2.03 *A SM000250
C _	 .. SMO-10260
GJTO	 11L'3•:^^r1Cvr2 ':! riCN SM00027C
I:+3	
Js I _ ,. , _	 .	 _	 _ SM00028C
K=1 SMO;jQ29C
FLASTI=FLAST SM00031C
C LOOP OVER P AND Q STRLCTLRAL MCDES SM000320
DO 2? iP= IP ST r IPEND SM044* 33:
RP2:TF*IF ..	 ____.	 __	 _ SMOC234C
P25=8*RP2 SM04035C
 IW U IQ5T	 ^... _._...... SMGC'036r
1; R02 m (lQ*PI/ALFAI**2 5-4003711
TElt I=P`23*F'2B+2•DO*P 28*RGZ+DRAT*RQ2*RQ2 SM030380
TER2=4 1.00+AI*P2B+(CRAT+AI*AG2 SMO^;Z39f
TER3=P23*P2B*(`CRAT-PNU!*RQ2*P2B /A+C RA T* R G2* R C2 SM00043;
COF2=CRAT+CK*TE:RI+TER2 SM00041C
~°-'-^- :	 •D'tT;A=PNL*PNU/CRATI*PZB+A +RC2)+CK*TER2*TFR1+A*TER3 SMC^:,42"
COFO =A *(CK*TER3*TERI+(CRAT— PNU*PNU) *F28*P2B! SMOC1:43^
_ COF2='(-T.DC)*COF'2 SMO0444^
C0F0=1-1.001*COFO SMUCC,45-'
CALL }CUBICCXiCOF2 ; CUFIrCOF09&5001 SMOCC46:
STMOOS( J )=X(l I/C SMOOC47^
__..
_	
,_._ ,_____... 	 __...
JWUKU SM00043'-1



























































M PQ( J Is IWORD
STH0031K911 .1 P26+A OR921 /C
^., ^Mt^^'^"K; 2^st A+F28'R^2^CRA T1 /C
STMOD3(K,31s1(PZB*RJ21*11.D,;-A)+»2)/C
MPQ K - GOD... _ <> ._	 .^_
K-K +1
F^A^fi2WFLASt^ -^ -
FLASTlsOMiNIISTM00SIJ-31 •STMCDSIJ-21 #STMCOSIJ- 1; 1
t T14. ;IQSt O LASTZsFLASTl
IFI( FLASTI • GE *FLASTI •ANO•IFLASTI.GT * FLAST211 GO TC 16
Me Ml
IF( 14 *GT * IQEND1 GO TO 16
'C0 TU i l
16 I F1 IP. EW * iP ST )FLA STsFLA STl
20 `CONfINU^








 ( T'1' I-I )+1
iNO2s IND1+4





I F ( NR EC* S.L T.NUM3 )NREC -NREC+1





iF( IND2 . GT.NUM3 ) IND2•NUM3
WRffd( 2, 25 -311MPQ3:JJJ) •JJJ s IND1 #INO2)
00 611 KKK=193





2000 FOMATIIM1 T16• 1 STRUCTURAL MODAL FREQUENCIES AND INCKES09
1 ///v31 l INDICES l t3Xt l FREG6 fiNCIV 0 @ 3X)9//)s	 ..
DG 30 I-1•NLMST93
-i12





wRITE16v2'3011 t 1BUF(JIrBUF( J) rJilv3)
kctl - fuk4 ,v1 ';'3( I-9-#-s-xvr- so 1,4XI I
KOUNT=KOUNT+1
:v CONTINUE	 _
_ _...__00 _6^1 KKKiir3 _- -- -_ -
wRITE16v200Z)KKK







BUF(L1=OSQRTISTM0031Jr KKK) ► /TWCPI
25 L=L+1
"-" WRITEI -61 V30I1" - 1IBUFCJ) iBUF(J) 9J=1 93)
KOUNT=KOUNT+1





























t JUN 74 1	 _ w . _	 .._^ _.	 OS1361	 FCKTRAN H
IMPILER CPTIONS — NAME n 	MAINeOPT•029LINECNT =S6tSIZEsCO!f;Kt
so u a r. • t lliclyltt	 r3Tr-iCOECK;LCAO , MAP,hCEDIT 9 100NCXPEF
SUBROUTINE SORT ( RA r IA tNUM) SORloliC
C+M^R^M^s * tM^M*+Mew +M+R^^^^*^*w+^^r +AMA+Ir^^^ +/ ^^^+kM +^^^^ ^^* ^^^*^^ +r^r^s^+►***t^^^^C SOR)CG:C
_V C SOR03 04u
C ThIS ROUTINE PLAFORMS A Nt;MERICA_L SCKT Ch INFUT ARRAY RA ANC C SCRa„;..51
H..	 UNT	 1T	 "LF ARtAII l IA IN TH£ "SAME GPDER • C SCA001.1 6J
C _ C SURJo'C7C
C^rr^+tr y *w*	 ►*ws**aw**^sysss+►s^^s ^s^y^y^yy^s^^+*twssr**s*ss^w*^*s **i *C Sep t .:a%
C_ C SOR )009^_.
IMPLfC: I y REAL MB (A-09F-HtG21 SORC410C
DIMENSION	 IAIII•RA)11  SGRa^llt:
..	
C. S UR 1J 12C




I u lvJK SOR0015C
_._ KKs 1+4 SOROJ164
CO 10 J;KK,NUM SOR00170
. IoGT91M 3 11
	




I I= IA'I I f
_	 _ _.	 ..
SOR0022C
IA( I )s IA( J) SOR00230








JUN 7-4	 05/36J FCRTRAN H
)MPtLIER OPTIONS - NAMEw MAINtOPTnO2tLlNECNTES69SIZE=OGOIK9
SoURT-9UMt -NOL I SY 
t 
-F40DECIC..I.,CACtMAPeNOEDITtICti%CXPEF







C	 THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE SIRLCTLRAL APPLIFICATICN FUNCTICK	 C STA0005C















COMMON S TR UC 7 / STMOD S t 12 C 3) t 10 PQ (1 	 9 S TMCD3 (4C 0 t 3 9 P P C3 (400 1 t	 STA00160
I	 NUMSTAUM3	 STA0017C
G
C	 FIND INDEX FOR CONSTANTS
00" - 10 -i ii-19- NUM 3 '-
IF(MPQ3iJ)*EQ*M?Ql
-





-20C 1' FOKMA-T ( -1 -HO -9 1 tNDE X 1 9 - 5 X t I	 MPQ	 lt5XtlSTMGDS'v/)
00 3000 JJJmlvNUMST
" -WAITF(6-v -2aQ '3)JJJrMPQ(JJJ) 9STMODS(iiii
20C3 FORMAT (1h 9 159 SXt 199 5XtDl;3o 4)
c	 TINUE
RETURN I
C	 FrND SECDNO - FREQUENCY AND DESTROY ITS INCICES SC THAT	 IT WILL STAIC32:
C	 NOT BE USED AGAIN AS A FIRST FREQUENCY BY MISTAKE STA0033Z
21 'tTST-=MPQ(- r) STA00343
W2PQlx STMODS( I) STAPC35C
uu 30 JKb ItNUMS11 STA0036C
IF(MPQ(JK)eEW * ITST * AND * I * NEoJK)	 GC TC 40 STA0037^
---31. CONTIN'UE-- STACV3V
WRITE(792'^ 0011 STACC39C
2ou-nimimi-i- 1 sccaND 'FREQUENCY - NCT FCUND I ) STA0043C
RETURN I STA0041C
STA0042^w
C	 INDEX IS USED IN THE ERROR PO ESViGE IKDICATING MOCE EXIw AUSTICN STA,;L43L
STAIC44C
00 70 JKK=JKKKtNUMST STA0045C
-----TF(MP-QQKK) -.-EQ -.'TTSr.ANO.r.NE.JKK)	 GC TC 8 :vl STAU;46',
70 CONTINUE STAJ047^
wK rTC- I if ZMt I STAC'W"48C
2OC4 FORMATIIXP I THIRD FREQUENCY NC7 FCUND') STACI;49'
-- - - RF.TURN -I - STAQOSI^















































l_ JUN, 14 1	 CS/360	 FORTRAN H
IMPILER OPTIONS - NAME* 	MAIN ,OPT*029LINECNTs569SIZEsGG,)CKP
9'-,P-NbLCST - NCOECK*LCA09MAFoNCEDIT • IDINCXREF
4 SUBROUTINE STANK ( I •M,NtIV,HGAMI. * i STA^3vJIZ
_ C STA 5OC20
C*******************^*********s^*s^+^^*^*s**^*s*+^*seta+***+^+^^**w*^***sC STA0003CC C STA%10J4C
C TH IS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE	 SIRLCTLRAL AMPLIFICATICN FUNCTICN C STA)U05,:
53UARV TI^-bit— -CEATkNG-h _FUNCTICN FOR STRUCTURAL MODES C STA0006:
C SQUARED TIMES THE ACCEPTANCE FLNCTICN BETWEEN THE ZXTERNAL C STAOCQ7v
C PRESSURE-FIELD AND STRUCTURAL MCDES• 	 THIS IS THE TERM WHICF C STA000,SC
G COMPRISES THE SUM OVER THE	 IP STRUCTURAL MCDE INDICSS•	 THIS C STAv*:9y
C ROUTINE IS -USED - BY MAIN PROGRAMS	 I PURTCN' ANC # ACCBAA f . C STA0010C
C C STAC311C
...._.	
***` * '*' #
	







—__ . _ _._ _..._ STA00190
COMMON /LEAD/HFTERM,BBB STA4019C
_ClJMA0N­ / SAMPLE / TEMP ( 12Or).LPQS ( 12C!1 •NUMTNP STA00230






00 10 J n 1,NUM3 STAJJMo
-
IF(MPQ3 ( J).FQ*LPQS ( I)1	 GC	 TC 2 L STA C26.
I 10 CONTINUE STAC427C
,_ - WRITE ( 7t2300) ' I STA0028C
23CO FORMAT(1X9 1 CONSTAN7 S NOT FOUND FCR MCCAL INCEX 	 '•I9,/1 STA0,;29vw	 _ _
^';ZOtT^1__	 ___.__.. _. _	 _ .. STA00300
2012 FCRMAT(llwul' INDEX l t5X# 1	 LPCS	 I t 5X 9 I TEMP' v/1 STAuU310
00 3400 JJJ-19NLMTMP STAGO1 2C
WRITE(6,2003)JJJ,LPQS(JJJI,TEMP(JJJJ STA0U33v
20C3 FORMAT(1H , l5 ► 5X• 19.5X#DlCo4) STAL134^'
34CC CONTINUE STA0035C
STA7u360
C FIND SECOND FREQUENCY AND DESTROY ITS INCICES SC THAT 	 IT WILL STA--.:37.
C NOT BE 'USED AGAIN AS A FIRST FREQUENCY BY MISTAKE STAr038C
20	 ITST: LPJS(I) STA3C:9C
C UNPACK ThE_ IP INDEX STA 34j .
IQ	 LPQS(IJ/1000 STACC410
Tp.&.MQ frnsT STAJC42v
LPQ S (I J=999999 STAG-^43'
W2P01=TrMP(rl . __ . STAuJ44
DO 30 JK- 1•NUMTMP STALJ45L
IF'(LPQS(JKT.EQ.TTST) GO TO 4C STAC?46:'
3: CONTINUE STA0447C
tc	 __ STAQC4S:
20C1 FORMAT ( 1X•' SECOND fREQUENCY NCT FCUKO I ) STAC'C49:
_'RETURli- T __- _-__-____	 _.__ STADC52
40 W'.PQ2=TEMP(JK J STA00510




IFILPQS(JKKI *EQ* ITST) GO TO 8C
70 C^NTINUE" ^"
WRITF.1 7 9 2C^41





IN D E X s LPJ St JKK 1
I PQS l JKK V-8-440499'
C _ ._
	
CHECK FOR ZERO CASs
AMAG=GA44AIM; 101
IFIAMAG * EQ * J *001 GO TO 5C






SQETA3=AFA *WZPU **BFAC' — —
H2PQ * HFTERM*t 1 WSW – STMOD31 J rl l 1 *t WSQ – STMCD3 1Jr21 1
1^	 ^'	 STM003t J9311 **2
1-2PQ = H2PQ/(llM2PQl–WSQ)**2+SGE7A1*wSQI1 ....
 
,._._..__ _ 
# t t NZPQ2-WSQ 1 **2+SQE TA2*WSQ)
2	 *t (W2PQ3– WSQ)**2+SQE 7A3*MSC11
HGAMI=H2PW*AMAG**2*DUMMY









































I JUN T4._ 1 __ 
	 ^_- ... _ ... __....	 0 E /360 FORTRAN H
3MPILSR OPTIONS - NAME s 	MAIN vOPTs02oLI NEC hTs569SIZEOCCOO K,
SOUNCE MCOIC t NUL 	 CAD-,MAP,NCfpiT,ICtKCXAEF
FUNCTION PPN (NtIP) PPN00o1
C PPN4002
(;*##•*## #^Mr*+t^f+*+M*##**** #*#####*^^#r* !* * # *^^Itw+ ►*#iltw**ai**^M###*#*#tC PPNO043
C PPN"04
C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE ACCEPTANCE BETWEEN TI-6 EXTERNAL	 C PPNOO 5
C PREBURE FIELDN	 HESTlUCAL -M0ba5. 	 C PPN0006
C C PPNO037
C*****#******6 +* ***#*A***#*6s*#+Ii^w*s^^+^**#s#s**r#*******mss*##***#*C PPNc)OM
C C PPN"w9
_	 ^










ITWO =WO LCZPPI PPNO018
C EVALUATE ThE St AND CIN FUNCTIONS FOR THE 'P I TERM PPNO019O
CAL	 3Y"NCbS(ZONE.SINONE.COSCNE) PPNO0200
CALL SINCOSIITW0tSINTWUtCCSTMO) PPN002IG
Oi=l -._ - PPNCO22C
I IPs IP PPNO023C
0_Mn N 
_ 
OQ- 000 _.._ _.	
_ .._ _ PPNG024(o
IFfM00(IIPv2)•NE•C) DJ s- 1 . 03 PFN00250
PTERMWPFRON T +^I (P I /2.00) *( SI NONE* SI NTwC) * (COSChE-CCSTWO) / IZ•CO* I P! IPPNOO26J
C CHECK FOR SPECIAL CASE PPNu^J271}
' IF(IWOLCPI-IP*IP*RECIP)•NEe +90%i)	 PTERN=FTERN-FFRChT* PPN3y28i
1f Il•DO-OJ *WOLCOS )/( WOLCPI-IP * I P*R ECIP)) PPNJ,)290
__._.T





C -`EvaLuaTE ThE SI AND CIN FLNCTICNS FOR THE 	 'O' TERN PPN^.C34ti
CALL SINCOS(ZUNS,SINONE,CCS4.'NE) PPNO035C
w rSINrw-0 'C"CSTWZT PPNG036C
JTERM=CBW *( PI *1 SINONE+SINT*C ) - 1CCSCNE-CCSTNC) / 12•C.*N)) PPN IX37:,














END P PNC - 45t'
A-79
'	 A JUN 74 1_ 	 _	 05/360	 FORTRAN H
7MPILER OPTIONS — NAMcs 	MAINtOPT•O2rLINCeCNT=569SIZEEC`0" Ke
C`Eo SCOft—# CLTSTiNCI"ECK * CCACoMAFthCL'DIT• ICrNCXAEF
SUBROUTINE SINCOS (ZtSININT .COSINTI SINOOCIC
C
-^	 .._	 _	 _ C S IN00020
t**s*#*r*#*******s##+^#***#*r^*sts##rss*^##^s^*^^#*s*#s^###***#s####s*C SiN30C:CC C SIN')0J40
C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE 	 VALtiE CF TH6 SINE ANC COSIKE C SIN.=0,,5z
^^'^iN'T^ G` 	 L	 UN^I` ^l`5......THE CdSINL FUhCTICN EVALUATED IS ACTUALLY C SINJ9v6V
C THE GIN FUNC T ION•	 SeR I E S TECHNIQU E S ARE USE C FC R ARGUMENTS C S IN0007C
C LESS' THAN ON E*
	
RATICNAL APPRCXIMATICKS ARE CThc"RMaSE USEC * C S iNJ.^.C3C
C C S INOJC9^
C+1^#^t#sib#####^iMi#*i###*i##i###* ##i#**#1+t+ #^^*###+M^r+^#!##*#!#####***#C S IN3010W
C C SINX,I1:
INIrt: IC T-R'EAC*0-TK-17 i`F-N rC-Z I S IN :.012cl
CIMGNSION FAX(4)•FBX(4) . GAX(4) • GBX(4) SIN(Wlif;
COMMON' /CJNST /PI S INvv14C
COMMON /CONV/UP90N SINOC153
COMMON /FCTRL/FAC 1 57 ► 9 P SI (60) S IN00160
DATA FAX/38 * 027264r265* 187033 #335.67732.38.102495/ S IN0017',
^"--'7AT7t""FSRT^i . °^i33i - Z2: 6249^I . 5T'%.23628a.15?.1OS423/ S INOJ180
DATA GAX/42 * 2428 : 5 0 342. 7!786:9352 . ) 16498921 . 821899/ SINOJI9C
DATA
._GBX/48 .1S6S2794E2 * 48598411114* 978885 9449 * 690326/ S INCC2')C
C S INJw210
IFtZ * E0 * C.D(r7' G0" TO 4O S INLC220
IF(CA8S(L)•GE•l•D0) GO TO 3C SINJC23tjR :	 _ w __--	 _ _





SUMGOS= l) * DO S IN^+,:27;.
DO 15
	
I=1. 5 T S IN0,MC
K=2* I-1 S IN0029C
S INOX31
TOTSIN=SUMSIN +tr-J*XXI/(K*FAC(LI) SIN00310EJ=-EJ _.._ . _ SIN 0032C
XX=XX*Z S IN to W'33:'
K=2 *_I__.__	 _. S IN33340
L=K +1 S IN0035G
T IJT	 XTTC K *FAt Ci i T SIN* 36C 
IF(TOTSIN *EQ * 0* D0) GO TO 5 SINWu37^
C IF`THE SIN SERIES HAS CCNVERGED THEN THE CIN SERIFS SIN3C39L
C hAS ALSO CONVERGED S IN1ki39"
- VAL
—i SURSINITOTSIN S INC041f
IF(VAL *vT *DN•AND *VAL * LT * UP) GO TC 2C SIN00410
5lTti = k k I—'^—___r.____ .^___ _,--- -- _-- _ . _ S IN',	4 ZC	 y
SLMCOS=TOTCOS S IN3343L'
_.. - SUM S IN=TOTSlN S INIC44:
10 CONTINUE S IN3345C
i 1 _ STN INTiTOTS_IN __ S INOC46C
COSINT=-TOTCOS SINGC47.
RETURN S INCu48:
_C Z2=Z*Z S IN,^i:49C;
S INCO5C






C	 RATIUNAL APPROXIMATICN	 S IN1,353C
FOFZu (l *O0/Zl 4'l+MUMM"PkXdl+Z4iFAXt31+t2+FAX(411/ 	 S1N30:4w*
1t8+FBXt11*16+FBXt21*Z4+FBX131 *Z2+FBXt411 1 	 SIN00550
GOFt • 11.04/Z21#llZE +GAxtll * ZE+GAX121*t^► +GAX131 * L2+GAXt411 / 	SIN Q564
1	 tZ8+GBXt11*Z6*GBXt21*14+GBXt31*12+GBX14111 	 SINC!574
S 'fN INfi:-0 I/2.04-FoFL*DCOSI II-GCFL *OSiht21	 S INC.QsaJ
C ICFZ •FOFL*DSINI ZI-GOFZ*DCOS(ZISIN);59C
PSIM 19 J^v Ti€
	
E i^3^CNS1'ANT` '..	 S IN0063C







4v S IN INTw' • DO S INQQ63.
COS Iwf.0,*Do -	S IN0464C
R ETURN	 S IN^G65C











































MNCALB 5928 1EA _
MNCALC sale 2F8
r%XT14N 61C0 19C


















PPN A0E8 - ' 3AS-
I NCCS 4499 SSE
I H'dlS 	04 ---T§ F 2 ZEC
DCOS	 A9F8 DSIN	 A412
IHCLLCG AC68'
OLOG10	 AC68 0 L C Gv 	A C 8-21
A-82
NAME ORIGIN -L6NGTK-- NAME LCCATICh hA141 LCCATICh
IHCLSQRT * AF68 Ise
IHCFCPT #FC8 3C4





1 ack3mo 8500 FOICL5x 867C
IHCCCMN2* C528 650
SWASD C8AAo
SDUMP C888 I E
I AF CV T't;*' 5
AOCONN CRAB FCVACUTP CC52 F(
FCVI3, UTP DIES FCVECLTP 06FIC Ff.
IHCEF-'4TH* 0060 !42--.. ARITHO D060 ACJSPTCH E%) FC
IHCLASCN* E2Aa 24F
'EIA^'-­ - " 0ARSIh E20
IHCLEXP We 268
DEXP S4F8
IINCEFIOS* E79C F26 FTOCSN Vd, FICCSBEP -' 786
IHCFI052* F6A8 Ue
'­ IWC-^RKM 0 F808 set
ERRMON FBD8 IHCFRRE F 8 F)
IHCUOPT * VIM — -SAV
IHCETRCH* E558 26'
, IHCTRCH 5 6 C- F. RTRA 1056%)
lHCUAT8L* 107ES 62e
Att E Pt--- IT t 2 ,.., 6
8':-SC R 10E28 a




L P TT RS I,; Scu 3"
MORE IIEFJ- 5,1 ­






TE RMS 13FE0 - ___.__ 38
VARSQ ii'lls I;




	 ORIGIN. LENITIn _;, 	 NAME	 LOCATICN	 AAME	 LCCATICA
















DOES NOT €RI-ST BUT FAS BEEN ADDED TC DATA SET
JCd TITLES




Lf2NGTH OF S9%5lv_j '4T 63o-20000 FEET
SEGMENT DISTANCE FACM END OF CYLINDER co'; FEET
R ADIUS  0 F INN ER CYL INC iR n Joa FEET
RADIUS OF OUTER CYLINCER n 8o00000 FE"-T
SHELL STRUCTURAL THICKNESS 's OoC04CO FEET
^. HELL F ILLER THICKNESS n Ce C5 l:Cj FEET
S14ELL DENSITY a Co;985C SLUGS/FOCT**2
LCNGITUOINAL YOUNGS MODULUS n o18432E IC LdS/FT**2
CIRCUMFERENTIAL YOUNGS ML#DULLS n . 524C 3E 09 LBS/FT**2
PCISSCN I S RATIO a .o3!)4Q
SPEED OF SOUNC 1116.00000 FEET/SECCNO
FRA14F AREA a oS86100-C2 FEETS*2
FRAME MOMENT CF INERTIA n XW0103 FiET**4
FRAME–SKIN CENTROID GIST :109&00 CC FEET
FRAME SPACING e158CCO 01 FEET
FRAME YOUNGS MODULUS a 919432E lw* LOS/FT**2
rt	 ACJUST	 CIRCUMFERENTIAL 9ENr*,,.).,,'	 STIFFNF.SS BY 00003
ACOUSTIC 40CAL._ FREQUENCIES AND INDICES



















































12010000 2790C 220AIC32 278.9 24446403
23'03-34 1 278.2 29002000 278.1 190080610







13046041 276.6 28C M30 276.6 25CC20C1
13001003 27604 -""	 SCOSCOC 275.7 17CJOCC3
120:3"J 2 275.5 9010040 274.4 28400401-
9C36301 273.1 r._ _5431C'f3 -' 273.0 2SC013"
21017003 272.E 29M000 272.7 24003CC2
21. '1..2 `  X72'.-T'' '^^: .....273.1	 - ._,I7"J2C32
11 03002 271.9 18CCei?C0 27198 8w1OC4J
19OC4"1 2710! 22CJ3C01 271.2 14C;9CCO
23'^ 613 7 271.1 8%6CCl 271.. 16001CO3
W IN ; 27C93 -9900004C 2690 7414CGO




7^C10)3 267.927013COO 267.9 14C0SC01
6U0000 267eli - ' 13COSC4J 266.8 16CO2002
6ci60:1 266.4 17C!GJNO 266.2 2 Y'IZ 7C YJ
60CIUO3 263.2 -20301CO2k..
-.	 765.S 180044C01
1SCJ4043 2650: 9003CO2 265.5 5314000
­-27360740 1- .._.26.o:I^_'T4T^'0-'^"2164: a-._- _ r,T6C:l
23003002 264.6 21303001 264.2 5G31CO3
4013001 264. 4 _ f A '- 226'46400 ` 263.8 28COI CCO
4036031 263.2 13105001 263.0 3C130%
1201,9000 262.7 8CC3CO2 26207 4COM3
3X6J01 262.0 2GMC'Qu 2620U 1St0 =
_ ^4"J"	 3"iJ00 -- --26 g_" 34III J- "2`61:'4	 _ _ ^_ "" I XG0.
210'6301 261.2 2:001001 26..9 16C38000
2SCC41>0 2600 a -__ 14-000003	 _ _ ._	 2600 1036COI
23,)12301 263.E 20GICO3 26:. d 6C S1
28330030 263.4- „ ' `7C13CO2- 260.2 27CC2COO
`	 10.71003 260.1 1003 259.9 1SCO7000
_- -f-?j640 l-_ . rS:.^--e.IVI14:2
11''.9 iJ: 2'58.9 12CCSGCI 25899 6x'3002
2.0)3041 257.4_----2203C32 _._C 257.1 230ZSJ30
14332002 25608 21006040 2!607 26000CC1
13"3443 25602 - ---5CO2C:2 2:602 15448000
13 ,109001 25!04 IL005001 2!•`0O 43.3402
-+ 2T50i•y0^ °_^2^'4^'_"i^^^I"'____z^:4^---._.TatcT^:c^
3i .33^2 253.4 222.+-:w 27300 18COlM
k	 24t7tihvl 2:f.6 ___3_ 340.432_- 25206 24JC4C-3?
1330 23^2 25202 90!39,00 26201 1 C3C42
12:'"' ► .^;'3 25105 v,__ _0	 0_00. 3:32	 _ .. 25109 1-a'V 5001
2 6 :+12 10.0  2310 1 27000030 25101 1 SCO3Cy1
140 0 6^`3"' . 2`5^/ 23 3Z7J^2 co:3" Llr:013C C2 -2)^	 ;6 •'i 24907 22CC5C'`2 24903 8CC9'L.'
154:+40.1 248. c .._... __^ - 4D3^01. _, _ . _	 24601. - 11300003
12.02002 24705 2'S0GCQ01 24706 17C37CJO




N-cices	 FREQU Rt I ES IN Q I US	 ENCIES INUMEI-FARUENCIES . " .
210 1 2)r1 245.6 26001000 245.2 8005001 245.1
23C10O1 244.E	 1aZ43-. ti^- 	 2-_..^3	 44.3 _. . y 23 004000 244.3
67:9000 244.3 10000003 244.3 110;2002 243.8






242.: 5Cti5070 242.3 25C12CCC 242.2
240?3tiO^- _ -241.5 26GOODOO 241.8 21GCSCOJ 241.7
W. )7jj ^ 241 0 12t A a ..' )'7 241.5 160:1 002 241.7
0 09 3 +3 -240 x- C TOO i _^_^ _ ^ 240..7	 .... _	 ELC5CG1 240.1
13002wX2 240.1 3CvS000 239.4 13YC4CUI 238.9_
1 2 8. 5 3 . , r3-2 -3-8foS -`^ 2 i.	 2 %o	 1	 _ 23 8. 3
5Jl5401 238.1 17CO3001 23800 1009000 23890
9000 237.8 ^ ^bC^i^03 237.6 11008020 237.4
9^:2')' 2 236.6 41:W'SC	 1  236.5   22w:1v31 236.4
220tP4300 _ 236.2-` 18 ^E030 23 E. i 2500100: 236.1
15007JOO 236.1 19000002 235.6 15G01CO2 235.3
35.2 Man.. 5 `X1501
	
12!.U.;l 234.4
2075001 234.3 20005000 234.3 iCO5C01 233.7
5401 233.E _- -8t^32 3	 ^ i-233.5 _lOCO8000 233.5
230030:C 233.4 240020:0 233.3 6C:JCC3 232.7
250-)0'00 4232. s =~1o033UC1 ._ °_ 232.0 ISCS200L 231.1
7JJ2vG2 23097 14007000 230.7 5CO0003 23 0.6,_a_2.3h^` j
,dT--- `2'3 0 c 11MOCI z 3^.	 _ ^7' fi8C^) _ _ _ 23C.v
14001 f102 229.9 17006000 229.6 4C3JC33 228.9
la0)00O2 228.7 21301+02 ^- _ -228. -4 6002002 228.3
21OJ430) 2280: 30OCCO3 227.6 l9c;5GC:1 227.#)
24"'03:
_
1226.9 8002000	 V 226.7 M10003 226.65)' 2`ZC'2 226.2_ 15003001 226.1 !CC^C4C01 22601
^
w	 1Gt ^3 'f:9T^C^+T^CQ -225.6 
22;,^'37^?`d 224.5 13301CO2 224.8 4002CC2 22494
231020)0 224:-4"-" 14TIMCL'Y -22490 U008COO 22395
1^)W^i63CJ 223.3 24000000 223.2 3CJ2CC2 223.1
9 ;*4-'K 1 22Z^4i___.---2 v2Zr^`- _._ -_-222.1
	
_ 17000002 221.9
2210330% 1 221.6 1CC2002 221.5 2CO2 221.3
60NICT' ... 22i - 3 9 r4r,GSCOI -	 -- 220.5
2!j, `1""1 22!'.5 2JCy4000O 22'%3 12yw?10CZ 21999
181^ 500 ) -219.9 !-	 ne.600.0 -` -- 219:2 8CC4CCI 21901
23001JC3 217.8 40CSCOO 217.4 150ci6CQC 217.2
1T:w20"1 217:2 -	 -2 1:2 -21694 11Cy7CCL 21 t.2
7^)v40C1 216.1 3CCe"00 216.0 22002001 215.5r_	 6J Qli02 ___ ,. : r--- ,ITCO30CI _ __.. 215.1
2':8)^C 215.E 1J!JerltA 21494 8v;^; 214.2
7.3,110 It, 21305 ~^ E^v4CJ3 ^ 213.5 21cloci l 213.0
170 ,)5JOJ 217. e 19001001 21207 19004Cu0 21205
110v7000 211.5  1^iZ^6vC ^ " 211.4 50:4' Cl 211.31 2'T^I?C2 211.1 16002CJ1 21C.5 12CJ3CC1 210.1_
4 04001 209o4 15000002 20	 1	 2CCI 208,6
2':;003000 208.1 9O1170CC ^2^08.; 3( :WA	 :1 2v8.^v




Z-F: 9 213C2= 206.7
10^43^1 206.3 4001 206.1 16005001 2;6.0
13^06030- - 2-0:x:8-- 3 I83JICOl 2. So 
otuGiN. AL PAGE IS	 A-S7
y^F POOR_ QUAUTV
AMS .T1C_-WCAL-F. IMPINCIES AND INDICES
-NCI 3" i^R	 NCTaI NOMS--- FREQUENCIES - . . ' _
ISIC40W'Q 2C4•e 22COM".1 234.6 2CO01001 2.14.5
60)7100 `2J* '5­7004-9001' 204.0 et)G1Cv2 233.6
14000002 202.0 7C97C30 201.3 1CMC01 20008
T: '^":Ti "' .`I°603QvJ - 19908
21:)1303 199.5 15005000 199.4 6CC7003 198.4
2)00200) 198L- ..___1^.2a31'-' _	 197.8 6001002 197.6
17001001 197.5 170!:4400 197.3 133C0CC2 197.2
9003001 - 196.7 - -- I9`6000131 196.1 53MCC 196.3




-t V	 u ^^	
-.__...I.
4 "CSCC^ 193.E
8003001 192.9 304+7400 192.5 130CSC01 19108
181:3000 19 1.6-`' -	 U040002_ . ' 191.6 3001032 191.6




160013C1 190.1 16004000 189.9 1C010G2 189.8
. __	 10.02-
 
 ---- 1 8905*-
   co X3:3 ^ 18 9.3
18000001 187.8 13005000 186.8 60G3001 186.5
9006000 186; 4 -,°--_-lRW0(j2 -. _._	 186.4 12032001 186.1
2 ,3000007 186.0 5003001 16109 17CO3CC) 18396
15 :	 +03101 143; 0 . .._-I'9	 400 __._.._. . 182.7 8:':6900 182.4
4J;3Au1 181.8 ICOCO002 181.4 1SOOlJ00 181.4
ri105JZ13 1800,i L10020cl 184'.. 7 -C'MDO - -- -- 180.b
3',, 	3)ul 18061. 17000001 179.5 2003001 178.9
I" 603) _ . 178 f 178.2 3001 178.0
9000002 176.P 1900000O 176.7 14001CC1 176.0
140: 4% 175:E -__-	 ZCT_ -..- _175.6 16003COO 175.6
1^00► 'J2001 175.6 114)5000 179.4 56064'03 172.9
._.^ .enjauz...l.._ TM-010'	 _ .htz•a
16^^ioLl l 171.4 9002001 IT% 8 4Z.C6CC 0 170e6
1JOJ5000 - i ^C.I____ - 7300r^0Y_ -- -- 169.2 13004000 169.0
3006003 168.9 7CCG402 16808 15CC:^000 167.8
2OW"'000 -. 167-6 -.__ ^3C01313J -._,.,_ ..167.4 ICCeCO. 16698
600C 166.5 8002001 166.4 6000OCZ 165.5
S6t33 - 	 . c 4 l6ciQz99u -I5CvrDOal _ 16304
17001000 16393 12001101 1620 5CO3C1'2 162.6
7002)01 162: w- •	 12CT"40G0­---LL---162.5 8CC5CG0 16C.T
14CO3100 160.2 4000002 160.1 6002001 15900
300000' 158 2°°^I7OG0+13G`__ __ -_ 158.1 2CCJCO2 156.9
7CO530i 156.6 i1G01001 156.5 11 0C4000 156.2
1560C DGJZUJI 1560 Q	 ._ .._.__.._ 2	 _ 15 5e 8
140:,0001 15595 15002230 155.1 160J1CG-) 1540
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4v 15 138.5 11012 13801 8 ^20 136.1
9319 138.0 7020 13800 6w19 137.1
11011 13':.4 5417 135.0 1101;16 1340







CSTRUCTURAL-MODAL FREQUENCIES AND INDICES
N51 W-011f "YEV"7F0`iC 9 ""' iPREGINC'l'E'S"' -7NOICE`S " FRECUM I ES
8719 131.7 7019 13192 3011 131.0
4014 130.73` -1104 130.8 10015 130.2
6018 130.1 1C31 133.4 11,1008 12900
13016 lfT.6 '^"T107 121:S"'' 4011 12o.7
11306 126.2 10014 126.1 8018 125.4
11005 125.2 _.
p	 7G18 ' 124.5 11004 124.4
11003 123.8 11CG2 123.4 11001 123.2
6017 123.3	 ' '413 122.5 10013 12292
9016 121.3 3010 120.5 5015 12^•J 
'2)C7
 
T ,. . r,.q- 2, _.	 00_ . ilk	 Tq,'"_"_. l, 00.. 13C12 11807
7 317 117.7 9015 11602 6016 11598
10011 11 S•S '4012 113.6 ICC4 113.6
8316 113.1 1,Cb0 112.7 5014 11201
9014 111.	 - -7G16 11100 10009 1100
3009 109.0 6015 168.5 10408 108928015 .. __^
_107: 0`_. "'1'069	 ___
104.
. 4 13CO7 106.4
10006 10500 7015 4011 104.1
5013 134:0 `	 - _ 1000S 103.8 2006 1034
I" OC 4 1C 3.'. 9C 12 1.2. 7 10003 102.4
IV .)02 101.9 10c41 10107 8014 101.6
6J14 101.1 9011 9808 7014 9798 
-10.i S'6^I -_ _	 __ 5CIZ 9506
9010 95.4 4010 94.2 6013 93.7
9109 92.4_ --7G13 91.3 SC12 9100
9008 89.8 SrC7 870 5011 67.0
6012 866Z 8CIY 86.2 9006 86.9
7012 SS.0 2G05 84.7 9.305 84.6
--4'709- ,• A'4 1003 83.6
3007 83.3 9003 83.0 9002 82.5
9001 82.3	 - 8010 BIOS 7011 79*0
6011 78.8 5010 7e.2 8009 77.9
8008 74. 5` _... __	 7010 73.3 4008 73.0
8307 71.7 6010 71.5 8006 69.4
_.	
,. "" 5 03C 9` - - _-- - b • . ,, s"__""`E9:2 . _ _.. _ .
	
_.- 'CC9 6 8.0
VC 5 67.7 8004 66.5 8003 65.7
8102 bS.Z HCCI 64.9 2004 64.5
6009 64.5 7CC8  6393 4C07 61.9
sc- 8 6,0, s	 __ 740.7._,
_-	
_ _ 59.2 6038 570
7306 5509 30-35 54.6 7CCS 53.4
.._5007 ._._ _.__.^; 51-8-
____ TCC4 51.6
40_'6 5' 0 7C:3 5''.5 1C32 50.5
7002 49.9m_ "TffOI 49.6 6CC6 46.6
5006 43.9 2CO3 43.4 6CC5 42.5
4i'^: 5 4'•C C^.__ 39• S 6tiC4 39.5
6003 37.7 5005 36.9 606`2 36.7
^36a .,.___,___ __..__-4004 3 0. 2
5?C3 27•e 3U^3 26.0 5CC2 25.8
5+4 01 Z	 ly_ _, r ZQII2-__ _	 2301 4CC3 22.4
1001 17.7 4002 171,6 4001 16.0
3002 14.5 3071- 903 2C3I T.5
A-9
STRUCTURAL ,CONITANT .SS1 AfW INOICIES
N'CZ^'c5-' 4N'S 	 `C`CKSTAhTS-
1001 130.5 2001 226. C 3001 32 8.4
4.):1 4 2 7 -- -9::1-  $38.; 6001 643.6
7'): l 749.5 8001 85596 9401 961.7'
1367e M0 . iZCCI_.. - 128096
13?: l 1386@5 14C+C1 1F=S3.3 1 5Cv1 1 599.7
16001 1'tG 6; ^	 ^I y0 01 1812.5 18001 191903
19001 2025.4 20001 2131.9 1002 184.7
2' 02 261. 1 - - YCi.2 333.4 -#PC2 432. E
51)(12 553.E 6CJ2 656.7 Mli 760.8 
8002 .. 9ce.2 9 7r*-S- ..13002 1075.9
11OC2 11810:` 120j2 1287.2 134 32 139301)
14002 1499.1).. " TM `	 15302 I6CSo-1 16002 1711.1
17002 1817.2 18002 1923.4 19GJ2 2029.6
20JC2 2135.5- -^-1CO3'_ _.	 . 25:..1 2GJ3 31..8
30Q3 391.6 4033 482.5 5003 578.7
575 6 0 3---- .-TT9; 3--___ ... _8403 881.7
9003 985.1 1LC33 IC8S.0 11003 1193.4
12 . , 3 129 8 	 2	 ____. _._. ,1301; 3 14 73.2 -	 14003 154 8. 5
1`00 3 1613.5 16CJ3 1715.4 17003 1825.1)
19003 ,:. 1930.E _ -1	 00# ..... -2036:6 2000.2 2142.5





7304 804.4 801)4 9C49; 9GC4 100501
1. %	 4--__.. 11:`7,.2_	 .______1.11)4._.. ._..	 1-21, * ^) 12C04 1315.4







- 17004 ° .183599 58004 1941.1
19'^r 4 2: 46.
:
2`%)4 215108 1 c': 5 39109
3 . I 3COUD . 4015	 _ _ -5691 
5GC5 652.6 6JAS 742.1 7035 835.6
9iC5 931.9 _.... _____	 y;:5_ Z.13 .3 13.35 IIV.1
il45 1231.'6 12005 1332.8 13CCS 143593
141C 5 1538:"7.- _ __ _ ::0:3_. ___ 164I.8 16 CC5 1743.7
17005
--
184996 18+:GS 19:4.2 190,15 2,:58.9
^` V -. V. 4 _S_"._...^_. - 2,=6 . _	 50092
3UC6 554.0 4006 621.6 5C06 698.9
6x06 783.2	 ____A.._. -_-7C06` - 872.3 9 C C 6 964.9
9 11 06 116092 1CO r 6 1157.4 110:6 125692
12006 135E.1 1'-- 143609 14%%6 155305
.5306 1660.8 16GC6 1763.5 17C:6 1866.71a ,^v_6 - .^	 - . c .. _- .,-.._.
	
-2LIC. 2178.1
13C 7 `3806 2007 565.3 3007 617.2
4!07 676.5_ ___._ .._,..__5CCT 753.0 6CJ7 8290;
Vw ^7 913.7 8047 1002.5 9007 1+ 94.5
101)07 I1CC7 _. __ -- 1285.3 12007 1383.1
13007 1482.1 14007 1382.1 15CO 1682.9
16''7- '17840 1 17 C (; ^-r► ----_ ___ 1801)7. .. 198 3.9
19J47 209108 20CC7 219504 IM 612.7
2(MI 635:5-'__.__._._`"_3^CB _____682.8 4rC8 7389
5	 3 8:499 6C- B 87901, 7Ce8 959.2





U308 1316.0 12301 1413.6 13COO
14  160So O 1Sacs 17C8.O 160oie
". 348 .2214•' 1039 ...607.1 2009^... _
:109 750.3
_ __.. __ R
41109 eclat 50+29
6+)C9 932.4 7C09 10.8.4 8a.19
_ro .
9);9 ii74.7^	 :nc^9 1263.2 LIC39
_x.4_0 4 916^^,L342.3	 _.
_14Jt;9
i SCG9 1736.1 1034.6 17039




441w 866.3_    5010 923.4 6"J
7 )1•. 106 06 H31C 1138.1 9010
T ;^)t)1^?.
_._.. i? S.3^ 410	 1393.6 1203
^-13')iJ ~1s76.S 14 141-671.3 - 13013
16 ; 1., 1863.9 1721) 1561.8 1811;
19110 216000 231:10 226;•1 1311
2111 85606  31: Z1 889.1 4011
5211 98509 6w11 147.3 7311
80.1 1 __IIA904 9011 1267.9 13011
i1G11 p	 1435.E 1^01^S2yMG -,	 13011




2CJ11 2286.4 1(;12 51103 2312








12J12 1566.3 1312 16 54.4 14012
15112 1836.4 16012 1929.9 17;12
18 ,112 2120.4 19012 2217.2 20012
1 1313 9116.3 2013 1003.4 3:13
4U13 1469.1 5013 111:.9 6013
70 11 __ UT._1^g^:T...^-
-..:.9013




16J13 1966.4 17C13 2059.4 18013
19013 2249.0 23013 234594 1014
2? 14 1)77o2 31:14 1103.3 4014
014 -___ ._Tl^r:^ 6414 	 3 _._^_. '--- 7014
8014 135609 SC14 1426.3 10014
1114 1577.4 -	 12014 1658.1 13014










	 12OS .0=" -	 5015
6 ,'015 1299.4 7015 1355•C 8015
9315 1483.y .1:015 1554o,' 11,1015
12,115 1707.1 1215 1798.3 1401515 ,315 1957.5 '	 16015 2043o8 17,015























































1016 1211.: 2016 1225.5 3016 124894
4316 1279.8 5016 1319.1 6C16 1365.6
71116	 lice ^Tfi77 y ---9016 , 1541.3
10016 1609.7 11C16 1682.1 12016 1758.0
_
13)16 1836• S 14016 191 b• 'S 1SC16 2002.4
16016 2C88.4 17016 2176.2 18016 2265.6
19116 2448.6 1C1T 128696
2':17 129SN 3017 1321.5 4017 1351.2
5117 -1	 8. 6^TT^-' --1 4132: f ^'-	 ^"- 7017 1483.3
8017 1539.E 9C17 1601•) 10:17 166790
„
	^
11^117 1737 ' C ' ^- 	 121'17 18.0.6 13017 1887.3
14x117 1966.8 1RC17 2048.8 16017 2132.9
'	 17017 221891  19 217 230697 19117 2396.0
21'17 2486.6 10:18 1361.8 2018 137493
3^18 - ^ - - 1f4iis 1 `	 4' 150"-`T423•^3- . - '-'-- _ 31'16 1458*4
6^:8 1530.E 7018 15499x4 8018 1603.0
9c, 18 1642:1 _` h.^1$ 1725.7 11018 1793.4
12)18 1864.8 13018 1939.3 14418 2016.8
15018 2096.@ -	 - 16018 2179.1 17C18 2263.4
18018 2349._5 19018 2437.2 20:18 2526.4
-137`. Lam- ►^i8.^---- '_ - 3619 1468.3
4019 1495.1 5019 1528.9 6019 1569.2
7)19 1613.5 -.__.._e. -8C 19` 1667.3 9019 1724.2
?0(1 19 1785.6 lic.19 1851.2 12C19 192094
1301 19 1992:1­­­--	 4019 ` 2C68. 3 15019 214694
16019 2226.8 17019 23:9.4 18419 2393.8
G:Z zCMA,	 "'-"23b'T:T'	 - _ - 1 .02 1.'; 1512.3
2720 1523. 5 3020 1542.0 4C2J 1567.5
502.1 F -_159S: 6-Ml _	 1632.3 742) 1682.7
`	 842: 1732.6 9n20 1787.4 10C2fi 1846.7
11)20 19141 2. ` _ __	 12C20 197793 13020 21;47.8
1402.) 2121.3 :.:020 21979: 16023 2276.117'.`2:-
------23'56:x`_ _ 1..1^C.2.0'°-x'3.9:7-._ _ __ -'9020 ._ 252493
27020'
I
261J•5 1200 247.9 400 489.7
A-101
STRUCTURAL,,SOSTANTS .CZ ANO INGICIES
NEICIS ^COUTANT9	 INCICES CONSTARTS	 MICES'.'^T '^TXi^TS'
1,001 247.4 20J1 4E9.7 V x:1 73204001 976.4_
_
"`i1XI ; 122^.0 6001 146397
7001 173 7.4 8001 19;1.2 90C1 219500
13001 2438.'? I I Z+1 I 2662oS ^LICH  29260
13 )' 1 3170.2 1401 3414. u & Scot 3657.8
16001 39,31.6 _	 _. `17Q31 4145.4 &^410tH 438992
19u(;1 4633.1 213001 4876.9 100.2 2590
2JC 2 495. 8  3012 736 . 9 4CO2 97994
5102 1222.4 6CO2 1465.7 7002 170902
.	 r 	
_.^-2 56 3°.,._. 110,02 244C.O
11 :2 26830 12,: ^2 2927.4 13142 317191
14C'?2 3414.8 15002 3658.6 16v02 3902.4
17002 4146.1 18CO2 4389.9 19CC2 4633.7
2': )^, 2 4877.5 _	 i-^43 278.2 2UO3 53507
  3043 743.7 40J3 984.5 5003 1226.5
-
w66^ ►$ . -w _ ._ . 8^4103 1955.3
9re. 3 2198.E 1 0.3 2442.: 111:31. 26d 5.5
120C3 2929.1
_	
- 13103 3172.7 14F.43 3416.3
15+303 3660.4 16033 39%:3.6 17003 4147.3
18)03 4391.1 1S-X3 4634.8 21.33 487895
LOC4 302.2 2034 51,903 3Cv4 753.0
_.w_.._
--4404-- .. u ^`234C:2.^_-	 -. _6C34 147399
7)C4 171601 aU'.4 195808 9-,04 2ZO1.6
100^4 244499 11.)04 2688.1 1204 2931.4
13004 3174.9 1401:,4 3418.3 150 4 366199
16.304 391)5.4 17394 4149.' 186C4 4392.6
19ui 4 4136.? 23ZA 4879. 9 1C15 330.5
. 5'36. 4: 8 ^.	 _ . - 4045 10,00.5
54,35 1239.4 6305 1479.9 7015 1721.4
d.O5 1963.4 90:5 22x5.8 10,305 24+8.5
110^5 2691.4 12CJ5 2934.5 13005 3177.7
14005 3421.0 15JOS 3664.3 16CC5 39x7.7
170" 5 4151.2 18C J5 439497 19(005 4638.2
20_y 'S_°''_. °49YI V8' Cu 36ZC1 _ 2006 556.3
31')6 779.0 4CC6 1011.4 5i.Jo 124892
61 1. 6 1487.3 706 1727.7 8006 1969.)
9 ,306 2^41008 LCOG6 2453. j 11036 2695.5
1206 293d.2 13+JO6 3191.1 14CJ6 342492
15 )^ 6 3667.3 to ^Cb
 
393 :.5 17016 4153.8
.
46yvib.. ^. 2DOC6 48340
1,301' 396.3 2007 579.1 3007 79594 
1?24.1 5C"-7 1258.5 6CZ7 1496. ,3
7:67 173592 8CC7 157595 9037 2216.6
1 n JC 7 245893 I1JC7 270;. 3 12007 2942.6
13,+:7 3185.2 1401.7 3427.9 15W.v7 367,..5^_^..,. 16 137
-.
	
_,_7713'B"' 17;;17 -.4156o 9- ,_ ..	 .., 18C07 4410.1
19€iv7 4643.4 20447 4886.7 1018 432.3
2308 604.4 33:8 8140x' 4GO8 1'38.6
50':8 1270.4 6308 15:509 7CC8 174398
8008 198301 Ma 2223.4 13.:48 24640
A-102
. STRUCTURAL CQNSTA,NTS C
11008 2705.8 120-38 2947.7 13008




_'_' ±$4", ,'S"_"_'44C.' : g"_'..
1908
2C 4C 8 46 89.7 1C09 46 9. 8 2009
3409 834.5 _ _ -4009 1554.8 SC09
6)1)9 1517.1 7009 1753.4 3409
9009 2231'0 10009 2471.2 IIC09
12ju9 2953.4 13CC,9 3195.2 14009
Is ; C ^3 ° .^ _'	 "e'T^:3_" _ _7T922: 7 .. ^ _...	 ... I7 0'39 .. _




4010 1072. 6 5W 1298.3 6CI o
731) 1764. Z	 _ ., ^^. _ .. -Salo 2301.1 9 610
13310 2478.8 11010 2719.0  12313
- T 3'31 r ____'_ 	 3'Z?1: "3"4'42-'--￿ 7 ..	 ISM' 
16310 3926.8 17010 416901 18Civ
19310 465493 2CO10 4897.1 1011
2011 69109 3011 EEO.9 4011
51311 131403. 	 ""3 601I I543.1 7011
8311 23110` 9011 2248.7 13011
IZ 1I -2 T IGI 12011 ""2'5 3: 4"	 _ .. 13 Cl2
L4%! 3448.8 15011 3690.3 16011
17311 417401' '18011 4416.4 19ell
20011 4901.3 1012 588.4 2012
3x,12 936:5 ___. _..,,.4N12_..._ 111207 5012
6012 1557.9 7012 1788.9 8012
12.,12 2974.6 13012 3214.4 144'12
15012 3696:57 3S3T•9 17012
18012 4421.6 19312 4663.:7 20012
113. _629	
_-^_ ,_..^.._2!L3,3. 75708 3'13
4013 1134.8 5013 1350.1 hC13
_771'3_ _	 . _ .^T---
13013 250604 11413 2744.2 12313
13 1 13 3222.° `14013 3462.6 15C13
16013 3944.2 17013 4185.6 18013
19013 4669.'5.. 210'13 4911.1 1014
2014 792.5 3014 962.3 4414
V IT	 • . >1	 " "_._-_..._ _7014
8014 2048.3 9C14 2281.7 lJ 14
11)14 2754.0	 _. __ ._'17004 299200 13014
14014 3470.4 15014 3710.5 1bC14
17014 41929C_­ _ .__ISC14 443392 19014
2C :► 1 4 4916.5 1015 712.4 2015
4CIS ILOZ,-q-- __ _ ,. _. ­ 5015
6015 16-)8.8 7015 1833.4 9015
9.15 2294.3 _ ODl3 2528.5 11015
12015 3001.6 13015 3239.7 14015
15^15 3TI8:3	 ___... ___.
	
.16015 3958.3 1TC15































































1016 754.4 200,16 864* 6
4016 1208.7 5016 1.412.8
7016-'	 • I GGL6-`	 ZuT'f:2
.10016 2540.7 11016 2775.6
13016 3249. 3 14016 3487.5
m	 16016 3966.1 17016 4206.2,	
14016 4687.5 720 016 4528.7
Z017 901.8 3017 1J!3.8_
54171435• S 601480
8,317 2093•C 9017 2321.9
11017 2787.4 12017 3022.7




2017 4935.1 1WI18 835.4
-3118 4 Col 8 1263;,s .	 .
6)113 1669.0 7C18 189694
9 1 !8 2336.9 1 a c 1 2567.2
12118 3,334.2 13CIS 3270.0
1Sy 18 3?44.7 16018 3583.2




882 • ______.. .79_.
4019 1292.3  519 1485.0
7:19 19^0s.8
_ .8119 .. 2127. 7





---,.-16-"19 399204 17:;19 4231. E
202^ 1017• 3020 1153.9
5:-2: 151'_'• 9	 __ _	 • 6"`24 1713e7
8 1 2C 214591 9020 2369oC
11 1.20 2826.7 12020 3C59.1
141V 3528.4 15020 3764.8 m.......	 : .702^ . _ 4240.% , Z




































^STRUCTURAL CONSTANTS C3 AND INDICIES
I
1^Ct `CE5 " `SUM NT5 """'rNOICES . , CCNSTANTS
1)01 499C 21.01 S8.1 3.C1 147.1
43C1 196.1 SCO1 245.1 6COl 294.2
7301 343.2 8001 39292 9001 441.2
._,._.. 1J."1._-`1403?ol- _ _'_Ilt^r.^...... 
_.'Me3 	_ 12CCI 58803
13001 637.3 14001 686.4 13001 735.4
16001 784.4 17CO1 833.4 local 882.5
MCI 931.5 2001 98065 1C.02 98.1
2002 19601 3002 294.2 4CO2 392.2
5002 490.3 6CC2  598.3 7CO2 686.4
- ...	
_	 83' 2 '	 794:4 `58205 11" 02 98:."05
11102 1:78.6 12002 1176.6 13 302 1274.7
.400`2 1372.7 15002 147x.8 16002 1568.► 8
17342 1666. S 18 CO2 1764.9 190-32 1863..)
X142 1961.1 1003 147.1 2203 294.2
3003 441.2 4003 588.3 5C33 73594
60C3 ^ 8^"':`7tm.3"` •1025:6 V13 1176o6
9'03 13230 10003 147C.8 11."03 16170
12^C 3 1764.5 13003 1912.0 14403 2J59.1
15303 2206.! 16003 2353.3 1TCO3 25,.X-.3
• 18 : C 3 2647.4 •,
	 1 Sc 33 2794.5 20003 2941.6
1004 196.1 20C4 392.2 3004 5880
-	 -	
- 54o4.x.. ^^ ►^`..^..9'8C:5`^_.'._°` ..^ .6:04 1176.6
7 )"4 1372.7 8:011 156 8.8 9004 1764,9
loiC4 1961.2 11CC4 2157.2 120 ^4 2353.3
13GC4 2549.4 14004 2745.5 15004 2941.6
16`C4 31370 17C",4 3333.8 18004 35290
19014 3726.0 20004 3922.1 1CC5 245.1
_.	
".2LC5 __^	 4`^0:?r..^"._..-3C'C5".'-"".__"T3'S:4,.	 .. 4095 980.5
5 1 C 5 1225.7 61ft.;5 147.'.8 71x'5 1T1509
aces 1961 r 1 9005 22.6.2 13ris 2451.3
113C5 2696.4 12005 2941.6 13005 3186.7
14'x'5 3431.8 IV'05. 3677.E 16!! 5 3922.1
1710 5 4167.2 18005 4412.4 19005 46570
2C 00f
_	
4-fb .	 ^ `-"" TLZ	 '29 ►^^2 `^ _. ^' 2000 588.3
3326 882.5 4C`6 1176.6 5C:6 147".8
6006 1764.5 "	 . TC06 205901 8CC6 23530
9006 2647.4 10006 2941.6 ,13:6 3235.7
12716 3529.9	 _._ .	 13916 382491 14006 4118.2
150 ,-6 4412.4 16046 47x,6.5 17006 500C*76 . _ .._3
	
►^. '_'_._ 2 Co CC 6 58 8 3. 2
1007 343.2 2907 680.4 3C*37 1!`29.6
40C 7 137297 __.. 5COT 17! 5. S 6007 2059.1
7007 2402.3 8907 2745.5 9007 3068.7
1110 7 3431:8	 _ 1YC3T 3775.0 12"07 4118.2
r r
_._.	 _...
.13iQ T 9T 14"^3^3:? "_ 18007 6197:3190CT 6520.` 20OC 6863.7 IC C8 2.2
2T^8 784.4 _	 __. __.a_ 30" 1176.6 401M 156898	 '!
5CC8 1961.1 6018 2353.3 7008 27115.5





...	 STRUCTURALS MT;ANTA. -C.
11IC8 4314.3 12008 47C6 S 13068 $09807
,14018 549 to C 1See.a 5 OM 2 16008 6275.4
17008 666 • 705905 008 	 7452.0
C3r 8 7844o2	 1009 441.2 200 882.5
3709 132	 •' 44691-  1164.4 5 f:9 2216.2
6C^9 2647.4 7CC9 3088.7 8009 3529.9
4A09 -__.101. ^..________.^_.	 .`	 4412.4 11009 4853.6
12.109 5294.8 IM9 5736.1 14CC9 61770
184C9 7942.3 19009 8383.5 20009 8824.7
1010 -640- """______--
^...20-10._._,.^t 983.': 3010 1470.8
4`1" 1961.1 3010 2451.3 6C1^ 2941.6
_	
7110 '3431,. E lnwC .. , .._	 3522. 1 ' 9013 4412.4
1331 , 4902.6 11414 5392.9 12010 5883.2
...__.^ . 
_131 ^`_. _: r.^ `l'.^0 ­7  11013 7354.0
1631: 7844.2 17CIO 8334.5 16C1C 8824.7
19310 93lS.0 ^  203416 S@C5.3 1411 539.3
2T 11 1%.78o6 3011 1617.9 4011 2157.2
$0 11 2646.4	 °`-- b411 323 S.7 7:11 37750
_8011 4314.3 9011 48!3.6 10011 5392.917:1.1______.	 • 1	 647r.-F-­
_
_ , _ 13 ".1 1 701 G. A
14011 7550.1 15411 8C 85.3 16011 8628.6
17311 916709 `   18411  S7C7.2 19011 10246.S
2^:11 07850e 1012 588.3 2' 12 1176.6
?012 17640	 `-°c -_ ___. 4012 23530 5012 2941.6
6012 3529•S 7012 4118.2 8412 4706.5
.._.
--- MM- . v:TZ_"	 5961.-T-_.....__v,I1312 ... . _6'471.5
12112 7359•e 13C12 7648.1 14012 8236.4
15012 8824.7 .___"^ 	 1`6012 -9413.1 17Cl2 10001.4
18012 105890 19012 11178•fZCSI2 117660
1013 637.3 _`._ ` . ` _2413 1271•0 3C13 19120
013 2549.4 SC13 3186.7 6013 3824.1 
4461 o 4 .i 13 2 J ao ? .	 __. 9C13 ..... 5736.1
1^x:3 6373.4 11%3 7010.8 12^13 7648.1
13^13 8285.	 - __..__	 ,...F 14013 _ ____ 8922.8 15013 9560.1
16013 10197.5 17013 1Ce34.8 16^13 11472.2
19:13 12109.x` __ ---- -____ _20y13 ,._._	 12744.8 1"14 686.4
2014 1372.7 3314 2059.1 4014 2745.5
3431 * 13 6cl4`41TB 7-- -	 °TC 14 4804s6 
8;14 5491.0 9014 6177.3 13414 6863.7
11114
7550.1._-._._. -..,	 12014 8236.4 13014 8922.8
14114 9609.2 160714 1x255.5 16:,14 1398109
17:14 11668.3 18014 12394.6 19014 13041.4
2^}14 13727.4 1015 735.4 2"'15 1470.8n ti 94I: S  Y	 ^ .	 5015 3677.0
6115 4412.4 7^15 5147.8 8015 5883.2
9'15 6618.E  1vG15 7354.0 11015 608993
12115 8824.7 13015 9560.1 14015 10295.5
15115 11.30.5 ._ ^` -`^ 16:15 11766.3 17015 12501.7
'8:15 13237.1 19415 13972.5 2415 14707.9
STRUCTURAL. COSTANTS C ._
1016 784.4 2CI6 1568.8 1016 2353.3
016 31370 SC16 3922.1 foC16 4706.5
10016 7844.2 LIC16 862806 1,'.016 9413.1
1'3116 IJ19 .	 -" '^	 .. ,i4b1$ 1QS81.9 ISC16 11766.3
16006 12550.7 I'C1 E 13335.2 18016 14119.6
19016 14904.1  ^Ct^!b 15688.4 1017 83394
2317 1666.4 3017 2SCN3 4017 3333.8
_
...._	 ___.._.-
	 fl	 .	 16	
.
. Cl"7	 . _ 5834.1
8:17 666.7.6 9017 15:1.0 1!+01? 833495
11311 91WI- 9 ---	 20-17 , . ICCClo 4 13017 10 83 4o 8 
14017 11668.3 15017 12601.7 16017 13335.2
MIT 14168 f-- ---- _`141,47 ' 1SCO2.1 19017 15835.5
2? ^.17 16669e C 131 8 882. 5 2C18 176469
. .p _. 3i f8 ..... ^ 64 04 	 8-	 3.	 6	 __ .. --	 '018 4412.4
6118 $29408 7:18 6177.3 acts ?359.8
9318 794203 10018 8824.7 11018 9707.2
!2013 10589.7 13 18 1147292 14CIS 12354.6
15`18 132370'1 _. _.,`	 `16118 14119.6 17;18 15002.1
18^1s 15884.5 19018 16767.0 20C1d 17649.5
71' 93105 ___	 _TBIr^:^ `	 . „ 30192019 .2794. 5
4319 3726.x: 5719 46'57.5 6019 558901
7019 6nO- S .-,,	 .,..	 _...._$019	 ._ T452.0 9OT9 8383.5
10019 9315.0 IIC19 10246.5 12019 11178.0
13015 12109; "__. _.^_ _ L4 p 13041:0` 13019 13972.5
!6019 14904.0 1TC19 15835.5 L8019 16767.9^.....,. - 1901 .^.J_._'^`__""T420 A 98005
2320 1961.1 3020 2lq41.6 4423 3922.1
5323 4902•.6 _..._...	 .____	 6;20 5883.2 TOO 68630
8320 7844.2 9C20 8824.7 13020 96,)5.3
11420 1^?785 `8 ._ _ . _ _._.T2^ZC 11766.3 I3s► 20 12746.8
14;20 1372?*4 15020 147C7.9 16C20 1568894
"17123 49:3	 ""T90Z0^ 18630 tf
2C 3V 19610.5 1200 0.0 4CO 0•0
A-107
***V	 AVE AMPLIFICATION • -• 79670 J1 DOS FOR lcoo HERTZ BAND
_ _RAOIUSIFT) LNTH COORO(FT) PNT AMPLIDBS)
ol
_





***VCL AVE AMPLIFICATION • 0.82310 01 DOS FOR
	 16. 0 HERTZ BAND
VCL AVE AMP W/INTERNAL PRESSURE EFFECT n 	
-2.85
RADIUSIFTI LNTHCOORO(FT) PNT AMPLIDBS)
0• a - _..
 156,04 -037700 01
._ .	 _	 ...
	 ._._ ..	 1.1 30.00 C•LIC70 C-2
74 .130 5• ^3s3"`"^"_,_._ . -038120 ^i3.^.7.0	
.. _
34•CC 0.11070 02
***VOL AVE AMPL I F ICAT ION s -* 3719D :2 DOS FOIL 2%0 HERTZ $ANIO
VCL AVE _P9t'9f_UREAMP W / INTSkNA:	 EFF9vCT	 -37.31
RADIUSIFTI LNTH COOROIFTI PNT AMPL(DBSI
-o7:040 03
:00
 'x•09 -•70000 03 '
7.100 19.OG 1-033880 02
?0 M)
-•3.3,30 C2
***VOL AVE AMPLIFICATION • -.1297D 02 DOS FOR 29.0 HERTt BAND
_ W iICL ANA AMP W/ I 1	 P F9
	
RE'
	 s_-14.73 --	 . J








700s0 3C•OC -011050 02
***VOL AVE AMPLIFICATION • -•2164D C2 DBS FOR 31.9 HERTZ BAND
VCL AVE AMP W/ INTERNAL -
 OkESSURE EFFECT * -22.33
RADIUS(FT) LNTH COORDIFT) PNT AMPL(OBS)
C•7	 _-_	 __	 _.__.. _..	 15•Cy -•21940 C2




***VOL AVE AMPLIFICATION s -•3"62D OC DOS FOR 4C•Q HERTZ BAND
VCL AV: AMP W / INTERNAL PRESSURE EFFECT n 	 - 6.18 -
^^ ` _ RADIUS (FT) LNTH COORDtFT) PNT AMPLIOBSI
_0.05 13:50 _.^__^ _.___- ,
.34790 01
l oo 30.30 -•36840 11
70'30 15.3:
-019890 01
MOC 30000 0.60680 Cl
***VOL AVE AMPLIFICATION i -• 33750 01 DBS FOR a.o ) HERTZ BAND
V Cl 4y 
c, A' P
_MI/ TNT 	 NFL P	 UAT EFlFj T . s _ -7o-g7
RADIUS(FT) LNTH COORD(FT) PNT AMPL(DBS)
t•O	 - -_.^ __	 1=•0Q -016730 12
00 13 30.30 -•43910 Cl




***VOL AVE AMPLIFICATION s - • 13170 01 DOS FOR 63.0 HERTZ BAND
VCL AVE AMP W/ INTERNAL PRESSURE EFFECT -
	 -7.26





Y J.3	 f	 _ 1SO40 40915510 U
J.J 30.041 -024910 02
700O3 15.00 0926040 Q1^..^_... >.^._ .........,r.J
	 ! .,".r._".	 ':	 +' ^.._ ._.,.....__. =.13Z$D 02
***VOL AVE AMPLIFICATION s -.43000 4 1 OB S FOR 10.0 HERTZ BAND
VOL AVE AMP M / INTERNAL PRESSURE EFFECT • 	 -8.43
RADIUS ( FT 1 ` OTH COORDiFT) PNT APPL (DBS)
J.0 15.00 -.e2U40 01oar-- . _ ..^ .^ ^
	
^-.1913 0 01
7.7iJ 15000 -063810 4C
+3.25260 ^1
***VCL AVE AMPLIFICATION = 3 . 32310 01 09S FOR 100.3 HERTZ BAND
VCL	 AVE AMP M/INT ERNAL PRESSURE EFFECT n 	 -4.54
_
RAOIII TFTI
	 -'"^-'"TR-- Ci3GROTM PNi AMPLC09S)
3. J 150 00 -044850 01
-073320 01
7.004 15000 0.20110 Cl
79303 yC.CC :.11760 C2
- - - 
* *VOL AVE"AMP`L` rf AT7LJA s N6Ir20--n-OR5-TOR 125. 0 HERTZ BAND
VCL AVE AMP MIIiNTERNAL PRESSURE EFFECT a	 - 3.49
RAD IUS fFT	 , LNTH COORD ( F71 PNT AMPL(OBS)




	 !0000 -.13080 C2
7.x)0 .13.::t'. ^•11320 02
3.13570 "2
***VCL AVE AMPLIFICATION n °..b778D 31 DBS FOR 	 167.3 HERTZ BARD
VCL AVS AMP W / iNT RNAL PRESSUR E EFFECT s	 -3928
RADIUS (FT I  LNTH COORD(FT) PNT AMPL(DBS)
•.:00 15.00 -*7:26D Cl
0. ._?Q	 '^ ^_. ^.. __._ ^_	 -.73010 Cl
70 )3: 15.00 0.12230 P2
7.J )0 _	 __	 sD.?fl 0.79560 Ol
***VOL AV E ANPLIFICAT `TON a -'611510 32 CABS FOR	 2000 HERTZ BAND
VCL AVF AMP M/INTERNAL PRESSJRE EFFECT a -2. 35
RRAOTDS`	 ..__.___.FNT °AMPL(I)BS)




7.3:0 15 . 001	 3.15920 t2
70 JQ 3
	
_ __ _ _F_ m. mo00
	 00724C Cl
- _ •**V g " VT "APP(;TFTCATIU s -•.. ZBZD-	B-SFOR" ` 2:t HERTZ BAND
VCL AV i. AMP N/INTERNAL PRESSURE EFFECT • -7.81
RAD IUS ( FT)	 ` . e -INTH COORD (FT)
	 FNT AMPL (OBS)





	 15.00	 -.60610 01
, ,	
3 0037 ._	 W_._ -^B5S8D ^2
aE Pipp 
	 GE I3	 A-109
1
1
